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ABSTRACT

This thesis is comprised of two parts. Part one describes the molecular

analysis of the HLA class I and class II genes in the Australian Aboriginal

population.

The HLA-DP genotype of 100 Aborigines from two geographic regions

within Australia was determined by PCR-AFLP DNA genotyPing. It was found

that there is a restricted number of HLA-DP alleles within the Australian

Aboriginal population, and that the allele frequency distribution differed

between the two groups. Australian Aborigines as a population have a

dramatically different HLA-DP allele distribution to Caucasoids, showing more

similarity with native Asian populations.

The HlA-class I alleles also show a restricted range in the Australian

Aboriginal population. The 434 antigen was found to be coded for by the HLA-
A*3401 allele in all individuals examined, despite the well-documented

presence of a "long" and a "short" 434 antigen in Australian Aborigines. A new

HLA-815 allelic variant was discovered and officially named HLA-B*1521.. This

allele has similar serological reactivity to HLA-875 and aPPears to be present at

relatively high frequency within the Aboriginal population.

Part two of this thesis provides a comparison of serological and

molecular tissue typing methods in view of genetic mutations at the HLA loci

and the expression of serological HLA'blanks". A serological HLA-424 'blank"

segregating from mother to son was found to be associated with A*2402

transcripts in which the precise sequence of exon 3 had failed to be transcribed.

The 424 "blank" is believed to be the result of an unidentified mutation in the

upstream regulatory region of the A*2402 gene, in combination with an

increased frequency of alternative splicing. An HLA-43 "blank" segregating

through three generations of healthy individuals was found to be associated

with a 6bp deletion in exon 3 of the A*030L gene in each individual.

In an effort to determine the frequency of such serological HLA-A
"blanks", two hundred cells for which a single HLA-A specificity had been

recorded were typed by DNA genotyping. No further "blanks" such as the A3

and A24 "blanks" were detected. A new 430 allele was discovered and officially

named HLA-A*3004.
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Chapter 1,

INTRODUCTION

'Just as an fraae ø psycrt.ic persona[ìty 6y uñicfi. eacñ, k ñ.hnsetf ønl not ønotfr¿r; so ue fiaoe ø

fi.umoralpersonality ufi¡cñ aßo mnkçs eøcfi. lífferentfrom øøtñer:....., faú is finse[f' ønl

not a1otfi¿r, Eøcfi. frøç ñk iliasyncrasies, or, to put it 6etter' fik ftunora[ inliailuaíity, øs

ueff as fi.k psycftotogicsÍ inliailuntity, to lffirentìnte flùn, lPreaìaus ímpressians, so aariø6f¿

ín lffirent persofls, renl¿r eøcñ person's ìntettþence pecutiar ønl persona[, In tfr¿ safiu a)ø!

ñumorø[ impressions ìf sucfr. øn eçpressìan is permissi6[e, ìnluce in eatfi inliailua[ a fruttnrs[

persona[ityjust øs cfrnracterLstíc of fi,in as ñß ínteff¿ctuat persona[ity',

Richet, 1913

fon van Rood in his personal account of the history of HLA (van Rood,

1993) writes:

'lIfrat øas tfi.e situstion in 1958,'l,le ftal ø reasonøíty ue[t-equippel [níorøtory uitfi. peop[e

ufro fral eryeri¿n¿e in sero[ngy ønl ceff klnetícs. We raere acceptel in anl uere Part oÍ tfr¿,

cfínic utfrare nte frú ou.r mtn ptogrounl: innwtwfiaemøtofogy, ønl ue finl 6een trøinal 5y

tfie 6est peopt"e of tfrat thne in c[inical reseørcñ', ltfr¿n it ñnppetwl. Enter: t{ÍA.'
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INTRODUCTION

The Human Møjor Histocompatíbility Complex

The Major Histocompatibility complex (MHc) forms the most

polymorphic genetic system found in humans. It is an area of the genome which

is densely populated with genes some of which show an extraordinarily high

amount of allelic polymorphism. Most of the genes in this region play a role in

immune function, however, many others are yet to be defined at the strucfural

or functional level as the list of new MHC genes is constantly being updated.

The most well-characterised genes within the MHC are those encoding the

Human Leucocyte Antigen (HLA) molecules. It is precisely the great

polymorphism of the HLA genes which has seen them well-established as a

model system for studies in evolution, disease association, anthropology, and

transplantation. It is the aim of this introduction to describe the structure and

function of the HLA genes and the significance of these genes to various areas

of humanbiology.

The MHC spans a region of 4 megabases on the short arm of

chromosome 6 (band 6p21..3) (Geraghty et al., 1992a) (figure 1.). There are

currently 37 genes in the HLA region (Bodmer et al., L994). The HLA class I

genes are located within a 2 Mbp region constituting the telomeric half of the

human MHC. The class I gene loci consist of the HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C

genes which code for the so-called classical transplantation antigens, in addition

to a number of class I pseudogenes. HLA-E, HLA-F and HLA-G which aPPear

to have unique specialised functions and tissue distribution, and are relatively

non-polymorphic are also classified as class I genes (Geraghty et a1., 1992a;

Geraghty et a1., 1992b; Geraghty et al., 7990; Koller et al., 1988). The classical

class II genes are HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP. The class II genes,

including the newly defined HLA-DO, HLA-DM, and HLA-DN genes/ occupy
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Figure 1. Map of the human major histocompatibility complex spanning-4000kb on chromosome 6. Genes are named

abiove the figìre and distance in kb is indicated below the figure. Adapted from Campbell & Trowsdale, t993.
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the centromeric region of the MHC encompassing L MbP. The class III genes

also known as the complement genes occupy the intervening lMbp (Newell et

a1.,1994) between the class I and class II gene clusters. In addition there are

many other MHC-encoded genes such as the tumour necrosis factor (TNF) and

heat shock protein (HSP) genes, and other genes involved in immune function

such as the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) and large

multi-functional protease (LMP) genes.

The HLA genes are exPressed in a codominant fashion, and the

combination of alleles at linked loci on the same chromosome is known

collectively as the HLA haplotype. The HLA haplotype of an individual now

commonly refers to the alleles of the HLA loci considered to be relevant to

transplantation i.e. HLA-A, -B and -DR. However, because of the strong linkage

disequilibrium found in the HLA system, especially in the HLA-D region

between DQB1 and DRA, not all possible haplotypes which can be constructed

by combining the alleles of the various loci are actually found in the population

(Mayr, 1990). Linkage disequilibrium is the unexpectedly high rate of co-

occurrence on the same haptotype, of certain combinations of alleles at linked

loci. In European Caucasoid populations, one of the first linkage disequilibrium

pairs to be identified was HLA-AI and 88; loci that are about L million bp (or L

approximately centimorgan) apart and recombine during meiosis about L% of

the time (Alper et al., L992).

A new theory has been proposed suggesting the presence of "extended"

or "ancestral haplotyp€s", where linkage disequilibrium is believed to extend

over a much larger but as yet undefined segment of the short arm of

chromosome 6 (Awdeh et a1., L992). Controversy surrounds the proposal by

Degli-Esposti et a1.,1992 that the basic pool of polymorphism within the MHC

can probably be described in terms of a relatively small number (perhaps 50-

200) of ancestral haploytpes. Alper et al., L992, suggest that a minimum of 30%

of normal Caucasoid MHC haplotypes are accounted for by extended
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haplotypes.

The products of the HLA genes are the human leucocyte antigens

themselves, which are glycoproteins expressed on the cell surface. The class I

antigens are found on all nucleated cells. The HLA class I heavy chain has a

molecular weight of approximately 44kDa and is non-covalently bound to p2-

microglobulin which combines to form the quaternary structure of the molecule

(Mayr, 1990). p2-microglobulin is essentially a monomorphic polypeptide of

12kDa, coded for by a gene localized on chromosome 15 (band 15q21'-15q22).

The class I gene products of HLA-A, -B, and -C consist of an extracellular region

of 278 amino acids including the NH2 terminal end, a transmembrane region of

28 hydrophobic amino acids, and an intracellular region of 32 amino acids

including the COOH-terminal end of the molecule. The extracellular region

comprises 3 domains: ct,1., u2, and cr3 with 90, 92, and 96 amino acids

respectively (figure 2).

The class II antigens are glycoproteins formed from an c chain of 33kDa (heavy

chain) and a p chain of 29kDa (light chain) which are non-covalently associated

(136). Both chains are coded for by genes within the MHC and have a similar

structure: an extracellular region (-NHZ end) with 2 domains (85-95 and 109

amino acids respectively), u transmembrane region (23 amino acids) and an

intracellular region (-COOH end, 8-L5 amino acids). The HLA-DQ and DP

regions each contain one functional cr and p gene whereas, the HLA-DR

subregion contains one functional cr gene and the number of functional p genes

varies from one to two depending upon the class II haplotype. The class II

antigens have a restricted tissue distribution mainly present on B lymphocytes,

monocytes and macrophages, some endothelial and epithelial cells, dendritic

cells and activated T lymphocytes. Like the class I antigens, the two membrane

proximal domains, in this case cr2 and p2, are highly conserved, with the distal

domains, crl. and 81, carrying the polymorphic determinants (Serjeantson, L989).
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HLA Serology

Until recently, the HLA haplotype of an individual could only be

determined by the direct detection of the HLA antigens by serology. Antibodies

elicited against class I or class II HLA molecules during the course of graft

rejection, or formed in multiparous women in response to paternal HLA

molecules expressed on the foetus, are used to define variation at the class I and

class II loci on isolated T and B cells respectively (Hogan & Brown,1992).

Serological detection of HLA antigens by complement-dependent

microcytotoxicity (Terasaki et al., 1978) is still the most common method of

HLA typing. However, serology has now proved to be a relatively coarse

detection method and quality assurance programmes are finding discrepancies

between repeat serological typings. Re-typing of recipients of corneal

transplants found that 88% of the HLA-A, 79% of the HLA-B, and only 55% of

the HLA-DR typing results matched identically (Hopkins et al., 1992). Forty

percent of the discrepant DR typings were the result of the retyping laboratory

identifying a second antigen not detected in the original laboratory.

Parham, !992, suggests that serological typing suffers from two

significant sources of inaccuracy. Firstly, that it cannot distinguish all the alleles

that influence alloreactions, in other words it types as identical, alleles that are

different. Secondly, that serology is unpredictably variable in assessing the

degree of relatedness between serologically cross-reactive molecules. Thus,

some very different alleles are being typed as similar and others typed as very

different are in fact quite similar. Results to follow concerning the analysis of

the 434 antigen attest to the anomalies inherent in serological detection.

An important reason for the failure of serology to detect differences in

HLA molecules may reside in the fact that many of the polymorphic residues

within the antigen binding cleft are inaccessible to antibodies. Therefore allelic

differences of major functional importance remain potentially undetected by
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serology (Bjorkman et a1., L987a; Steinle et al., 1993). Positions located on the

surface of the HLA molecule, but not within the peptide-binding cleft, are

important in serological specificities (Hogan & Brown, L992). The diversity of

peptides bound by any HLA molecule may also contribute to the insensitivity

of antibodies as tools for detecting polymorphism in the peptide binding groove

(Parham, 1992).

Continuing supply of high quality allo-antisera is a further problem

facing serology. HLA typing has been performed principally with sera from

multiparous women for the past 30 years. Despite the fact that only Lpl of a

high titre serum is needed per test, the increasing volume of tests performed

worldwide has put a premium on the limited volume of sera obtainable.

Monoclonal antibodies provide a readily available source of typing antibodies,

and monoclonal antibodies to many of the basic HLA specificities have already

been produced. A one-step monoclonal antibody typing procedure for HLA

class I and class II typing has recently been described (Lee et a1., 1.994). This

method is a simplification of the microcytotoxicity test and shows high

concordance with the traditional NIH method (Terasaki et a1., 1978). The

greatest number of discrepancies between the NIH and the One-step method

occurred at the HLA-B locus compared to the other 3loci (HLA-A, -DIÇ -DQ)

which may be caused by the existence of a greater number of serologically

defined HLA-B antigens. Nevertheless the limitations of antibody-dependent

detection of HLA molecules remains.

Molecular Anølysis of HLA

Molecular techniques have now found their way into tissue typing labs

allowing direct genotyping of the HLA genes at the nucleotide level. HLA class

II genotyping is now routine in many 1abs, and HLA-A and HLA-B genotyping

protocols are available (Gao et a1., 1994; Krausa et al., 1993; Yoshida et al., 1992).
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Table 1. HLA alleles recognised by the WHO Nomenclature Committee for factors of
the HLA system, 1994. Reprinted from Bodmer et al., 7994.

HLA-A HLA-B HLA-DRB HLA-DPB HLA-DQ

A*0101
At0102
A+0201
A*0202
4r0203
¡.0204
A*0205
A*0206
¡.0207
Aru208
A*0209
A*0210
A*0211
A\212
Al0213
A*0301
A*0302
A*1101
A*1102
A*2301
A*240L
42402
A*2403
A'2501
A+2601.
A*2602
A*2603
A2604
A*2901
A*2902
A*3001
A*3002
A*3003
A*31011
A*31012
A*3201
A*3301
A*3302
A*3401
4"3402
A*3601
A*4301
A*6601
A*6602
A*68011
A*68012
A*6802
A*6901
A*7407
A*8001

8*0701
B*0702
B*0703
B*0704
8*0801
B*0802
B+1301
B*1302
B+1401
B+1402
B*1501
B*1502
8"1503
B*1504
B*1505
B*1506
B*1507
B*1508
B*1509
B*1510
B*1511
B*1512
B*1513
B*1514
B*1515
B*1516
B*7517
B*1518
B*1519
B*1520
B*1801
B*1802
B*2701
B*2702
82703
B*2704
B*2705'1,
B*27052
B*2706
B*2707
B*2708
8*3501
8"3502
B*3503
B*3504
B*3505
B*3506
B*3507
B*3508
B*370'1.

8*3801
B*3802
8*39011
8*39013
B*39021
B*39022
B*3903
8*3904
8*40011
8*40012
B*4002
B*4003
8*4004
8*4005
B*41006
B*4101
B*4207
B*4402
B*4403
B*MO4
B+4501
B*4601
B+470'1,
8"4801
B*4tì02
8*4901
8*5001
B*5101
B*5102
B*5103
B*5104
B*5105
8*52011
8*52012
8*5301
8*5401
8*5501
8*5502
8'5601
B*5602
B*5701
B*5702
8*5801
8*5901
B*670't
B*7307
B*7801

i0101
r0102
+0103
*0104
*0201

ro502
*0601

1T3011
1*,03012
1*0302
1.0401
110501
1*05011
1',05012
1*05013

DRB1*0104
DRB1*1501
DRB1*15021
DRB1*15022
DRB1*1503
DRB1*1504
DRB1*1601
DRB1*1602
DRB1*1603
DRB1*1604
DRB1*1605
DRB1*1606
DRB1*03011
DRB1*03012
DRB1*0302
DRB1*0303
DRB1*0304
DRB1*0401
DRB1*0402
DRB1*0403
DRna0404
DRB1*0405
DRB1*0406
DRB1*0407
DRB1*0408
DRB1*0409
DRB1*0410
DRB1*0411
DRB1*0412
DRB1*0413
DRB1*0414
DRB1*0415
DRB1*0416
DRB1*0417
DRB1*0418
DRB1*0419
DRB1*11011
DRB1*11012
DRB1*1102
DRB1*1103
DRB1*11041
DRB1*11042
DRB1*1105
DRB1*1106
DRB1*1107
DRB1*11081
DR8111082
DRB1*1109
DRB1'1110
DRB1*1111
DRB1*09011
DRB1*09012
DRB1+1001

DRBlfl112
DRBl*1113
DRB1*1201
DRB1*1202
DRB1*1203
DRB1*1301
DRB1*1302
DRB1*1303
DRBl*1304
DRB1*1305
DRB1*1306
DRB1*1307
DRB1*1308
DRB1*1309
DRB1+1310
DRB1*1311
DRBl*1312
DRB1*1313
DRB1*1401
DRB1*1402
DRB1*1403
DRBl*1404
DRB1*1405
DRB1*1406
DRB1*1407
DRB1+1408
DRB1*1409
DRB1*1410
DRB1*1411
DRBl*1412
DRBl*1413
DRB1*1414
DRB1*1415
DRB1*1416
DRB1*1417
DRBl*0701
DRBl*0801
DRB1'08021
DRB1*08022
DRB1*08031
DRBl*08032
DRBl*08041
DRBl*08042
DRBl*0805
DRB1*0806
DRB1*0807
DRBl*0808
DRBl*0809
DRB1*0810
DRBl+0811

DPB1*01011
DPBl*01012
DPBl*0201
DPB1*02011
DPB1*02012
DPB1*0202
DPBl*0301
DPB1*0401
DPB110402
DPB110501
DPB1*0601
DPB1*0801
DPB1*0901
DPB1*1001
DPB1*11011
DPB1*11012
DPB1*1301
DPB1*1401
DPB1*1501
DPBl*1601
DPB1*1701
DPB1*1801
DPB1*1901
DP8190011
DPBl*20012
DPB1*2101
DPB1*2201
DPB1'2301
DPBl*2401
DPBl*2501
DPB1*26011
DP81"26012
DPB1*2701
DPB112801
DPBl*2901
DPB1*3001
DPB1*3101
DPB1*3201
DPB1'3301
DPBl*3401
DPB1*3501
DPB1*3601
DPB1'3701
DP813801
DPBl*3901
DPB1*4001
DPB1*4101
DPB1*4401
DPBl*4501
DPBl*4601
DPBl*4701
DPB1*4801
DPBl*4901
DPBl*5001
DPBl*5101
DPB1'5201
DPB1*5301
DPBl'5401
DPBl*5501

DQBl*0501
DQBl+0502
DQBl*05031
DQBl*05032
DQB1*0504
DQB1+06011
DQ81.06012
DQBl*0602
DQBl*0603
DQBl*0604
DQBl*06051
DQBl*06052
DQB1*0606
DQB1*0607
DQBl*0608
DQBl*0609
DQB1+0201
DQB1.0202
DQ81.0301
DQB1'0302
DQBr03031
DQB1'03032
DQB1*0304
DQB1*0305
DQ81.0401
DQ81.0402
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The major advantage of the molecular genotyping techniques is the improved

sensitivity. HLA alleles have been detected for samples that were previously

characterised as "FILA blank", and many of the known HLA antigens have now

been split into two or more subtypes. Not until the advent of molecular

genotyping had the full extent of the polymorphism of the HLA genes been

revealed. The L994 HLA nomenclafure committee report lists the most recent

update of the number of HLA alleles currently recognised (Bodmer et a1., L994)

(table 1).

The number of HLA alleles continues to increase at a rapid rate, in

particular, isolated native populations are proving to be a rich source of HLA

diversity. The sole use of serology in the past, in contrast to molecular

genotyping methods, suffered from the limitation of being restricted largely to

sera collected from multiparous Caucasoid women as the source of antibodies.

Consequently, antigens unique to populations other than Caucasoids are likely

to be undetected. Much was known about the frequencies of HLA antigens in

Caucasoid populations but very little about other ethnic grouPs. Once again the

specificity and ease-of-use of molecular genotyping methods has expanded our

knowledge of HLA allele frequencies in other ethnic grouPs. HLA frequencies

are now an important tool in anthropological studies of human populations and

early migration patterns.

HLA DIVERSITY IN ETHNIC GROUPS

Analysis of HLA phenotypes in 30 ethnic groups conducted as part of the

3rd Asia Oceania Histocompatibility Workshop showed that Negroids branch

first from the phylogenetic tree, followed by grouPs of Australoids, with

Caucasoids and Mongoloids last (Wakisaka et al., 1986). The results are

consistent with the general concept of four major population Sroups in the

world. Although some isolated ethnic groups appear in a curious position
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reflecting random genetic drift, the phylogenetic tree constructed from the HLA

gene frequencies is genetically consistent with the anthropological findings of

ethnic diversities. Studies by Hill et a1., 1992a, found a striking diversity of HLA

class II haplotypes in sub-saharan Africa that is approximately twice as

extensive as that seen in northern Europeans. Forty-six HLA-D&DQ haplotypes

were found compared with 20-25 in all European populations, and only one

haplotype observed in Europeans (at a frequency of 2%) was not found in these

Africans. This data, together with recent surveys of other Africans and their

derivative populations in the Americas, supports the view that Africans are the

founding human population. Studies of HLA class I frequencies of ethnic

groups from the west African state of The Gambia also provides an account of

population relationships that is consistent with their known geographical,

historical, and linguistic relationships (Allsopp et a1., 1992).

Some HLA antigens are universally found in human populations albeit at

different frequencies, whereas others are restricted to individual populations or

geographic regions (figure 3). The geographical distribution of HLA antigens

can be classified into 6 groups tentatively designated as; pan-ethnic, north

Mongoloid, south Mongoloid, Caucasoid, Negroid and Oceanoid (Wakisaka et

al., L986). Pan-ethnic antigens such as HLA-42 arc common in almost all

populations studied. The highest frequency of serologically defined HLA-42 is

74.2% found in American Indians and the lowest frequency is 2.6% in Papua

New Guinea natives (Wakisaka et a1., 1986). At the DNA level the HLA-42

antigen is coded for by 1.3 different subtypes (Bodmer et aI. L994). HLA-A*0201

is the main subtype in human populations and is found in all major ethnic

groups, whereas other subtypes have a more restricted ethnic distribution

(Castano & Lopez de Castro, L992; Fernandez-Yina et a1., 1992).In contrast,

HLA-434 is classified as an Oceanoid antigen, being most common in

Australian Aborigines and other Pacific Island populations, and absent in
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Figure 3. Geographical distribution of HLA antigens. a. HLA-434 is classified as

ar, Ocear,oid-antigen and is most common in the Australian Aborigines and
Pacific Island populations. b. HLA-42 is classified as a pan-ethnic antigen and
is common in-almost all human populations. Adapted from Wakisaka et a1.,

1986.
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Caucasoids (Wakisaka et al., 1986).

The HLA genes of 619 Pima Indians from the Gila River Indian

Community in Arizona were studied by Williams and McAuley, L992a; L992b,

as a contemporary model for the first Paleo-Indians. Restricted HLA

polymorphism typical of small isolated ethnic groups was found at both the

class I and class II loci. Orly 3 HLA-A alleles were found at an allele frequency

greater thanl"/o; A2 (56.1%), A24 (34.2%) and 43L (14.9%). At the HLA-B locus

ten serologically defined antigens segregated at polymorphic frequency (>0.01)

including a 840 variant also detected in Mexican Americans, and a 85 variant

which has since been found to be identical to the 85.35 antigen (8*5102) found

in 0.2"/" of the fapanese population (Kawaguchi et a1', 1992). Amerindian

populations are thought to have originated from Eastern Asian immigrants who

crossed the Bering land-bridge20-40,000 years ago. It is therefore an attractive

hypothesis that the Japanese and Amerindian 8*5102 alleles have a common

origin, however the possibility that this allele was formed independently in

Asia and America can not be ruled out (Kawaguchi et al., t992).

P øcific I sl an il P op uI ati o n s

Gao et al. conducted a study of the nucleotide sequence polymorphisms

at the HLA-DR and -DQ loci in Pacific Islanders including one ]avanese, three

Polynesian, and two Micronesian populations (Gao et al., 1992d). Haplotype

distributions and DRB1 allele frequencies show a common ancestry of

Micronesian and |avanese populations that is compatible with linguistic and

archeologic evidence that they derive from the same ancestral gene pool. The

presence of DRB1*0403 in Micronesians, but not in |avanese is also compatible

with linguistic evidence for dual settlement of Micronesia, confirming the

Melanesian contribution to the Micronesian gene pool. The origins of the

Polynesians remains a long standing question. The HLA class II allele
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distributions were very similar among the three Polynesian populations, and

clearly distinguished them from the |avanese and Micronesian populations.

Unique to Polynesians among Oceanic populations was the presence of

DRBL*0802, described previously only in Amerindians (Gorski, L989). The

Polynesian class II genetic repertoire is not readily traced to the island

Southeast Asian gene pool, contrary to linguistic and archeologic

reconstructions. Mongoloid ancestry is clearly evident, however, the class II

profile may well have changed beyond recognition of any immediate ancestral

source due to population bottlenecks and small population sizes, combined

with the potential effects of natural selection.

Similar studies have been conducted in a wider range of populations in

Asia and Oceania including Australian Aborigines, and Northern and Southern

Chinese. Linguistic and achaeological evidence show that the Melanesian

population is composed of two distinct groups; coastal Melanesians and the

Papua New Guinea (PNG) HigNanders. Previous genetic analyses have found

that PNG highlanders cluster with Australian Aborigines rather than with

coastal Melanesians. Recent studies of HLA class II polymorphisms in Asia-

Oceania confirm this dichotomy (Gao et aL, I992a; Gao & Serjeantson, L992).

Certain alleles found commonly in coastal Melanesian populations were absent

or near-absent in PNG highlanders. Australian Aborigines showed the most

distinctive characteristics when compared with other populations examined.

However, the frequency of individual DR alleles was similar in PNG

highlanders and Australian Aborigines, and the presence or absence of certain

haplotypes was exclusive to these populations, reflecting some common

ancestry.

The HLA phenotypes found in isolated native populations also shed

some light on the evolution of the HLA genes themselves. Maintenance of all

major HLA-A allelic lineages during the migration of people from Africa to

Europe is demonstrated in a study by Madrigal et aI., 1992. Alleles encoding
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antigens associated with African and American blacks were paired with that of

the cross-reactive antigen found in the Caucasoid population. The nucleotide

sequence for each of the "black antigens" A23, A36 and A74 was found to be

closely related to the cross-reactive Caucasoid antigens A24, y'^l. and 432

respectively and did not represent distinctive allelic lineages. In each case

functional residues of the antigen recognition site were changed, thus the

differences between these pairs of alleles are likely to affect the specificity of

antigen presentation and to have been the result of positive selection during

human evolution.

HLA-A*8001

HLA genotyping of African Americans has led to the recent identification

of a new HLA-A allele that is believed to represent a sixth family of HLA-A

(Domena et a1., L993a; Wagner et al., 1993) (figure 4). HLA-A*8001 has a

characteristic HLA-A sequence, but at positions which define family-specific

substitutions A"800L has a motif which does not correspond to any of those

found in the A2, A3,49,4L0 or A19 families. The A*8001 and A3 family motifs

are identical in the 5' half of the coding region (positions L-67L) which includes

exons 2 and 3 encoding the antigen recognition site, however, in the 3' part of

the coding region (positions 672 - 1093) the A*8001, motif bears no close

relationship to the A3 family motif and is similarly divergent from all 5 family

motifs. Although closest in sequence to A*0101, A*800L differs from that allele

by 34 nucleotide substitutions, producing 24 amino acid replacements spread

throughout the sequence. Four of the substitutions within the crl, and a2

domains have not been found in other HLA-A sequences, however, three of

these substitutions exist either in HLA-A homologues of the great apes or in

other human class I loci.
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H -c

Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree of the HLA-A alleles showing the relationship of
HLA-A*8001 to the other HLA-A alleles. HLA-A*8001. is deep on the branch
leading to the A3 allelic family. Reprinted from Domena et a1., L993.
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree of the HLA-A alleles and their homologues in the
grãat apes. Chimpanzee Patr-A alleles segregate on the FìLA-A3/49 lineage,
whereas Gorilla Gogo-A alleles segregate on the HIA-A2/ AI0/ AL9lineage.
Reprinted from Lawlor et a1., L99L.
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Construction of parsimony trees shows how the five HLA-A families

further group into two more ancient lineages, one comprising the A3 and A9

families and the other the 42, 4L0 and 419 families (Domena et al., \993a;

Firgaira et al., 'J.994; Wagner et al., 1993). Characterisation of HLA-A

homologues in the great apes has revealed chimpanzee Patr-A alleles to be of

the first lineage while gorilla Gogo-A alleles are of the second (Lawlor et a1.,

L99L) (figure 5). Thus both lineages predate the separation of humans,

chimpanzees, and gorillas, and were present in the common ancestor of the

three species. Parsimony analyses indicate that the A*800L sequence represents

a sixth family of HLA-A alleles, one that is included in the lineage with the A3

and A9 families (Domena et a1., 1993a; Wagner et a1., 1993). Domena et al. raise

the possibility that A*8001 is an old allele of African origin that did not

disseminate from Africa during the first colonisation of Europe and Asia by

humans.

HLA-873

Similarly, a recently characterised HLA-B allele may represent a new

lineage of HLA-B alleles. HLA-873 is the last "official" serological HLA-B type

to be defined at the molecular level (Parham et al., 1994). The 873 antigen is

present in diverse populations throughout the world although at frequencies of

less than 1% (Imanishi et al., 1992). Sequencing of the B*730L allele, which

encodes the 873 antigen, from a Caucasoid individual found that 8*7301 does

not conform to the pattern defined by the previously studied HLA-B alleles.

The features that set B*730L apart from other HLA-B alleles are concentrated in

the 3' half of the gene. At nine positions 8*7301. encodes a residue found in no

other HLA-B allele, however, eight of these substitutions are present in other

human and/ or ape class I genes. Parsimony analysis of exons 4-8 of HLA-B
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illustrates the divergence of B*7301, from other HLA-B alleles, and indicates that

8*7301 is on a separate branch to all other HLA-B alleles.

Previously two lineages of chimpanzee and gorilla B alleles had been

defined on the basis of a polymorphism in length of the transmembrane region

(Lawlor et a1., 199L). With determination of the primary structure of 8*7301, the

same two lineages are shown to be present in humans. The coding region of

B*T30L comprises 1092 nucleotides compared to 1.089 nucleotides for other

HLA-B alleles due to an unusual deletion-duplication event in the

transmembrane region (Parham et a1., 1994). Although not present in other

HLA-B alleles this distinctive motif in exon 5 is present in the majority of gorilla

and chimpanzee B alleles. Thus, the two lineages of B alleles defined by the

deletion-duplication event in exon 5 appear to have diverged at a time early in

the evolution of the B locus, prior to the divergence of the modern human,

chimpanzee, and gorilla species. That the 873 antigen is present in African,

Asian, European and Pacific populations is consistent with, but does not prove,

the hypothesis that 8*7301, or a closely related allele, was Present in African

populations prior to the dispersal of the human species throughout the globe.

TRANSPLANTATION

The initial impetus for studying the HLA genes was the role of the HLA

genes in transplantation. Medawar's classic paper published in1946 (Medawar,

1946) on skin transplant rejection in rabbits,led the way for skin transplantation

experiments in humans by Rapaport et a1., 1962 andvan Rood ( reviewed in van

Rood, 1993) long before the days of medical ethics committees. The importance

of tissue matching in successful transplantation was quickly recognised.

Nevertheless, strong debate continues today about the relative importance of

HLA matching versus other factors influencing solid organ graft survival such

as preservation time, graft function, and the centre effect (Martin & Dyer, L993;
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Matas, 1993). Few would disagree that HLA identity is desirable, but many

believe that there is no difference between various subgroups of mismatches,

and that anything other than a perfect match, is in fact poorly matched (Matas

et a1., 1990). The routine use of immunosuppressive therapy and the high cost of

shipping organs to well-matched recipients is seen by some to argue against

placing high priority on HLA matching. Flowever, the degree of

histocompatibility has its greatest effect in the long term .

Terasaki stated in L991 "if kidney, heart, and liver transplantations were

performed without regard for tissue matching, then 1 year graft survival of

about 80% could be obtained by using current immunosuppressive protocols"

(Terasaki, L99L). This would appear to be a highly successful outcome and

argue against the need for HLA matching of donor and recipient. However, this

does not address the long-term survival rate of the graft. A review of the UCLA

data by Terasaki showed a clear separation of graft survival rates in patients

receiving zeto, one, of two incompatible HLA haplotype grafts, which was even

more influential than whether the patient was grafted for the first time or was

re-grafted (Terasaki, 1986). The half-life, or the time in which half of the

transplants can be expected to fail, for HlA-identical sibling first transplants is

20-25 years, whereas with transplants from cadaveric donors which are usually

mismatched for two HLA haplotypes, the half-life is only 7 years (Terasaki,

1986; Terasaki, 1991). This half-life figure is the same both before and after the

introduction of routine use of immunosuppressive drugs such as cyclosporine

in 1984, and is unrelated to any other factors, such as patient age, original

disease, the centre at which the transplant is performed, or the mode of

immunosuppressive treatment. So, although immunosuppressive drugs have

achieved impressive success in increasing the graft survival rate in the first

yeat, the dominant long term effect of histocompatibility on transplantation is

evident.
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DISEASE ASSOCIATION

Another area of active research in the field of HLA is disease association.

The Mack Foster award lecture in L991, was devoted to HLA and disease, and

De Vries presented his own hypothesis; that HLA polymorphism is a kind of

life insurance for the species against premature extinction by infectious

diseases, and the premium for that life insurance is paid by the few people who

suffer from HlA-associated allergic and immunopathological diseases. Because

such diseases usually arc not killers and occur after the reproductive age, they

do not have a significant effect in terms of selection. The polymorphism of the

HLA system therefore, generates polymorphism in the holes of each

individual's T-cell repertoire, reducing the possibility that the population as a

whole could be susceptible to one pathogen, and thus spreading the risk for the

population (De Vries, 1992).

An association between a disease and a particular antigen is

demonstrated if there is a statistically significant difference between the antigen

frequencies in patients and controls (Thomson, 1.991). A comprehensive list of

autoimmune diseases associated with HLA has now been compiled, with the

most convincing association between HLA-827 and ankylosing spondylitis (AS)

(Brewerton et a1., 1973; Schlosstein et al. 1973). HLA association with disease

can involve i) the absence (Moraes et a1., L991) or presence of an individual

allele such as the association of DPBl*020L and pauciarticular juvenile

rheumatoid arthritis (]RA) (Begovich et a1., 1989; Nepom et a1., 1991), ü) a

combination of alleles such as the excess of rare DRB1 and DPBI. alleles found

in patients with Lyme arthritis (Ruberti et a1., L99t), or iii) a particular epitope

such as the "shared epitope" of the DRB alleles associated with susceptibility to

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (]awaheer et al., 1994), and the DQB association with

insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) (Morel et al., 1988). Many of these

diseases show an increased frequency of an HLA allele with the occurrence of
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the disease but there are very few if any instances where a causøl effect has been

demonstrated, and in most of these studies many individuals with the same

HLA allele are not afflicted with the disease.

An important consideration in HLA and disease association studies is the

inclusion of ethnically matched controls as there may be a disease association

with a certain HLA allele in one ethnic group but not in another. HLA-DR4 has

been shown to be associated with rheumatoid arthritis (Perdriger et al., 1992;Iu

et al., L991) however, the prevalence of DR4 subsets associated with IDDM

differs according to the population group under study. The association of the

DRBl*040L allele with IDDM is observed only among Caucasoids, whereas the

predominant DRB1 allele associated with IDDM in the Chinese and Tunisians is

the DRBI.*0405 allele (]u et a1.,1991).

Since both TAP1 and TAP2 genes are polymorphic and located in the

HLA class II region many authors believed these genes may contribute to

susceptibility to HlA-associated diseases. Flowever, a number of studies have

since shown that there is very little if any association of TAP alleles with disease

(Davies et a1., 1994; Liblau et al., L993) and any positive associations detected

are generally secondary to a primary association with particular DR or DQ

alleles due to linkage disequilibrium (Ronrringen et al., L993; Wordsworth et a1.,

1993). Burney et al., 1994, conducted an evaluation of the role of polymorphism

within LMP2 and TAP in susceptibility to AS. Despite the fact that the 827

association with AS is one of the most well-documented HLA associated

diseases the precise nature of the association remains unclear, and any

explanation should take account of the fact that only certain individuals with

the 827 antigen develop AS and a small proportion of patients are B.27 negatle

(Brewerton et a1., L973; Schlosstein et a1., 1973). It has been suggested that

differences in the peptides presented could account for the differences in

susceptibility to AS between differenL B2T-positive individuals. However, the

results of the study do not support the involvement of either LMP2 or TAP
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genes in phenotypic expression of the disease (Burney et al., L994).

HLA STRUCTURE AND PEPTIDE BINDING

The preceding sections have illustrated the tremendous variation within

the human MHC and summarised the role of the HLA genes in anthropology,

transplantation and disease. The functional aspects of the HLA molecule will

now be addressed, with particular reference to the generation and maintenance

of HLA polymorphism.

The function of the HLA molecule is to present antigen to T cells. Class I

histocompatibility glycoproteins bind peptides from the cytoplasm of cells and

present them at the cell surface for surveillance by cytotoxic T lymphocytes. For

T cells to recognize antigen, the antigen must be presented on a cell surface in

the context of appropriate class I (for CD8+ T cells) or class II (for CD4+ T cells)

MHC molecules. The appropriate class I or class II molecule under normal

circumstance is syngeneic with the MHC type of the responding T cell. This is

the phenomenon known as MHC restriction i.e. the cytotoxic T cell must have

genetic identity with the HLA class I antigen of the target cell in order for the

lysis to be effective, or else the T cell must have undergone thymic maturation

in the presence of the histocompatibility antigens of the target (Dausset, 1992).

MHC restriction is established by the process of positive and negative T cell

selection in the thymus. The majority of the antigens presented by HLA

molecules in a healthy individual are self antigens and are therefore non-

reactive, as self-reactive T cells are negatively selected in the thymus or

regulated to be non-reactive in the periphery. Foreign peptides, such as those

from viral infections, complexed with MHC molecules present a novel antigenic

surface to cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), and are therefore recognized,

stimulating CTL to kill the invaded cell.
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Crystøl Structure OÍHLA Class I

The first accurate glimpse of the structure of an HLA class I molecule was

provided in 1987 (Bjorkman et al., 1987b) making it possible to correlate the

different domains of the HLA molecule with their function. Bjorkman et al.

were able to report a description of HLA-42 from a 3.5 angstrom X-ray

crystallographic structure determination composed of the HLA-A2 o,'l, a2, and

cr3 domains, and p2-microglobulin (figure 6). The cr1 and a2 domains have the

same tertiary fold, and combine to form a platform composed of a single p-

pleated sheet topped by cr-helices. A deep groove runs between the two long

helices of the aL and a2 domains and the dimensions of the site are consistent

with the expectation that it was a likely candidate for the antigen binding site.

Electron density observed in this site, which was not a part of the HLA

molecule, but comparable to the density level of protein, was presumed to

represent an unknown bound antigen. The membrane-proximal cr3 and p2-

microglobulin domains have the same p-pleated sheet tertiary structure,

resembling the constant regions of immunoglobulin molecules.

Bjorkman et al. then analysed all of the accessible residues on the two

helical regions of cx,L and q2 and on the p-strands located between them that are

in the vicinity of the antigen binding site, and therefore likely to be important

for T-cell recognition of class I histocompatibility molecules (Bjorkman et a1.,

1987a). A pattern of every third or fourth residue is conserved on the long helix

of the crL and cr2 domain which forms a completely conserved face on each

domain. Most of the non-conserved residues are located in and around the

binding site, suggesting that the location of most of the variability in HLA

molecules has been selected to generate an ability to present many different

peptides. The shape of the antigen recognition site on HLA-42 suggests that a

bound peptide would make contact on three of its surfaces, namely the bottom

and two sides of the groove. The site would accommodate an o-helical peptide
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the HLA-42 molecule adapted from
Bjorkman et al., 1987. a. Side view ribbon diagram showing the four domains of
the HLA-42 molecule. b. Ribbon diagram of the top surface of the HLA-42
molecule showing the antigen binding cleft.
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of approximately 20 residues, or an extended polypeptide chain of

approúmately eight residues.

Since the determination of the structure of HLA-42, crystallographic

analysis has been conducted on other HLA class I molecules such as Aw68 (Guo

et al., 1992) andB27 (Madden et a1., 1991), confirming Bjorkman et al.'s general

description of a class I molecule and the mode of peptide binding. Studies of

peptides eluted from class I MHC molecules show that nonamers preferentially

bind in the ARS (antigen recognition site) (Kubo et a1., 1994), although longer

peptides can be accommodated by "bulging" in the middle while still being

firmly bound at the amino and carboxy termini (Guo et a1., 1992; Takamiya, et

a1.,1994). Electron density of peptides bound to Aw68 was readily interpretable

at both ends of the HLA binding groove, however, the middle part of the

peptide density was sparse and unconnected, presumably representing an

average of diverse conformations and/or lengths (Guo et a1., 1992). Six self

peptides acid-eluted from HLA-4w68 were subsequently fractionated and

sequenced and found to have lengths ranging from 9 to LL amino acids, with

conserved anchor residues at each end.

In a study of peptide binding affinity to HLA-B*3501, Takamiya et al.,

1994 synthesised peptides from 9-13 amino acids long whilst retaining their

anchor residues. The results showed that the position of insertion of additional

amino acids was critical. Addition of a single glycine between recognised

anchor residues was sufficient to disrupt binding, whereas, addition of up to 4

amino acids within a stretch of non-anchor residues had no affect on peptide

binding efficiency, presumably due to bulging of the peptide to accommodate

the extra residues. Such studies lead to a generalised conclusion that peptides

longer than a nonamer are able to bind to class I molecules provided that

anchor residues are conserved (Guo et a1., 1992; Parker et al., 1992; Takamiya, et

aL.,1994).
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P epti ile-B ìn díng P o cket s

High resolution analysis of the crystal structure of class I molecules has

revealed the existence of 6 pockets within the peptide binding groove (Saper et

al., 1991). These pockets interact intimately with individual amino acids of

peptides bound within the groove. The side chains at P1, P2,P3,P6,P7 and P9

of the peptide fit into pockets A,B,D,C, E, and F of the peptide binding groove

respectively (Matsumura et a1., L992). Highly conserved pockets A and F

located at each end of the groove bind the amino and carboxy termini of the

peptide respectively, and hence dictate the size and orientation of peptide

binding (Matsumura et al., 1992; Silver et al., L992; Villadangos et al., 1992).

Extensive hydrogen bonding between residues at the bottom of the pockets and

residues of the peptide backbone of the amino and carboxy termini provide

significant binding energy to stabilise the peptide within the groove

(Matsumura et al., 7992). An interesting feature is the "closed" nature of pockets

A and F, which restricts the length of the peptide binding groove in class I

molecules, in contrast to the "open" ends of the peptide binding groove in class

II molecules where the peptides are bound in an extended conformation (Brown

et al., 1993).

The remaining pockets differ from one class I molecule to another with

respect to size and chemical nature and appear to determine the sequence

specificity of peptide binding. So-called "anchor residues" within the pocket

interact with similar anchor residues in the peptide, thus restricting the types of

peptides which can bind in the groove and thereby exerting an allele-specific

influence on peptide specificity. Pocket B has been shown to be important in

peptide binding to both HLA-42 (Matsumura et ã1., 1992) and -827

(Villadangos et al., 1992).

A study by Villadangos et a1., 1992 used site-directed mutagenesis to

modify a number of residues in pockets A and B in HLA-827 that arc
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potentially critical for peptide binding, and analysed the effect of such

modifications on recognition by HLN-Bz7-specific alloreactive T cells. The

results demonstrate that altering individual residues in pockets involved in

interaction with either the amino-terminal residue or a conserved motif in

pocket B has in general great effects on allorecognition. The effects of the

mutations on CTL lysis are believed to be due mainly to altered peptide

binding, as such effects are apparently unrelated to the accessibility of the

corresponding residues to direct T cell receptor (TCR) contact. Amino acid

substitutions within the p sheet floor of the ARS (largely inaccessible to the

TCR) affect allorecognition by some CTL clones suggesting a role for peptide in

the recognition of allo-ligands (Hiraiwa et al., 1992; Villadangos et a1., 1992).

The limited number of major pockets, e.B. A, F, and B, appears to explain

the specific binding of peptides to MHC class I molecules (Matsumura et al.,

1992). Nevertheless, most of the interactions between the class I molecules and

the peptide are somewhat non-specific, as all of the hydrogen bonds are formed

with the peptide backbone, whereas the specificity derived from structural

complementarity seems to be achieved by only a single major pocket and a few

anchor residues. Silver et a1., \992 analysed peptide binding to HLA-4w68 by

X-ray crystallography and found the peptide conformation and mode of

binding to the HLA groove to be essentially the same as for multiple

endogenous self-peptides bound to HLA-827 (Jañelzky et a1., L991). The

structure of the complex between the influenza virus peptide Np 91-99 and

Aw68 shows a class I molecule holding a peptide predominantly by its ends,

stretched out so that most of its sequence can be "read" by the TCR. Eleven

MHC residues contact the first two peptide amino acids PL and P2, and eight

other MHC residues contact the last peptide amino acid P9, effectively burying

these residues within the groove, whereas all the rest of the peptide, P3 to P8, is

in contact with only L0 MHC residues and predominantly exposed to direct

contact by the TCR. Thus, the overall mode of peptide binding is extremely
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similar, although HLA-4w68 and F{LA-B.Z7 differ by 12 amino acids in the

peptide binding site and the sequence motif of peptides that bind to the two

alleles also differs (fardetzky et al., L991,; Silver et al., 1992).

An X-ray crystallographic analysis of binding of four different nonameric

viral peptides to HLA-42 showed a similar conformation to that described

above. Once again the extensive N- and C-terminal binding interactions hold

the peptides in place rigidly at their ends, however, the peptides adopt

strikingly different conformations in the central part of the peptide-binding

groove, where they are most exposed to direct T cell recognition (Madden et a1.,

1993). The main chains of these peptides are shifted and twisted in the binding

cleft relative to one another, and side chains at given positions in the centre of

the peptide can point up, down or sideways in the binding site, depending on

the complete peptide sequence. The MHC molecule shows much more limited

conformational variation at a few side chain positions, in response to the

presence of different bound peptides. Flence, it is the peptide itself, through its

unique sequence-dependent conformation, that dominates the antigenic

identity of a peptide-MHC complex.

To test the importance of the hypothetical anchor residues for peptide

binding to HLA-42, Parker et al., L992 screened HIV protein sequences, and

sequences from a melanoma-specific protein for the appropriately spaced

amino acids. The results showed that the HLA-42 anchor resides (Leu at P2,

Val or Leu at P9) can be used to identify HlA-A2-binding nonapeptides

although not all optimal antigenic peptides will be identified. The remaining

peptides may be identified by including at least one additional amino acid in

the motif, confirming the role of secondary anchor residues in stable peptide

binding ([ameson & Bevan, L992; Madden et al., 1993; Parker et a1., 1992). Chen

et al., 1994 have also demonstrated that the association of peptide with class I

molecules (mouse ¡b) can be highly sequence dependent despite the presence

of conserved allele-specific binding motifs. A study of four HLA-A alleles
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expressed at high frequencies among different ethnic populations, established

putative motifs for each HLA allele and indicated that HLA-A motifs are

generally distinct, although some alleles such as A3 and A1L may have very

similar motifs (Kubo et a1., 1994). Similarly, the nature of the peptides bound by

HLA-42, A3,Bl27, and 837 were determined to be largely non-overlapping and

allele-specific (Carreno et aL, 1992).

Peptìde Binding to Cløss II

The binding of peptides to HlA-class II molecules has also been analysed

in detail and, as for class I, peptide binding conforms to the theories predicted

by the class II HLA molecular structure (Brown et al., 1993). In contrast to

peptides bound to class I molecules, peptides acid-eluted from HLA-DR

molecules vary between t0-34 residues, the most abundant species

corresponding to an average length of 15 residues (Chicz et a1., 1993; Chicz et

aI.,1992). The majority of the DR-bound peptides eluted from B lymphoblastoid

cell lines (LCLs) were derived from MHC-related molecules including an HLA-

A2-like sequence, the HLA-DRo chain, and invariant chain. The invariant

chain-derived peptide - CLIP (class Il-associated invariant chain peptide) also

constituted .tp to 80% of the peptides eluted from HLA-DR3 molecules in

antigen processing mutant cells, and is believed to define the region of the

invariant chain responsible for obstructing the class II binding site prior to

peptide binding (Riberdy et a1., 1992; Sette et al., 1992).

Putative DR-binding motifs have been constructed, however, the

problem of deducing motifs from sequence information is more difficult for

class II molecules than class I. Bound peptides vary in size and are represented

by nested sets with varying numbers of flanking residues added at either the

amino or carboxy termini, making interpretation of pooled sequencing data

nearly impossible (Chicz et al., 1993; Chicz et al., 1992). Results of peptide-
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binding assays of two HLA-DR1 subtypes that differ only at amino acids 85 and

86 of the DRL B chain, found that such amino acid substitutions dramatically

influence T cell recognition through an effect on the ability of the DRL molecule

to bind antigenic peptide (Newton-Nash & Eckels, L992). Therefore, particular

amino acids in the DRp-chains presumably define allelic specificity of peptide

binding, in a similar way to HLA class l-peptide interactions.

The Antigen Processing Pathutøy

The association of peptide with the HLA class I molecule occurs early in

the antigen processing pathway, and has a critical role in stabilising the class I

heavy chain/þ2-microglobulin heterodimer. Thus, the direct binding of

peptides to MHC class I proteins can be analysed by testing peptides for their

ability to induce the transition of class I cr chains from the unfolded to a folded

state (Tanigaki, L992). Once again such experiments confirm that endogenous

peptides selected for binding to class I molecules have a high allele specificity,

as indicated by the lack of shared active peptides between cells with different

HLA class I phenotypes.

TAP molecules are also intimately involved in the assembly of the class

I/þ2-microglobulin peptide complex. Neefjes et al., 1993, had previously shown

that the assembly of class I heavy chain/Þ2-microglobulin heterodimers

precedes the association with peptide. Results of Ortmann et al., \994, now

indicate that class I/þ2-microglobulin dimers physically associate with TAP

molecules in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and cls-Golgi, prior to transport

from the ER to the cell surface. Peptide binding and stabilization of the HLA

molecule seems to occur while it is associated with TAP suggesting that peptide

binding in vivo must induce their dissociation from TAP molecules. TAP

molecules are promiscuous in the peptides they translocate (Yewdell et a1.,

1993), whereas class I molecules are highly selective in the peptides they bind.
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Thus, the majority of peptides translocated by an individual TAP molecule

would presumably not be capable of binding to a single associated class I

molecule. Multiple TAP and class I molecules may exist in an aftay in the ER,

which would serve to concentrate the class l/Ê2-microglobulin dimers in the

vicinity of the total available pool of translocated peptides (Ortmann et al.,

ree[).

Beside their distinct polypeptide structure, tissue expression, and

respective CD8-TCR and CD4-TCR ligands, MHC class I and class II molecules

differ by their intracellular trafficking. MHC class I molecules follow the

'default' secretory pathway described above, and MHC class II molecules follow

the endocytic route before expression at the cell surface (Calin-Laurens et a1.,

L992; Peters et al., 1991). The two separate chains of the class II molecule

associate in the endoplasmic reticulum along with the non-HLA encoded

invariant chain, which functions to block the peptide binding groove of the

HLA class II molecule as well as acting as a chaperone during its transport

through the cell. Upon reaching an endosomal compartment, the invariant

chain is proteolytically processed and CLIP dissociates, allowing exogenous

peptide to bind to the class II molecule. The class ll-peptide complex then

travels to the cell surface for presentation of antigen to T-cells (CresswelI,1994).

The difference in antigen processing pathways is likely to be the key

parameter which determines two functional sets of antigen derived peptides

reaching the loading compartment of either class I or class II molecules.

However, it has now been quite clearly shown that class II presentation of

secreted endogenous antigen also occurs, and with higher efficiency than that of

exogenously supplied antigen (Calin-Laurens et a1., 1992; Brooks et a1., 1991).

Self peptides contributed the large majority of bound peptides to HLA-DR

molecules, and were derived from both membrane proteins (which could have

reached the endocytic pathway by endocytosis) and from cytosolic proteins

(which must have intersected the endocytic/class II pathway in some other
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marìner) (Chicz et a1., t993). Therefore not only class I but also class II molecules

are loaded with peptides derived from self-proteins synthesized within the cell.

The remarkable efficiency of both processing and binding of promiscuous self-

peptides may suggest a physiological role for these peptides in modulation of

the immune response. These self-peptides may serve not only as competitors to

ensure that only antigenic peptides capable of long half-lives bind, but also to

prevent overpresentation of a foreign peptide epitope in vivo (Chicz et al.,

rees).

HLA POLYMORPHISM

Although there are polymorphic residues throughout the entire structure

of the HLA molecule, sequencing of many class I alleles has confirmed that the

positions that are highly polymorphic are largely clustered in the crL and a2

domains. Most positions with high variability between alleles, are ones that

were predicted by the HLA-42 crystal structure to be involved in the

interaction between MHC, peptide and TCR (Bjorkman et al., 1987a). Exons 2

and 3 which code for the aL and a2 domains respectively, segregate into a 5'

region encoding the p strands that interact to form the floor of the peptide-

binding groove, and a 3'region encoding the cr helices that form the sides of the

groove (Parham et al., 1989). Within the ARS, positions with high variability are

found in both the cr helices and in the p strands of the floor, with the

distribution of residues in the B strands noticeably asymmetric such that the

floor at one end of the groove is a focus for variation, whereas the other end is

almost constant (Hedrick et al., L991). The ratio of replacement (substitutions

that result in changes in the amino acid sequence) to silent substitutions is

greater in the cr helix-encoding regions than in the p sheet-encoding regions, a

feature that is particularly marked for exon 2 of HLA-A and exon 3 of HLA-B

(Parham et al., 1989).
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There is a further difference in variability within the ARS with putative

peptide binding residues segregating to the aL helix, and T-cell binding

residues to the cr,2 helix (Parham et al., 1988). The residues postulated to be in

contact with the TCR have lower values of variability compared to the residues

postulated to interact with peptide, especially for HLA-B (Hedrick et al., L99l).

The lower diversity in the c¡2 helix may reflect greater constraints on the

interaction between the class I MHC molecule and the T-cell receptor compared

to the interaction between the class I MHC molecule and peptide (Parham et al.,

1938). In contrast to the helical regions, where diversity is concentrated in the

oL domain, there is greater diversity in the p-strand region of the cr2 domain

suggesting a greater role for the B-strands of a2 in interacting with the variable

side chains of bound peptide, and for the p-strands of o1 in interacting with

conserved elements, perhaps the backbone of bound peptides (Parham et al.,

1e88).

There is also variability between the different genes of the class I locus.

The coding region of class I genes divides into two clusters, comprising exons L

to 3 and exons 4 to 8, separated by the large intron 3. The polymorphic variation

of these two clusters appears to correlate with this physical division. Analysis

by Parham et a1., 1989, of coding region nucleotide sequences for 1.6 HLA-A, L9

HLA-B, and 5 HLA-C alleles showed that HLA class I alleles exhibit A-ness, B-

ness, and C-ness in their sequence which extends 500bp upstream to include the

class I promoter sequence (Cereb & Yang, t994). The products of one HLA locus

are much more similar to each other than they are to products of another locus,

indicating that exchange of large segments of sequence between the class I loci

has not been a major contributor to diversity within these genes. A total of 62

locus-specific positions were defined at which sequence homogeneity is seen

within each locus, but there are differences between loci. A majority of these

locus-specific positions are characterised by replacement substitutions in the

transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains (Parham et a1., 1989). Therefore,
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locus-specific characteristics are concentrated in exons 4 to 8 i.e. the 3' end of the

coding sequence.

When alleles of a single locus are considered as a group much of the

variation in exons 4 to 8 of HLA-A, -8, and -C sequences is eliminated. Thus,

the 5' part of the class I gene (exons 1 to 3) is highly variable and the 3' part

(exons 4 to 8) is relatively conserved. Exons 2 and 3 have a preponderance of

replacement substitutions, whereas the majority of substitutions in exon 4 arc

silent, suggesting negative selection against coding changes in exon 4 (exons L,

5,6,7, and 8 are of intermediate character) (Parham et a1., 1,989). Sequence

conservation in exon 4 supports the functional role of the cr3 domain which

plays a significant interaction with conserved polypeptides such as p2-

microglobulin and the CD8 glycoprotein of CTL. Conservation of the a3

domain is more noticeable among HLA-B molecules compared to HLA-A

(Hedrick et a1., 1997). These observations show that different patterns of

variation have evolved in the 3' and 5' regions and suggest that distinctive

mechanisms of mutation and/or forces of selection have been at work.

Parham et al., L989, were also able to show that HLA-A has fewer alleles

and is less diverse than HLA-B. The HLA-A sequences are rather homogenous

and show less evidence of recombinational assortment when compared to HLA-

B especially in exon 2. However, the increased diversity in HLA-B compared to

HLA-A in the 5' part of the gene (exons L to 3) is contrasted with the inverse

effect in the 3' part of the gene (exons 4 to 8). Extensive analysis of HLA-C is not

complete and the number of alleles is still small, nevertheless, pairwise

comparison of sequences shows that HLA-B and -C alleles are more closely

related than either is to HLA-A, and HLA-A and HLA-C are the most divergent

(Parham et a1., 1989; Parham et a1., 1988). Analysis of class I promoter sequences

also supports the closer evolutionary relationship between HLA-B and{ (Cereb

& Yang, 1994). This result, along with the physical proximity of HLA-B and -C

compared to -4, strongly argues that HLA-B and -C are the products of a more
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recent duplication, with earlier events forming HLA-A and the common

ancestor of -B and { (Cereb & Yang, 1994; Parham et a1., 1989). The existence of

the HLA- A, -8, and -C homologues in chimpanzees demonstrates that both

duplications occurred before divergence of the human and chimpanzee primate

lineages (Parham et al., 1989).

HUMAN VS PRIMATE MHC LOCI

A number of studies have been conducted comparing human MHC

genes with those of other primates. Cloning and sequencing of 8 homologues of

the human HLA-A and B molecules from orangutan and gibbon lymphocytes

demonstrates that the A and B loci must be at least 30 million years old; the last

time human and gibbons had a common ancestor (Chen et al., 1992). Flowever,

there seems to be a sharp contrast between the A and B loci with respect to the

long-term maintenance of allelic lineages (Hughes et a1., 1993).

The human HLA genes and the Chimpanzee ChLA-A, -8, and -C genes

represent two groups of highly related, but genetically non-interacting, classical

class I MHC genes which have been evolving separately for 3 to 7 million years

(Parham et al., 1939). Comparison of sequence data suggests that the major

groups of HLA-A alleles are considerably older than the major groups of HLA-

B alleles (Hughes et a1., 1993). All known chimpanzee A locus alleles belong to

the HLA-A*0101 family of alleles (see figure 5) indicating that this allelic lineage

originated prior to the divergence of humans and chimpanzees (Hughes et al.,

L993; Lawlor et al., L99L; McAdam et a1., 1994). At the B locus, however, there

are no strongly supported deep branches in the phylogenetic tree and all four

chimpanzee alleles cluster outside the human alleles (Hughes et a1., 1993).

McAdam et a1., 1994, showed that there were some striking similarities

between the crl, domains of HLA-B sequences and their chimpanzee

homologues however, the inter-species similarity was not continued in the rest
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of the molecule. Trans-species polymorphism appears to be confined to

sequence motifs that have been passed to current human alleles from alleles

related to current chimpanzee alleles sometime in the evolutionary past

(Hughes et a1., L993; Klein, 1987). However, many of the unique substitutions in

the chimpanzee B alleles were present in alleles of the HLA-41 lineage, again

attesting to the age of this allelic lineage and suggesting a role for interlocus as

well as intralocus recombination in the generation of diversity at the B locus

(McAdam et a1., L994). The number of new HLA-B alleles identified in isolated

native populations also suggests that HLA-B is evolving more rapidly than

HLA-A, with the Amerindian tribes of South American proving to be a

particularly rich source of new HLA-B alleles (Belich et al., L992; Watkins et al.,

1ee2).

Analysis of human and chimpanzee class I alleles also revealed

significant differences between mechanisms of evolution of the A and B loci

(McAdam et a1., t994). In most A locus alleles exons 2 and 3 share a common

evolutionary histor/, that is, if A locus alleles differ by a large number of

substitutions in exon 2 they will also differ by large numbers of substitutions in

exon 3. No such correlation was seen in a similar analysis of HLA-B alleles and

the chimpanzee homologues. The results indicate that intra-locus recombination

has been a feature of the history of the B locus for a very long time, and that the

A and B loci have been subject to markedly different types of natural selection

over a long portion of their evolutionary history (Hughes et al., 1993; McAdam

et a1., 1994). The basis of such a selective difference is unknown at present, but

one possibility is that these two loci play quite different roles with regard to the

peptides they present. Alleles at the A locus may be associated with peptides

derived from parasites that have had a long association with the host species or,

alternatively, with conserved peptides that are found in many parasitic

organisms. The B locus on the other hand may be more frequently under

selection to bind newly encountered peptide types (Hughes et al., 1993).
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Many polymorphic substitutions are common to human and chimpanzee

sequences and the majority (50 of 62) of locus-specific positions are preserved in

nine chimpanzee ChLA-A, -8, and -C sequences studied (Parham et a1., 1989).

Individual alleles from one species are more closely related to particular alleles

of the other species than to the majority of alleles from either species. This

pattern of polymorphism is consistent with a gradual accumulation of point

substitutions within successive ancestral species along the human lineage,

which is the basis of Klein's trans-species polymorphism hypothesis (Klein,

1987). Such changes have occurred in conjunction with segmental exchanges

between individual HLA-A, -8, and -C alleles. Substitutions limited to one or a

small number of closely related alleles can be explained in one of three ways:

firstly - they are of recent origin and insufficient time has elapsed to spread the

polymorphism into other genes and alleles, secondly - they are selectively

disadvantageous, or neutral, and thirdly - a situation exists whereby a

substitution is only of selective advantage when present in combination with

other substitutions (Parham et a1., 1989).

NATURAL SELECTION

Such detailed analyses of the HLA class I genes and their protein

products have indicated that recombination both within and between loci has

had a considerable influence on the HLA class I alleles found in present human

populations. Recombination and gene conversion between alleles has played a

major role in the history of the HLA-A and HLA-B loci, in addition to more

limited instances of interlocus recombination. It is widely accepted that some

form of selection must be acting upon the HLA loci to generate and maintain

the extensive polymorphism characteristic of the HLA genes. According to the

neutrality model, if there is no selection acting on a locus, mutation and random

genetic drift will be the only forces present altering allele frequencies (Klitz et
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aI., 1986). This will result in a very uneven distribution of allele frequencies,

with one or a few alleles dominating and the great majority of alleles being

quite rare. Departures from neutrality may either be toward a more even

distribution of alleles or toward a more extreme representation of a single allele.

Looking at the distribution of alleles at each of the HLA loci in the

world's populations, it is obvious that there are many alleles maintained at high

frequencies, and although certain alleles may be rare in one ethnic group they

will be common in another (Imanishi et aI., 1992). Ewens and Watterson

developed a sampling theory that predicts the distribution of alleles at a locus

drawn from a population at equilibrium under neutrality, and provides a

method for comparing an observed sample of allele frequencies to the neutrality

distribution of allele frequencies (reviewed in Klitz et a1., 1986). The neutrality

distribution is effectively summarised by the statistic F, also termed the

homozygosity value, to describe the distribution of allele frequencies. An

observed F is compared to tabled values of F expected under neutrality. The

expected F values are conditional on the number of alleles and the sample size.

A low homozygosity corresponds to all alleles having similar frequencies, while

high homozygosity corresponds to one allele predominating with the others at

low frequencies. The magnitude of an observed F relative to the neutrality

expectation can be used to interpret the evolutionary history of a locus. For

example, some form of balancing selection is implied when the observed allele

frequencies are more even (i.e. the F lower) than the neutral expectation.

Conversely, directional selection, recent bottlenecks, or incomplete

identification of alleles might be assumed if the homozygosity is higher than

the neutrality expectation.

Klitz et a1., L986, analysed the 9th International Histocompatibility

Workshop data and the value of F was determined for each population and
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Figure 7.The calculatedF value for each of the HLA class I and class II loci
plotted against the values predicted under neutrality, or if all the alleles are
present at equal frequencies (minimum). The HLA-4, -8, -C, -DR, and -DQ loci
all fall below the expectedF values suggesting that balancing selection has
acted on these loci. The HLA-DPBI allelic distribution is close to the neutrality
expectation. Reprinted from Begovich et a1., L992.
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compared to the expected value of F under neutrality for each HLA locus. The F

value did not vary between population groups, however, HLA loci did differ

from each other (figure 7). The HLA-A, -8, -C, -DR, and -DQ loci all fell below

the expected F values for neutrality, in order of increasing departure from

neutrality. A similar study of the HLA class II loci confirmed that HLA-DRBI,

-DQAL, and -DQBI. had homozygosity statistics less than those predicted under

neutrality, suggesting that balancing selection has acted upon these loci

(Begovich et al., 1992).In contrast, the DPB1 locus allelic distribution is close to

the neutrality expectation. The DPB1 locus has a skewed distribution of allele

frequencies, compared to the other class II loci, with the allele DPBL'*0401

predominating in Caucasoid populations with an allele frequency of

approximately 50% (Begovich et al., L990; Howell, et al., L99L). This skewed

distribution of DPBL allele frequencies is characteristic of a locus subject to the

evolutionary forces of mutation and random genetic drift and suggests that the

DPB1 locus may not be under the same functional and evolutionary constraints

as the DR and DQ loci (Begovich et al., 1992). Flence, the classical class I loci

and HLA-DR and-DQ all show the effects of balancing selection, falling below

neutrality expectation, whereas the HLA-DP locus stands alone with a different

evolutionary history.

H et er o zy go t e A da ant age

Thus, it is clear that selection is being exerted at the HLA loci to maintain

diversity. Flowever, the primary form of selection involved is still a matter of

some debate, and the final answer may prove to be a combination of selective

mechanisms. Currently most evidence points to a form of balancing selection

occurring at the HLA loci. Overdominance, also called heterozygote advantage,

is a form of balancing selection that operates on the principle that the fitness of

the heterozygote is better than the fitness of the homozygote (Takahata, et a1.,
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1992). Overdominant selection operates by maintaining many different HLA

alleles so that the majority of individuals in the population are heterozygotes.

Heterozygotes have a better fitness than homozygotes because they are able to

bind and present a greater aftay of foreign antigenic peptides.

Evidence to support the overdominant selection theory is provided in a

study by Hughes and Nei, L988 that examined the pattern of nucleotide

substitution between polymorphic alleles in different regions of the HLA

molecule. In particular, the pattern of nucleotide substitutions in the codons

responsible for the residues forming the ARS, was compared with that for other

regions of the HLA gene. It was shown that the rate of non-synonymous (amino

acid altering) substitution is significantly higher than that of synonymous

substitution in the ARS, whereas in other regions of the molecule the reverse is

true, that is the synonymous rate is higher than the non-synonymous rate.

Flence, in the peptide binding groove a predominance of non-synonymous

substitutions acts to increase the variation in the amino acid sequence, whereas

in the remainder of the molecule synonymous substitutions act to conserve the

amino acid sequence.

The results support the hypothesis of overdominant selection

(heterozygote advantage), as the increase in rate of codon substitution under

overdominant selection is due to the selective advantage of heterozygotes

carrying new mutant alleles (Hughes et al., 1993; Hughes & Nei, 1988). In the

presence of overdominant selection the rate of codon substitution is enhanced

compared with that for neutral alleles, in addition, only non-synonymous

substitutions would be subject to overdominant selection as synonymous

substitutions are more or less neutral. In contrast, if a high mutation rate or

interlocus genetic exchange is responsible for MHC polymorphism and no

selection is involved, the rates of synonymous and non-synonymous

substitution are expected to be more or less the same. Therefore the part of the

molecule that is responsible for the binding and presentation of peptides is
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under selective pressure to generate and maintain diversity.

A study by Potts et al., 1991, reaches the same conclusions as Hughes and

Nei on the importance of overdominant selection, but by rather different means.

MHC-related patterns of reproduction and early (pre-weaning) mortality were

assessed by analysing progeny born in semi-natural populations of mice. The

results showed 27"/" f.ewer MHC-homozygous offspring than expected from

random mating. Neonatal mortality, or selective fertilisation or abortion, could

not account for the deficiency of MHC homozygous progeny. The authors

concluded that the only remaining explanation for the homozygole deficiency

was MHC-based non-random mating. Extraterritorial matings where the female

had travelled to a nearby territory resulted in 41% fewer MHC homozygous

offspring than expected if the female had mated solely with her territorial male,

suggesting that females seek extraterritorial matings with males that are

relatively more MHC-disparate than their own territorial male. These results

suggest that MHC-based mating preferences, as a form of overdominant

selection, are a major force responsible for the maintenance of MHC genetic

diversity in mice (Potts et a1., L991).

Parham et al., 1989, agree upon the significance of overdominant

selection on the maintenance of HLA polymorphism but believe it is unlikely to

account for the very large number of alleles, especially at the HLA-B locus,

suggesting that there is an additional component to the selection. This may be a

form of frequency-dependent selection inasmuch as its characteristic effect

seems to be selection for new class I alleles at the expense of older ones.

Frequency dependent selection is also a form of balancing selection which

occurs when individuals with rare alleles have the greatest resistance to

pathogens (Hill et al., 199L). Thus, Parham maintains that individuals

expressing certain novel class I molecules would be able to present and raise

immune responses to a set of antigen for which existing allelic products were

non-presenters and existing individuals, non-responders (Parham et al., 1989).
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Individuals with the new allele could be immunologically better adapted and

could selectively survive and reproduce. A possible consequence of the

generation of novel MHC alleles is the potential to extend the geographic range

of a species into environments having different antigen and pathogens.

This variation between antigen presentation capacity between different

HLA molecules, is the main principle underlying the theory of pathogen-driven

selection, as a means of explaining the evolution and maintenance of HLA

diversity. Pathogen-driven selection can also be thought of as a specialised case

of balancing selection. However pathogen-driven selection operates in a

directional manner by specifically increasing or decreasing the frequency of

individual HLA antigens in response to different infectious challenges.

Overdominant sefection operates in a more general way by maintaining many

different HLA alleles so that the majority of individuals in the population are

heterozygotes.

P ath o gen-D rìa en S ele cti on

Pathogen-driven selection follows the hypothesis that every individual

has their own immunological capacity conferred on them by the two particular

haplotypes inherited from their parents. Therefore each individual has a

personal immune response that renders them either susceptible or resistant to

certain diseases. In terms of the population, certain individuals are more

susceptible and thus are more easily eliminated than others, however, it is not

the same individuals who are susceptible or resistant to every disease. This is

what makes the survival of the population possible, and thus the perpetuation

of the human species (Dausset, 1992). The HLA polymorphism spreads the risk

for the population.

This theory of pathogen-driven MHC diversity dictates that individuals

of different MHC types should differ in their susceptibility to at least some
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major infectious pathogens. However, it has been difficult to demonstrate

convincing associations between HLA polymorphism and susceptibility to

commonly falal infectious diseases. The first report that appears to show a

definite link between an HLA antigen and resistance to disease was published

in 1991.. Hill et aL., L991 investigated the influence of HLA variation on

susceptibility to Plasmodium falcipørum malatia, a disease which has been a

major selective force in recent human evolution and is a major cause of

childhood mortality.

By detailed HLA typing of over 2,000 individuals from the West African

population of The Gambia the authors were able to show that the class I antigen

Bw53 and a class II haplotype DRB1*1-302-DQBL*050L, are associated with

reduced susceptibility to severe malaria. HLA-8w53 is much more frequent in

West African than other racial groups (Imanishi et al., L992), arguing that

natural selection by malaria has contributed to the elevated frequency in Africa.

The frequency of Bw53 was significantly decreased (15.7%) among the cases of

severe malaria compared with either the mild contrcIs (24.3"/"), all the control

children (22.9%) or the healthy adults (25.0%). The frequency of Bw53 was

L6.9% among the cases of severe malaria and 25.4"/" in the mild controls,

confirming the association suggested by the serological results. HLA class II

haplotypes defined by RFLPs showed that the DRB1*1.302-DQBL*0501

haplotype is significantly less frequent among the cases of severe malarial

anaemia (8.7%) than in the mild controls (16.4%) indicating that it is a

protective rather than a susceptibility haplotype. There was no significant

linkage disequilibrium between Bw53 and DRBL*L302 in the population as a

whole, nor within clinical groups.

Hill et al.,\992b, have since extended this work and further analysed the

association between HLA-853 and resistance to severe malaria. P. falcþarum

antigenic peptides bearing the 853 binding motif were tested on lymphocytes

from healthy HLA-853 Gambians naturally exposed to malaria. CTL from three
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out of six individuals tested responded to a nonamer peptide from liver-stage-

specific antigen 1 (LSA-l). These results suggest a possible molecular basis for

the protective association of 853 with resistance to severe malaria and identify

LSA-I as an important antigen for attempts to induce CTl-mediated immunity

to this infectious disease.

These studies by Hill's group provide the clearest albeit indirect evidence

yet, that a lethal infectious pathogen is influencing the evolution of

polymorphic HLA genes in humans. These data support the hypothesis that

MHC polymorphism is maintained primarily by altering susceptibility to

infectious pathogens. HLA associations with many other potentially fatal

infectious diseases may exist, but very large sample sizes with detailed

molecular typing may be necessary to demonstrate these convincingly.

CONCLUSION

The preceding sections have provided a review of the literature in the

HLA field and discussed some of the primary papers that have shaped our way

of thinking about the HLA system. From the first complete nucleotide sequence

of a functional HLA gene in L984 (Strachan, et al., 1984), through to the

determination of the crystal structure of an HLA molecule, and the

demonstration of selection at the HLA loci by both Hughes and Nei, and Hill et

a1., our knowledge of the human MHC and in particular the classical HLA

genes has rapidly expanded. The structure and function of intimate areas of the

HLA molecule can now be combined, and the role of individual amino acids in

the formation of alloreactive and/or disease association epitopes can be further

explored. The rapid expansion of molecular typing methods has greatly

facilitated the unravelling of the polymorphism of the HLA system, and

allowed the sampling of HLA genes from isolated ethnic groups throughout the

world. In this area HLA analyses will provide an invaluable contribution to the
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human diversity component of the human genome project.

The data to follow documents the studies conducted on the HLA genes

performed in the Transplantation Immunology Laboratory at the Queen

Elizabeth Hospital between 1992 andt995. This thesis is divided into two parts.

Part one contains chapters 3 and 4 and describes the analysis of HLA class I and

class II genes in the Australian Aboriginal population. Like other indigenous

population groups the Australian Aborigines have proved to be a source of

unique HLA alleles and haplotypes, and provided valuable clues about ancient

populations affinities. In chapter 3 the allele frequency distribution of the HLA-

DPB1 gene in two groups of Australian Aborigines is presented. The Australian

Aborigines have a restricted number of HLA-DPBL alleles, which supports

previous serological studies of class I and class II antigens in the Australian

Aboriginal population. The frequency distribution of HLA-DPB1 alleles in the

Australian Aboriginal population was dramatically different to the DPB1 allele

profile in Australian Caucasoids, showing more similarity to that of native

Asian populations.

Chapter 4 describes the molecular analysis of a number of common

Aboriginal HLA-A and -B antigens. Once again, a restricted number of class I

alleles was found. Micro-heterogeneity of the Oceanoid HLA-434 antigen was

not found to correlate with underlying variation at the nucleotide level,

however, a new HLA-815 allele was found at high frequency in the Aboriginal

population. These results continue the trend of restricted HLA polymorphism

in isolated ethnic groups, and the generation of new HLA alleles by residue

substitution at functional positions of the ARS.

Part two describes the molecular analyses of HLA "blanks", and the role

of the old (serology) and the new (molecular genotyping) tissue typing

technologies. Chapter 5 describes an HLA-A24 "blank" associated with

alternative splicing of the HLA-A*2402 gene, and chapter 6 describes a

serological HLA-43 "blank" attributed to a sequence deletion in exon 3,
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encoding the a2 domain of the HLA molecule. The occurrence of such

serological HLA-A blanks prompted a comparative analysis of serology vs

DNA genotyping, in view of the assimilation of molecular genotyping methods

into the routine tissue typing environment. The results of this study are

presented in chapter 6, in addition to the characterisation of a new HLA-430

allele identified in the Australian Caucasoid population.
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Chapter 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All micro-centrifugation steps were conducted in an Eppendorf

microfuge or a Pheonix Orbital 100 microfuge. Centrifugation of volumes

greater than 2 mls was conducted in a Beckman Tf-6 centrifuge using the TH-4

swing-out rotor unless otherwise stated. Recipes for all buffers and reagents can

be found in appendix L or appendix 2.

2.1. GENERAL METHODS

2,1,7 Olìgonucleotìile synthesí s øn il s e quence s

All oligonucleotides were purchased from the Department of

Microbiology and Immunology, University of Adelaide. Oligonucleotides were

received ready for use as a purified solution in H20. The sequence and

application of each oligonucleotide is shown in table 2. The binding site of each

HLA class I oligonucleotide is shown in figure 8.

2.7.2 Sequencing

Automated sequencing was performed by the Department of

Haematology, Flinders University of S.A. The Taq DyeDeoxy Terminator Cycle

Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems Australia) was used in a DNA Thermal

Cycler (Perkin Elmer Cetus, USA), following the manufacturer's

recommendations. A quantity of 1,.25¡tg of double stranded DNA or 0.3pm of

double stranded PCR product was used as the template DNA, and 6.4pm of

sequencing primers were used at a concentration of 3.2pm/ ¡rl. Products were



TøbIe 2. Sequence and mode of use of oligonucleotides.

Olisonucleotide

-

Annlication

-

seouence

-
5' GCTGCAGGAGAGTGGCGCCTCCGCTCAT 3'
5' CGGATCCGGCCCA'U\GCCCTCACTC 3'
5 ' GTGCCGGACAGGGTA 3'
5' TCCTGGAGGAGGAGCGGGCAGTGCCGGACAGGATG 3'
$I GCCCGTCGACGGACTCAGAATCTCCCCAGACGCCGAG 3'
5' CCGCAAGCTTTTGGGGAGGGAGCACAGGTCAGCGTGGGAAG 3'
5' CCGCAÄ,GCTTCTGGGGAGGAJU\CACAGGTCAGCATGGGAAC 3'
5' GCCCGTCGACCCTCCGCGGGTACCACCAGT 3'
5' CCGCAAGCTTGGTGGGTCATATGTGTCTTG 3'
5 ' GCCAGGTCAGTGTGATCTCCGC 3'
5' GAACGGGAAGGAGACGCTGCAG 3'
5' GCCGCGGGCGCCGTGGATAGAG 3'
5 ' CCTCGCTCTGGTTGTAGTAG 3'
5' ACTGACCTGGCAGCGGGATG 3'

UG19-
UG21-
080L oligo
1601oligo
HLA-5p2*
HLA-3PA#
HLA-3PB#
HLA 399-418 (1017)
HLA 527-s46 (1018)
HLA-A 703/724 (652)
HLA,A 5e1./612(653)
HLA-A 210/237 (654)
HLA-A 321/U0 (e20)
HLA-A rsp (1006)

DPB1 PCR
DPB1 PCR
DPB1 group-specific PCR
DPB1 group-specific PCR
HLA dass I PCR
HLA-A PCR
HLA.B PCR
}JLA-A24 genomic PCR
HLA-A24 genomic PCR
HLA class I sequencing
HLA class I sequencing
HLA class I sequencing
HLA class I sequencing
HLA class I sequencing

* The .,19n.
# The mour et al ., 1992
Restri



intron 3

1006 >_
( 920 1017 >_

1018

5 6 7

HLA class I coding region

Figure 8. Location of oligonucleotides within the HLA class I coding sequence. Oligonucleotides 5p2,3pA,
and 3pB were taken directly from Zemmour et al., L992, and were used to amplify the entire HLA-A or
HLA-B sequence. Oligonucleotides 'J.017 and 10L8 were used to amplify the intron 3 sequence from the
HLA-AZ  gene. All remaining nucleotides were used for HLA class I sequencing. HLA class I exons L-8
are ntmbered below the figure.

5p2 >- 654 >-
43215
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analyzed on 60/0 polyacrylamide gels using an Applied Biosystems model 373A

automated nucleic acid sequencer.

2.7.3 Serology

The complete HLA class I and class II phenotype of peripheral blood

lymphocytes was determined by the standard complement dependent

microcytotoxicity assay based on the NIH method (Terasaki et al., 1978). All

serological typing was performed by the Tissue Typing Laboratory of the

Australian Red Cross, S.A. Division Blood Transfusion Service, Adelaide. Cells

were isolated using immunomagnetic bead (Dynal, Norway) separation and

typed on locally prepared typing trays.

2.1-.4 Genomíc DNA Isoløtíon

Lymphoblastoid cells for DNA isolation (approximately L x 1.07 cells)

were harvested by centrifugation at 500xg for 7min, followed by resuspension

in Lml of PBS (appendix 1).

Whole blood collected by venepuncture of a peripheral vein was

collected in l.Oml lithium heparin blood collection tubes. The blood was

centrifuged at 140xg for Tmin to remove the plasma. Two volumes of red cell

lysis buffer (appendix L) were then added to the remaing blood cell volume,

and mixed until the solution turned black, indicating lysis of the red blood cells.

The sample was then centrifuged at 500xg for Tmin and the supernatant

discarded. The white cell pellet was washed once in PBS by centrifugation at

500xg for 7min, and the pellet was finally resuspended in 1ml of PBS.

Genomic DNA was isolated from LCLs or whole blood following the

standard method of Sambrook et al., L989. DNA was isolated by extraction with

an equal volume of tris-equilibrated phenol (appendix 2), followed by a single

extraction with phenol:chloroform (1:L) (appendix 2), and a final extraction with

chloroform to remove residual phenol. The DNA was precipitated with 1/10th
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volume of 3M NaAcetate (Ajax, Australia) pH 5.5 and 2 volumes of absolute

ethanol (BDH, Australia). Finally, the DNA pellet was washed once in 70%

ethanol, and the dried pellet was resuspended in 50pl of TE buffer (appendix 1).

The DNA concentration was measured by preparing a 1/5g dilution in TE

buffer and measuring the optical density (OD) at 260nm on a Beckman DU650

Spectrophotometer, under the assumption that an ODunit of L corresponds to

S0pg/ml of double stranded DNA.

2,7,5 Elow Cytometric analysís (FACS)

A well-growing LCL culture was used for FACS analysis, and all

manipulations were performed on ice unless otherwise noted. A culture volume

containing approximately 0.5 x 106 cells for each antibody being tested, was

removed and harvested by centrifugation at 200xg for Smin. The cell pellet was

resuspended in a volume of FACS washing buffer (appendix L) sufficient to

aliquot 100p1 of cell suspension for each antibody being tested (allowing for

50¡rl of supernatant remaining with the cell pellet in the bottom of the tube after

decanting off the supernatant). Aliquots of l.00ml were distributed into separate

tubes, and heat inactivated rabbit serum (ICN Biomedicals, USA) was added to

a final concentration of 1.0% (v /v) to block non-specific antibody binding to Fc

receptors. Ethidium monoazide (EMA) (Molecular Probes, USA) was also

added to a final concentration of 10% (v /v) for discrimination between live and

dead cells. All samples were kept in the dark as much as possible for all further

manipulations. A 10min incubation/ was followed by the addition of the

primary antibody; either 50pl of cell culture supernatant from an antibody-

producing cell line (TIB-191 or W6/32), or 2.5¡tI of a Lx concentration of

monoclonal antibodies (anti-HLA-A3 or anti HLA-A23,A24, One Lambda,

usA).

Following the addition of the primary antibody, the samples were

incubated in the dark for 30min. The samples were then placed under bright
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fluorescent light for 20-30min to photoactivate the EMA. All tubes were filled

vigourously with FACS washing buffer and centrifuged at 200xg for Smin. The

supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended by flick-mixing, prior to

the addition of the secondary antibody. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)

-conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG (DDAF-Selenus, Australia) was added to

each tube to a final concentration of l/ sn in FACS washing buffer. All samples

were incubated in the dark for 20min, followed by a Smin incubation at room

temperature. An aliquot of l,ml of freshly prepared 10% FACS lysing solution

(Becton Dickinson, USA) was added to each tube, followed by " 20min

incubation at room temperature. The cells were then washed twice by filling the

tube vigourously with FACS washing buffer and centrifuging at 200xg for Smin.

Finally, the cells were resuspended in 350p1 of filtered saline, and all samples

were analysed on a Beckman FACScan.

2,7.6 Immuno pre cip ít atio n

All manipulations with unconjugated 125I (DuPont, Australia) were

performed in a fume hood in a dedicated 1251 l3þ6¡atory. All remaining

manipulations were performed behind lead-lined perspex shielding.

Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 500xg for 7min, allowing 2 x

106 cells for each antibody being tested. The supernatant was discarded, and the

cells washed twice in High Buffer PBS (appendix L) as above. After the final

wash, all of the supernatant was removed with a drawn-out pasteur pipette,

and the cells were resuspended in 200p1of cold High Buffer PBS. A volume of

75¡tI of lactoperoxidase (O.2mg/ml, Calbiochem, USA) was added, followed by

0.5mCi 125I. At Lmin intervals, L0pl aliquots of successive HzOz dilutions were

added: 1 / zz*1,03, 
| / g*L03 1 / g*1,09 | / *L¡g . One minute after the last addition of

IJ2O2, the tube was filled with cold PBS at 0.02% NaAzide (Ajax, Australia) and

LmM KI (Ajax, Australia). The cells were washed three times, each by

centrifugation at 500xg at 4oC in PBS at 0.02% NaAzide and LmM KI. After the
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final wash the supernatant was removed, and the pellet was resuspended in

Lml of cold Lysis buffer (appendix L) for each aliquot of up to L07 cells. The

sample was incubated on ice for 30-45min, with occasional mixing to allow the

cells to lyse. The solution was then centrifuged at 2,500xg at 4oC, and the

supernatant transferred to a new tube.

Pre-clearing of the supernatant involved the addition of 50¡tl of normal

rabbit serum (ICN Biomedicals, USA) for each 1ml of cell lysate, followed by

incubation on ice for 30min. A pellet of S. aure¡¿s cells from a 200p1 aliquot

(appendix 2) was resuspended with the cell lysate and incubated on ice for

l,0min. The cell lysate was then centrifuged at 2,500xg for Smin at 4oC, and the

supernatant used to resuspend a second pellet of S. aureøs cells. The samples

were incubated on ice and centrifuged as above. The cell lysate was then

distributed equally into a number of individual tubes sufficient for each

antibody tested. The relevant antibody was added to each tube (200p1 of cell

culture supernatant or Spl of ascites), and the samples were incubated overnight

by rotating at 4oC.

The following day, Spl of rabbit anti mouse immunoglobulins (Dako,

Denmark) was added to each tube and incubated for 60min on ice. A volume of

100p1 oÍ S. aurezs supplemented with Lmglml ovalbumin (appendix 2) was

added to each tube, and the incubation was continued for a further 60min at

4oC on a rotating table. Each tube was then filled with SAC buffer (appendix L),

and centrifuged at 2,500xg at 4oC for 1,5 min. The supernatant was discarded,

and the pellet was washed twice, as above. The pellet was then resuspended in

100p1 of SDS Sample Buffer (appendix L), with or without the addition of

dithiothreitol, and boiled for 4min. Finally, the sample was centrifuged at

2,500x9 for Smin, and an aliquot of 18-25p1was loaded on to a polyacrylamide

gel for protein gel electrophoresis (section 2.5.2).
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2.1.7 AFLP typíng

Aliquots of 7.5¡tl of HLA-DPBI PCR product (section 2.4.3) were

routinely digested for 3-4 hours with each of five restriction enzymes (New

England Biolabs, USA, Boehringer Mannheim, Germany). Enzyme digestions

were performed at the recommended temperature in the reaction buffers

supplied by the manufacturer, in a final reaction volume of 15p1. Restriction

enzyme concentrations were as follows: Apa I (7 units), Sac I (5 units), Bst UI (5

units), Rsa I (5 units), Eco NI (7 units). Additional restriction enzymes were

used to define specific alleles when necessary; Fok I (3 units), Dde I (4 units),

Ava II (3 units) and BssH II (3 units).

Digestion products were electrophoresed in 8% polyacrylamide mini-gels

at I20 volts in L x TBE buffer, and viewed under UV light following ethidium

bromide staining (section 2.5.1). The combined restriction fragment patterns

define the alleles of the DPB1 gene (table 3).

Consistent problems with the Fok I restriction enzyme prompted the

design of a group-specific PCR method to discriminate between the alleles

DPB1'ç0801 and L60L (section 2.4.5).

2.7.8 HLA-A genoty tp ing

All HLA-A genotyping was performed by Dr. X. Gao from the Human

Genetics Group, fohn Curtin School of Medical Research, Australian National

University. The HLA-A genotyping method was performed as described (Gao

et a1., 1994) and consists of HLA-A specific amplification of a genomic fragment

spanning exons L-3, followed by hybridization of the PCR fragment to a panel

of HLA-A sequence-specific oligonucleotides. Each hybridization pattern

defines an allele of the HLA-A gene.
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Table 3. Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms within the 2nd exon of the HLA DPB1 gene.

Apa 1 Sac 1 Bst U1 Fok 1

DPBl *
alleles

0101
02011
020L2
0202
0301
040r_
0402
0501
0601
0801
0901
10 01
1101
r-3 01
L401-
15 01
1_601
L7 0L
1_801
1_901_

220L

Restriction endonucleases used for AFLP typing are listed at the top of the table. Fragment sizes generated by digestion with each enzyme are listed vertically
underneath the respective enzyme name. The size of the uncut fragment is 338bp.Within the body of the table, the presence of a fragment is represented by a L and
the absence of a fragment is represented by a 0.

BssH ïIEco N1Rsa l-
311
394
853

311
394
880

3222111-
37337005
893048s93

100000000
000010110

0000r_111
00101000

322L1
3704316s
89612899

3221-
371,265
B1_2619

21-
5985
56372

321
303
808

32
394
817

001100
001011-

011r_1
1_0100

1_00
100
100
011
1_00
1_00
100
011
r-00
100
t_00
1-00
r_00
100
].00
1-00
r-00
r00
r00
0r-L
01]-

0t_l-
1_00
1_00
1-00
r_00
0t_1
100
100
100
100
100
100
011_
0l_1_
101-
011-
100
r_00
100
100
100

000010110
00001_01_10
000101_000
010000010
010000010
01_000001_0
000100101,
000010r_10
001000100
001000100
000101000
0010001_00
000101000
000101000
000010L1-0
001000r_00
100000000

00101000
00101000
01000001
00101000
0010r-000
00101000
01000001
00101000
10000000
00101000
0000111-1-
00001r1-L
10000000
000011-r1-
00101000
10000000
0001-l_001

001_011_
00101_1
1_000001_0100
00101_1
001_011
001011
010010
001_100
001_100
001, I00
01001-0
001100
10000010r_00
010010011_11
00101_1
001011
00101-1101_00

1_01-00
1_0100

011r_1
101_00
l.0100
1_0100
r-0100
10100
10100
011_11
011_11-

r_01_00
t-01_00

100
1-00
1-00
011
100
100
1-00
011
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
011

100
011
011
011
100
0r-L
011_
1_00
1_00
1-00
r-00
r_00
100
r-00
1_00
011
1_00
1_00
011
1_00
100

0000101-r_0
000010110

00101000
00101000

001, 100
00101_1_

1_01_00
10100
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2.2 cDNA PREPARATION

2.2.7 RNAprepørøtion

Total RNA was isolated from LCLs or whole blood by the acid

guanidinium phenol chloroform (AGPC) method of Chomczynski and Sacchi,

1987. A volume of 0.5m1 of solution D (appendix 1) was added to

approximately 1 x 107 cells and mixed briefly to lyse the cells. The following

components were then added sequentially, mixing briefly between additions:

50pl of 2M sodium acetate pH 4.0,500p1 of water-saturated phenol (appendix

2), and 100p1of chloroform (appendix 2). The sample was incubated on ice for

L5min, followed by centrifugation at 1.3,500xg for 30min at 4oC. The RNA in the

upper aqueous phase was removed and transferred to a clean tube, and 0.5m1of

isopropanol (Sigma, USA) was added, followed by an incubation at -20oC for

Lhour or -70oC for L5min. The tube was then centrifuged at 13,500xg for 30min

and the supernatant discarded. The pellet was dissolved in 300p1 of solution D,

to which L x volume of isopropanol was added, followed by an incubation at

-20oC or -70oC as above. Finally, the sample was centrifuged at 13,500xg for

LOmin and washed twice in 500p1 of 70% ethanol. The purified RNA pellet was

resuspended in 50pl of DEPC water (appendix 2) and heated at 65oC for 10min

to dissolve.

The RNA concentration was measured by preparing a 1/5g dilution in

DEPC water and measuring the OD at 260nm under the assumption that an

ODunit of L corresponds Io 40pg/m1RNA.

2,2.2 Rea er se Tr an scrípti on

First strand complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized by reverse

transcription following the method of Montgomery and Dallman, L99"J.. A "no-

enzyme" negative control reverse transcription reaction was included for each

RNA sample and included in the subsequent PCR reaction, to monitor genomic
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DNA contamination of the RNA.

A quantity of 1.-2¡tg of total RNA was combined with 4¡rg of oligo dT

primer (Pharmacia, Sweden) and incubated for Smin at 60oC, followed by

chilling on ice for 3min. Forty units of RNAsin (Promega, USA) and 400 units of

moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MLV) reverse transcriptase (Gibco-BRL,

USA) was then added in a final concentration of 10mM dithiothreitol (Gibco-

BRL, USA), Lx first strand reverse transcriptase buffer (Gibco-BRL, USA), and

4mM total deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) (Promega, USA). The

sample was incubated at 37oC for 40min at which time a further 400 units of M-

MLV reverse transcriptase were added, and the incubation continued for an

additional 40min. Finally the sample was incubated at 70oC for 10min to

inactivate the enzyme, and chilled on ice.

Water was added to achieve a final volume of 100¡tl of first strand cDNA,

which was then used immediately or stored at -20oC till needed. A volume of

Spl of this cDNA was used without further purification for each 50pl PCR

reaction.

2.3 CELL CULTURE

Lymphoblastoid cell lines were grown in RPMI 1640 medium (ICN

Biomedicals, USA) supplemented with 50 units/ml of penicillin/streptomycin

(Cytosystems, Australia), 100mM sodium pyruvate (ICN Biomedicals, USA),

0.2"/" sodium bicarbonate (M&8, Australia), L0mM Hepes (Sigma, USA) and

2mM glutamine (Cytosystems, Australia). Foetal bovine serum (CSL, Australia)

was added to the above medium at a final concentration (v/v) of !0% or 20"/"

and the subsequent media was termed S10 or S20 respectively. All LCLs were

grown at37oC in5% CO2.
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2,3,7 Cryopreserztatìon of LCLs

Cells from a volume of L0mls of well growing LCL culture were

harvested by centrifugation at 500xg for 7min. All cells and reagents were kept

on ice. The cell pellet was resuspended in Lml of S20, to which an equal volume

of S20 containing 20% dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) (Ajax, Australia) was

added dropwise, while agitating the tube to ensure even mixing. The cell

suspension was then transferred to a cryotube and fuozen at a controlled rate in

liquid nitrogen.

Cells were thawed rapidly at 37oC, and washed in RPMI by

centrifugation at 500xg for 7min.

2,3.2 Cryopresentøtíon of uhole blo o d

Whole blood collected by venepuncture of a peripheral vein was

collected in LOml lithium heparin blood collection tubes. An aliquot of 400p1 of

whole blood was added to 1.6m1s of S20 containing 20% DMSO (Ajax,

Australia), and mixed gently. The solution was then distributed into 500p1

aliquots and frozen in liquid nitrogen at a controlled rate.

2,3,3 Transformøtion of frozen uthole blooil øliquots

B lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) were established by Epstein Barr virus

(EBV) transformation of fuozenwhole blood following the method of Ventura et

al., L988. The cell line 8958 (Miller & Lipman, 1973) was used to provide a

source of EBV. Cultures of 8958 were allowed to over-grow to achieve a high

titre of EBV shed into the culture medium. The virus was harvested by

centrifugation of the 8958 culture at 1,300xg for LOmin. The EBV-containing

supernatant was distributed into L0ml aliquots and f.rozen at -70oC till required.

Frozen whole blood to be transformed was thawed rapidly at 37oC and

washed in 8-L0m1of RPMI medium by centrifuging at 500xg for 7min. The cell

pellet was resuspended in Lml of S20 medium, to which Lml of 8958
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supernatant was added. The cell solution was then mixed gently and

transferred to a single well of a 2$-well sterile tissue culture plate. The outer

wells of the plate were filled with sterile water, and the plate was wrapped in

plastic to reduce evaporation. Cultures were fed weekly by removing the

exhausted media with a pasteur pipette and replacing it with fresh S20, until the

cultures were established, and able to be passaged into 25cm2 tissue culture

flasks.

2.4 P OLYMERASE CI{AIÀI REACTI ON (PCR)

All PCR reactions were performed in a Perkin Elmer DNA Thermal

Cycler (TC1). Oligonucleotides used for PCR amplification are described in

table 2, and were designed de nooo or taken from published sources as

indicated. Two different sources of PCR buffer and MgCl2 were utilised. The

majority of the amplifications were conducted with buffer (appendix 1.) and

MgCl2 (Sigma, USA) prepared in the laboratory, whereas buffer and MgCl2

supplied by Perkin Elmer-Roche, USA, were used in the later experiments with

equal success. Two drops of mineral oil (Sigma, USA) were added to each PCR

reaction to prevent loss of sample by evaporation. All PCR products were

inspected by gel electrophoresis (section 2.5).

2.4.7 HLA class I cDNÁ PCR

The HLA-A gene and the HLA-B gene were amplified separately from

cDNA by PCR using HLA-A and HLA-B specific primers located in the 5' and

3' untranslated regions. These primers were designed specifically to amplify

alleles of a single HLA class I locus and the sequences were taken directly from

Zemmour et a1., L992. In each case the same 5' primer was used, and locus

specificity was built into the 3' primer. PCR products were cloned using the Sal

I and Hind III sites incorporated into the PCR primers.
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PCR conditions were as follows: Spl of cDNA, 1. x PCR buffer, 2.0mM

MgCl2, 2 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Perkin Elmer-Roche, USA), 200pM of

each dNTP (Promega, USA), 0.25pM primer 5p2,0.25¡tM primer 3pA or 3pB,

and water to a final reaction volume of 50p1. PCR reaction volumes of 100p1

were used when the PCR product was to be purified for cloning, and the

component volumes adjusted accordingly. Primers 5p2 and 3pA amplify the

HLA-A gene and primers 5p2 and 3pB amplify the HLA-B gene. PCR cycling

parameters consisted of a 5 minute incubation at 94oC followed by 25 or 30

cycles of 60 seconds at94oC,60 seconds at 65oC and,90 seconds at72oC, and a

final extension of 7 minutes at72oC, based on the PCR cycling parameters of

Zemmour et a1., 1992. Amplification of the expected size product was

confirmed by gel electrophoresis of a 5¡r1 volume on a L"/" agarose gel,

corresponding to a 1.328kb HLA-A or HLA-B PCR product.

2.4.2 PCR of HA-A genomìc DNA

Amplification of the HLA-A24 genomic fragment spanning intron 3 was

performed with a primer pair which was }ILA-A2A specific in the individuals

being examined. Primer 1017 contained a Sal I restriction enzyme recognition

site, and primer 1,01.8 contained a Hind trI site to facilitate subsequent cloning of

the PCR product. PCR conditions were: 0.25pM each of primers 10L7 and 1018,

and 500ng of genomic DNA. The remaining PCR conditions and cycling

parameters were identical to those used for HLA-A cDNA amplification

described in section 2.4.L. Amplification of the expected size product was

confirmed by gel electrophoresis of a 5pl volume on a 1"/" agarose gel,

corresponding to an 843bp PCR product.

Amplification of the HLA-A genomic exon L-exon 3 fragment was

performed by Dr. X. Gao from the Human Genetics Group, |ohn Curtin School

of Medical Research, Australian National University. The 5' primer used to

amplify the HLA-A genomic DNA fragment contained an Eco R[ site, and the 3'
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primer contained a Hind III site, to facilitate cloning of the PCR product. The

amplified fragment was 1060bp in length.

2.4,3 HLA.DPBT PCR

The second exon of the HLA-DPBL gene was amplified as follows: 100ng

of genomic DNA, 0.22¡tM DPBL primers UG19 and UG21 (13),200pM of each

dNTP, 1.7 units of Taq DNA polymerase, 1.5mM MgCI2,1 x PCR buffer and

water to a final reaction volume of 50p1. Amplification was performed at 96oC

for 30 seconds and 65oC for L minute, for 35 cycles, preceded by a 5 minute

initial denaturation at 94oC, and followed by a 7 minute final extension at 72oC,

based on the PCR conditions of Begovich et al.,1990. Successful amplification

was demonstrated by the presence of a band corresponding to 338bp in a 2"/"

agarose gel.

2.4.4 32P -l ab elle il HLA-D PBL P CR

Amplification of the second exon of the HLA-DPBL gene was performed

as above (section 2.4.3) with the substitution of 0.25% of the total dCTP

concentration with 0.25mCi 32P a-labelled dCTP (Bresatec, Australia). Aliquots

of 7.S¡tI of the HLA-DPBI 32P-labelled PCR product were digested with

increasing concentrations of Fok I restriction endonuclease from 0.25-4 units of

enzyme following the manufacturer's recommendations. Digestion products

were electrophoresed in 8% polyacrylamide mini gels at 110 volts for 30min.

Following electrophoresis the gels were dried by vacumm on to Whatman

paper, and exposed to Kodak XARS photographic film for 6 hours.

2. 4, 5 HLA -D PB 7* 0 I 01. I 7 601. gr o up - sp e cif í c ømp lif íc øt i o n

Conditions for multiplex PCR consisted of 0.22¡tM of the DPB1 primer

UG21, and 100ng of primers 1601. and 0801. (0.18pM and 0.44pM respectively),

and was otherwise identical to the HLA'DPB1 PCR reaction conditions and
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T able 4. HLA-DPB L 
+080 1 / 1. 60 L group-specific amplification

DPBI.*0801 allelic group DPBl.'t1601 allelic group

0201.

0202
0401
0402
0501
0601
1101
1,501

1.601

1707
1801

HLA-DPBI alleles in the 0801 allelic group are amplified by primer
UG21. and primer 0801. DPB1 alleles in the 1601 allelic group are
amplified by primer UG21 and primer 1601. Primers 080L and 1601

differ in length by 20bp. Primer 0801 will amplify all alleles with the
sequence GTA at residue 76. Primer L60L will amplify all alleles with
the sequence ATG at residue 76.

01.01.

0301
0801
0901
1001
140t
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cycling parameters (section 2.4.3). The DNA template for group-specific PCR

was Spl of at/ 5*196 dilution of the HLA-DPBI PCR product. Amplification of

the expected size product was confirmed by gel electrophoresis of a Spl volume

on a t2"/" polyacrylamide gel, corresponding to a 1.l1bp PCR product for HLA-

DP alleles in the DPBl*L60L allelelic group, and a 91bp product for alleles in the

DPB1*0801 allelic group (table 4).

2.5 GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

Recipes for all running buffers, loading buffers, and staining solutions

can be found in appendix 1. At the completion of electrophoresis, DNA agarose

and polyacrylamide gels were stained for LOmin in a l4tg/ml solution of

ethidium bromide (Sigma, USA), and viewed under ultraviolet light on a

Fotodyne Transilluminator. Gels were photographed using a Polaroid MP4

camera.

2.5.L DNA Gel Electrophoresis

Agarose gels at I% (w /v) agarose (Progery Australia) were prepared in L

x TAE buffer and electrophoresed in a horizontal submarine gel apparatus

(Pharmacia, Sweden). Samples were loaded in L x DNA loading buffer, and

electrophoresed at120 volts in Lx TAE buffer.

DNA polyacrylamide mini-gels were prepared either from a stock

solution of 30% acrylamide (appendix L) or pre-made 40"/' Acrylamide/Bis

solution 37.5:'J. purchased from Biorad, USA. HLA-DPB1 AFLP samples (section

2.1,.7) were loaded in L x DNA loading buffer, and run on 8% polyacrylamide

gels containing 1 x TBE, 2"/" ammonium persulphate (BioRad, USA) and 0.3%

Temed (BioRad, USA). Samples were electrophoresed aI \20 volts, in L x TBE

buffer, in a vertical minigel apparatus (BioRad mini-protean tr).
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2.5,2 Proteín Gel Electrophoresis

Protein electrophoresis was conducted on polyacrylamide gels consisting

of at3o/" resolving gel and a4.5% stacking gel. The resolving gel containedt2"/"

acrylamide, 21,5mM Tris pH 8.8,0.L'/" sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) (BDH,

Australia),0.05"/" ammonium persulphate, and 0.13% Temed, and was poured

to allow for a Lcm stacking gel. The resolving gel was overlaid immediately

with butanol (Sigma, USA) to avoid aeration while setting, and to ensure a level

interface between the two gel types. The stacking gel contained 4.5%

acrylamide, L20mM Tris pH 6.8,0.1"/" SDS,0.05% ammonium persulphate, and

0.2% Temed. Protein samples were loaded in L x SDS polyacrylamide gel

loading buffer and electrophoresed at 200 volts in a vertical mini-gel apparatus

for approximately 40min (BioRad mini-protean II).

At the completion of electrophoresis, gels were stained for 30min in

Coomassie blue staining solution. Destaining consisted of a LOmin wash,

followed by a 30min wash in destaining solution. Gels were then dried onto

Whatman paper using a vacum operated gel drier (BioRad model 11258).

2.6 CLONING

All buffers and culture media were prepared following the recipes found

in appendix L and sterilised by autoclaving at L2'J.oC at 15psi for 20min. All

bacteriological work was conducted in a Bioh azard. hood within a Cl.

laboratory. The plasmid pGEM 32 (Promega, USA) was used as the vector for

all cloning operations unless otherwise indicated. This plasmid contains the

ampr gene allowing for selection of transformed bacteria by growth on LB agar

plates supplemented with ampicillin at L00¡tg/ ml (appendix 1). T}:re Escherichia

coli strains JM109 or BB4 were used as the host bacteria for all transformations.

Cultures of BB4 were supplemented with lOpg/ml of tetracycline (appendix L).

Cultures of |M109 were grown in LB media with no added supplements. All
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culhlres were grown at 37oC in a shaking water bath for liquid cultures, or a

warm air incubator for agar cultures.

2.6.L Puríficøtìon of PCR product

2.6.1..L HLA cløss I cDNA PCRproducts

The cDNA PCR product to be cloned was amplified in a 100p1 reaction

volume, and a Spl aliquot was run on a 1"/" agarose gel to confirm the correct

size of the product. The remaining 95pl was then transferred to a clean

microfuge tube to avoid residual oil from the PCR reaction. The sample was

extracted once with an equal volume of phenol/choloroform (L:L solution),

comprising a L0min spin at 13,500xg after the addition of organic solvent,

followed by transfer of the aqueous layer to a clean tube. An identical extraction

with neat chloroform was conducted to remove residual phenol. The aqueous

layer was then transferred to a new tube and digested with S0pg/ml proteinase

K (BDH, Australia) in the presence of SmM EDTA pH 8.0, 1.0mM TrisCl pH 8.0,

and 0.5% SDS at 37oC for 30min, followed by a 1.0min incubation at 68oC to

inactivate the proteinase K. The proteinase K digestion is believed to remove

residual Taq DNA polymerase to facilitate cloning of PCR products (50).

Following the proteinase K digestion the sample was extracted with

phenol/chloroform and chloroform as described above. The purified PCR

product was then precipitated by the addition of | / ygth volume of 3M sodium

acetate pH 5.5 and 2 x volumes of absolute ethanol, and incubated at -70oC for

L0min. The sample was microfuged at 1.3,500xg for 30min and the DNA pellet

was washed with 70"/" ethanol followed by a Smin spin at 13,500x9. The DNA

pellet was allowed to dry and resuspended in 20¡tl of TE buffer.

The PCR product (insert) was then digested as described (section 2.6.3.1).

Following digestion the sample was once again extracted with

phenol/choloform and chloroform, and precipitated as described above. The

DNA pellet was then resuspended in 15-30U1 of TE buffer and considered ready
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for cloning.

2. 6.1..2 HLA-A gønomic PCR products

The HLA-A exon l-exon 3 genomic PCR products amplified from the

HLA-43 'blank" family, received from Dr. Gao, were purified by the use of the

"Magic PCR Prep" purification system (Promega, USA) following the

manufacturer's recommendations. The HlA-A24-specific genomic PCR product

was purified in the same way as the HLA class I cDNA PCR products

described above (section 2.6.7.1).

2.6.2 Prepmation of pGEM 3Z pløsmíd

The pGEM 3Z plasmid was digested as described below (section 2.6.3.1)

and purified in the same way as the insert. The DNA pellet was resuspended in

a final volume of 20pl of TE buffer.

2,6,3 Digestìon of aector ønd insert

2.6,3.1- HLA-A and HLA-B IDNA PCR products

Amplification of the HLA-A and HLA-B coding region was performed

with the primers 5p2/3pA and 5p2/3pg respectively, as described (section

2.4.1). The total insert volume was digested sequentially with Hind III (Progen,

Australia) and Sal I (New England Biolabs, USA) restriction endonucleases in

4mM spermidine (Sigma, USA), following the manufacturer's

recommendations. A 90min incubation at 37oC followed the addition of each

restriction enzyme. A quantity of 1pg of vector DNA was digested in the same

way.

2. 6.3.2 HLA- A genomic PCR products

The HlA-A24-specific genomic PCR product amplified with the primers

L017 and 101.8 (section2.4.2), and 1pg of vector DNA, was digested with Hind
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III and Sal I as described above (section 2.6.3.1).

The HLA-A exon l.-exon 3 genomic PCR products amplified from the

FJLA-A24 "blank" family, received from Dr. Gao were digested with Eco RI and

Hind III in an Eco RI reaction buffer (Boehringer Manneheim, Germany). A

90min incubation at 37oC followed the addition of each restriction enzyme. A

quantity of 1pg of vector DNA was digested in the same way.

2. 6.3.3HLA-D P 81 PCR pro duct

The PCR product, was digested with the restriction enzyme Pst I using

the reaction buffer recommended by the manufacturer (Boehringer Mannheim,

Germany). A quantityof 1pg of pGEM 3Z plasmid DNA was digested in the

same way. Following digestion and dephosphorylation (section 2.6.4) the

plasmid and the insert were purified as described above (section 2.6.1'.L).

2.6.4 D epho sphoryl ation of o ect or

Dephosphorylation of the linear plasmid was conducted following the

recommendations of Sambrook et a1,., 1989, for the removal of phosphate

residues from recessed 5'termini. The Pst l-digested vector (section 2.6.3.3) was

dephosphorylated by the addition of 0.5 units of calf intestinal alkaline

phosphatase (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) and L x reaction buffer

supplied by the manufacturer. The reaction mix was then incubated at 37oC f.or

L5mins, followed by the addition of a further 0.5 units of alkaline phosphatase,

and the continuation of the incubation at 55oC for 45min. The reaction was

terminated by the addition of SmM EDTA pH 8.0, and a L0min incubation at

750C.

2.6.5 QuøntíÍícøtion of insert ønil oector DNA

The final concentration of the purified, digested, PCR product (insert)

and the digested pGEM 3Z plasmid (vector) was quantified prior to cloning. A
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volume of 2pl of each sample was spotted on to a 1"/" agarose gel impregnated

with O.Spglml ethidium bromide following the method of Christen &

Montalbano, 1.990. The gel was allowed to stand for 30-60min in the dark, and

the sample concentration was estimated by reference to identical spots

composed of salmon sperm DNA standards (Sigma, USA) of known DNA

concentration, by viewing the gel under UV light.

2.6.6 Ligøtion of oector nnil ínsert

2.6.6.1- HLA-A and -B IDNA

Ligation reactions at vector:insert ratios of L:1,1,:3, and L:5 were prepared

in separate tubes using a common 50ng quantity of digested vector DNA

(2.7kb). A molar ratio of L:2.5 was found to be the most successful, and was

used in the majority of cloning experiments, corresponding to a quantity of

61ng of the 1.328kb insert. In addition to the vector and insert DNA the ligation

reaction also contained 1.5 Weiss units of T4 DNA ligase (Promega, USA), lpl of

L0x ligase buffer (Promega, USA), and water to a final reaction volume of 10p1.

All ligation reactions were incubated overnight at L6oC.

A "no insert" control ligation reaction, containing vector only, was

included in each cloning experiment to check for incomplete cutting or re-

ligatation of vector.

2,6,6.2 HLA-DPBI. DNA

Ligation reactions at vector:insert ratios of 1:3 and L:5 were prepared in

separate tubes corresponding to a quantity of the 338bp insert DNA of 19ng and

3Lng respectively. A quantity of 50ng of linearised pGEM 3Z vector DNA

(2.7kb) was added, in addition to 1.5 Weiss units of T4 DNA ligase (Promega,

USA), Lpl of 10x ligase buffer (Promega, USA), and water to a final reaction

volume of 10p1. Control ligation reactions and ligation incubation conditions

were as described in section 2.6.6.1,.
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2.6.6.3 HLA-A genomic DNA

Ligation of the 8a3bp FILA-AZ  specific genomic PCR product was

performed at a molar ratio of L:5 (50ng of vector : 78.lng of insert).

Ligation of the HLA-A exon L-exon 3 genomic PCR products received

from Dr. Gao were prepared in the same way as previously described for the

HLA class I cDNA PCR products, at a molar ratio of 1:3 (50ng vector : 61.ng

insert).

The HLA-A exon L-exon 3 genomic PCR products purified by the use of

the "Magic PCR Prep" purification system were eluted from the columns

supplied, and ligated directly into the pGEM-T vector (Promega, USA) with no

further manipulation. A molar ratio of 1:3 was achieved by ligation of 55ng of

the insert to 50ng of the 3.0kb pGEM-T vector.

2,6,7 Prepøratìon of Competent Cells

Competent JM109 cells were prepared as needed and used within 24

hours. On day one a stock culture of |M109 was streaked on to a Luria Bertani

(LB) agar plate to obtain fresh single colonies, and allowed to grow overnight.

The following day a Sml LB broth culture was innoculated with a single colony

from the agar plate and allowed to grow overnight. On day three, Lml of the

overnight broth culture was added to 25ml of fresh LB broth and allowed to

continue growing until log phase growth was reached, and the optical density

of the culture was 0.4-0.6 at 600nm (approximately 1L ¡, -2hours). The culture

was then incubated on ice for LOmin, followed by centrifugation at 1,300xg for

LOmin at 4oC. The pellet was resuspended in 2mls of 100mM CaCl2 (Ajax,

Australia), 20mM MgCl2 (Sigma, USA) and incubated on ice for a minimum of

2 hours prior to transformation.
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2,6.8 B øct erí øl Tr ønsþ rmøtio n

An aliquot of 1pl of each ligation reaction (approximately 1.lng of total

DNA) was added to a 200p1 aliquot of competent cells, mixed briefly and

gently, and incubated at 42oC for 2min. The samples were then incubated on ice

for L0min, and allowed to stand at room temperature for a further 10min. A

volume of 0.5m1 of LB broth was then added to each sample and the bacteria

were incubated at 37oC for 45min to allow the antibiotic resistance gene to be

expressed, before culturing onto selective agar plates. The bacteria were then

spread on to selective LB agar plates containing 100p9/ml ampicillin,  \¡tg/ml

XGAL, and 48pglml IPTG (appendix L), in L50¡rl and 300p1 aliquots, and

allowed to grow overnight.

A control sample of uncut vector (Sng of pGEM 3Z/200m1 competent

cells), and a control sample of competent cells only (no DNA) was included

with each cloning experiment to monitor the success of transformation and the

ampicillin sensitivity of the cells.

The following day all agar plates were analysed for the presence of

growth. The number of white and blue colonies was scored and the efficiency of

transformation was calculated. Transformation efficiencies in the range of 6 x

102 - 1.3 x LOa transformants per pg of DNA were obtained for ligated plasmids,

and 5.6 -9.6 x 105 for unligated control plasmids. Well-isolated blue colonies

were chosen and the presence or absence of an insert was confirmed by analysis

of small-scale bacterial cultures (minipreps).

2.6.9 Smøll-scøle B acteriøl Cultwes

Small scale cultures of isolated clones were grown to determine if

successful transformation of the ligated plasmid had occurred. These

"minipreps" were prepared by alkaline precipitation following the method of

Sambrook et al., L989. The contents of miniprep solutions 1,2, and 3 are listed in

appendix L.
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Positive colonies identified by XGaL/IPTG blue/white selection were

sub-cultured into 2.5mls of LB broth containing 100pg/ml ampicillin and grown

overnight at37oC. An aliquot of L.5mls of well-grown culture was transferred

to a microfuge tube and spun at 15,000xg for 1min. Cells were resuspended in

100p1 of solution L, followed by addition of 200¡rl of solution 2 and a Smin

incubation on ice. An aliquot of 150p1 of solution 3 was added, followed by a

further Smin incubation on ice. The solution was microfuged at 15,000xg for

2min and the supernatant (approximately  50pl) transferred to a clean

microfuge tube. The nucleic acid content was extracted by the addition of 450p1

of phenol/chloroform L:L, followed by microfuging at 15,000xg for Smin. The

nucleic acid content was then precipitated by the addition of 2 x volumes of

absolute EtOH (BDH, Australia) and incubation at room temperature for 2 min.

The sample was microfuged for LOmin at 15,000xg and the pellet was washed

with 250pI oÍ 70% ethanol (v/v ethnol/water). The nucleic acid pellet was then

left to dry and finally resuspended in 40¡tl of TE buffer.

An aliquot of 8p1 of miniprep sample was electrophoresed in a 1"/'

agarose gel to ascertain whether the plasmid contained an insert of the expected

size. Release of the insert by sequential Hind III and Sal I restriction enzyme

digestion in the presence of 10ng/d RNase A, followed by repeat anlysis on a

L% agarose gel, confirmed the expected size of the HLA insert.

2,6,70 L ør ge- sc ale B øct erí øl Culture s

Following confirmation of the correct size insert by miniprep analysis,

large scale preparative cultures were prepared. All the following centrifugation

steps were conducted in a Sorvall RC-58 centrifuge using the SS-34 fixed angle

rotor. A 2.5m1 starter culture in LB broth containing 100pg/ml ampicillin was

innoculated with a single positive colony and grown for 6-8 hours. An aliquot

of Lml of the starter culture was transferred to 50mls of LB containing 100pg/ml

ampicillin and continued growing overnight. The culture was harvested the
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following morning by centrifugation at 4,000xg for 20min at 4oC. Purified

plasmid DNA was then prepared using gravity-flow columns designed for the

preparation of up to 100mg of plasmid DNA, following the procedure

fecommended by the manufacturer (Qiagen, Germany). The alkaline lysis

purification protocol, and all buffers and reagents were supplied by the

manufacturer (Qiagery Germany).

The concentration of the purified plasmid DNA was measured on a

Beckman DU60 spectrophotometer at 260nm, with an ODunit of 1

corresponding to S0pg/ml of double-stranded DNA. An aliquot of

approximately 1pg of plasmid DNA was then digested with the appropriate

restriction enzymes and run on a 1% agarose gel to once again confirm the

presence of the expected size insert.

2.6.77 Long-term Storøge of Bøcteríal Cultures

Aliquots of all bacterial cultures were frozen at -70oC for long-term

storage. A Sml volume of LB broth containing the appropriate antibiotics was

innoculated with a well-isolated single colony and allowed to grow overnight.

The following day the culture was frozen in aliquots in 2ml cryotubes at 15"/"

v/v sterile glycerol.
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Chapter 3

HLA-DP IN AUSTRALIAN
ABORIGINES

INTRODUCTION

Australia has a history of human occupation of at least 50,000 years

(Roberts et a1., 1990). Until at least eighteen thousand years ago Australia was

physically a part of South East Asia. Australia and New Guinea were joined by

a land bridge across the present Torres Strait and Arafura Sea regions, but

Australia was eventually isolated with the rising of the seas at the end of the Ice

Age (Bellwood, L989). Original inhabitants drifted onto the north-west coast of

Western Australia, from where they are thought to have diffused south-east

through Central to South Australia (Hay et a1., 1986a). Accordingly, Aborigines

of the Northern Territory are designated "Northern" or "Central" according to

the location of their tribal grounds.

Previous serological analyses of the HLA antigens of the Australian

Aborigines found limited polymorphism at the class I and II loci (Bennett et al.,

t986; Hay et a1.,1986b; Sheldon et al., 1986). The DR locus polymorphism was

represented only by the antigens 2,4,5, w6 and w8 (Hay et al., 1986a). More

recent studies of the class II loci using molecular genotyping techniques have

revealed more extensive polymorphism undetected by Caucasoid antisera,

including unusual DR/DQ haplotypes (Iæster et a1., 1995; Trejaut et al., L992),

and new DR4 (Gao & Serjeantson, 1991), DRL4 (Lester et a1., L995) and DRS

(O'Brien et al., 1992) alleles. Gao et aI., L992c, have characterised four novel

Aboriginal DRB1 alleles by DNA sequencing. The four novel alleles accounted

for nearly 50% of the DRB1 gene frequency in the Kimberley region Aborigines,
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however in the Cape York Aborigines they accounted for less than L5% .

Like other indigenous population groups, the Australian Aborigines are

afflicted with a number of Western lifestyle diseases. Renal disease resulting in

end-stage renal failure occurs with significantly higher incidence in Aboriginal

Australians than Caucasoid Australians (D. Pugsley, personal communication).

Transplantation is the preferred mode of treatment despite the lack of

Aboriginal donor organs available. Transplants in Aboriginal patients

performed in The Queen Elizabeth Hospital Renal Unit in recent years have an

average L year graft survival rate of 837o, which compares favourably with the

rate obtained in Caucasoid Australians. Flowever, the failure rate in subsequent

years is significantly higher in the Aboriginal population, consistent with the

long-term effects of HLA mismatches.

Renal transplantation data from native ethnic groups in other countries

reveal the same poor outcome. Koyama et al., 1994, studied kidney transplant

outcome in African American patients and found that there was a marked

difference in long-term graft survival rates of first cadaver donor grafts in

American blacks compared with whites. Transplants to black recipients had a

failure rate twice that of whites, with projected half lives of 4.7 and L0.3 years

respectivety. Only I.5% of blacks received kidneys with no HLA-A or -B

mismatches, compared with 7.6% of whites, whereas 30% of blacks were

mismatched at alt 4 HLA-A and -B antigens compared to only 18% of white

patients receiving such poorly matched kidneys. A study by Lazda,1992, found

that kidneys from Caucasoid donors represented 86% of transplants for

Caucasoid and 75'/" of transplants for black recipients, thus the majority of

kidneys distributed to either racial gFouP came from Caucasoid donors.

For reasons such as these, living related donor transplants are favoured

in Australia to circumvent the problem of disparate demand for donor organs

in the Aboriginal population. Nevertheless, Koyama et a1., 1994, also showed

that the half life of living related donor grafts was still lower amongst American
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black recipients, perhaps reflecting the impact of other confounding factors

such as non-compliance with immunosuppressive medication. The projected

half-lives for living related donor transplants to blacks were approximately half

those for whites. However, there was a striking increase in graft survival for

HlA-identical sibling donor transplants to black patients, compared to

cadaveric donor transplants to the same group, supporting the contention that

poor serological definition of non-Caucasoid antigens is responsible for the

lower graft survival rates in black recipients.

Molecular genotyping of the HLA-DR locus in Australian Aborigines has

defined a number of unique DR alleles, and unusual DR/DQ haplotypes.

However, at the time this study commenced there had been no molecular

analyses of the HLA-DP locus. The HLA-DP antigens are expressed on the cell

surface at approximately 1,0% of the level of the DR and DQ antigens, and thus

cannot be typed by traditional serological methods. Primed lymphocyte tyPing

(PLT) was developed for the analysis of the HLA-DP antigens but is a time-

consuming and technically difficult method (Shaw et al., 1980). Consequently,

HLA-DP was the least well studied of the class II loci, and the distribution of

DP antigens in the Australian Aborigines was unknown.

The advent of molecular genotyping methods such as sequence specific

oligonucleotide (SSO) and amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP)

analysis has greatly facilitated HLA-DP typing, and revealed extensive

polymorphism within the DPB1 gene. From the 6 DPw types originally defined

by PLT the number of HLA-DPBI alleles has now increased to 59 (table 1.,

chapter L) and new alleles continue to be reported, especially in individuals

from isolated ethnic groups. In 1991. when this study commenced, L9 HLA-DP

alleles had been identified and characterised by DNA sequencing (Begovich et

al., L989; Bugawan et a1., 1989; Bugawan et a1., 1988). HLA-DP alleles have

recently been found to be associated with coeliac disease (Bugawan et a1., L989)

and various forms of arthritis (Begovich et a1., 1989; Gao et a1,.,199'J.a; Ruberti et
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aL.,1991).

The role of HLA-DP antigens in transplantation immunology is still

controversial but appears to be of most significance in the area of bone marrow

transplantation (Kato et a1., 1991; Nomura et al., t99L; Rosenberg et al., 1992).

Similarly, the contribution of HLA-DP incompatibilities to the mixed

lymphocyte culture (MLC) response is unclear. Positive MLC reactions between

DR and DQ identical combinations have been attributed to HLA-DP

incompatibilities (Olerup et al., 1990; Termijtelen et a1., 1991), however, similar

analyses have found that up to 70% of the cells in the MlC-negative Soup were

mismatched at the HLA-DP locus (Eiermann et al., 1992;Salazar et al., L992).

The HLA class II molecules are each composed of an o and p chain

encoded by an A and B gene respectively. With the exception of DRAL and

DPAL, these genes are highly polymorphic with the variability localised in the

second exon which encodes the amino-terminal extracellular domain (14). The

DPB1 gene codes for the p chain of the DP glycoprotein. There are 6

hypervariable segments within the second exon of the DPB1 gene, and

sequence polymorphism within these regions forms the basis of the molecular

genotyping techniques. Frequent recombination between these hypervariable

regions results in a patchwork pattern of polymorphism which defines the

different DP alleles.

AFLP analysis is one of the commonly used methods for HLA-DPBI

genotyping (Al-Daccak et al,,1991.; Kato et aI., L991.; Nomura et a1., 1991.; Ota et

aI., L99\) since being initially described by Maeda et a1., 1990. The AFLP

technique involves the PCR amplification of the second exon of the DPB1 gene,

followed by digestion of the PCR product with a panel of restriction

endonucleases. The HLA-DP genotype of an individual is then determined

according to the combined pattern of digest fragments. A comparison of

technical reliability between PCR-SSO and AFLP analysis found 1,00% identity

between the two methods for the DPB1 gene (Mizuki et aI., L992). The following
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work describes the application of the AFLP genotyping method to the analysis

of the HLA-DP polymorphisms within a sample population of 93 Australian

Aborigines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples

DNA was isolated from 17 LCL of known DP type, 50 healthy Australian

Caucasoids, and 93 Aborigines from two geographic areas within Australia. All

of the Australian Aborigines are believed to be of pure Aboriginal descent and

the degree of Caucasoid admixture to be minimal. Sixty individuals were from

the Central desert and 33 were from the Northern coast of Australia. Forty-

seven of the Aborigines were renal patients from The Queen Elizabeth Hospital.

Methods

Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood and prepared by standard

phenot/chloroform extraction. The second exon of the DPB1 gene was

amplified by PCR using primers and conditions specified in chapter 2. Aliquots

of the DPB1 PCR product were digested with a panel of restriction

endonucleases, and digestion products were electrophoresed in 8%

polyacrylamide mini-gels. The combined restriction fragment patterns define L9

alleles of the DPB1 gene. Sequencing of PCR products was performed as

described in chapter 2.

Consistent problems with the Fok I restriction enzyme prompted the

design of a PCR method to discriminate between the alleles DPBl*080L and

1601, and 0901 and 1.701. The assay developed for this purpose relies on grouP-

specific amplification of HLA-DPBL alleles, and is described in detail in chapter
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the AFLP technique in combination with the HLA-DPBL group-

specific PCR method described in chapter 2, DPB1 alleles could be assigned to

all individuals examined. The technique proved to be reliable and robust, with

sufficient sensitivity to enable the detection of new alleles if present. The panel

of restriction enzymes used had recognition sites that were sufficiently

polymorphic to enable DPB1 genotypes to be assigned in all cases/ including

heterozygous individuals. Representative results of the diagnostic AFLP

patterns are shown in figure 9.

To establish the accuracy and reliability of the method, seventeen LCLs

with known HLA-DP types were analysed by AFLP. Eleven DPB1 alleles were

identified, and correlated with the known DP typing of each cell line.

The alleles DPBL*080L/l60L and 0901/I70L were the only allelic

combinations pairs that couldn't be allocated unequivocally by the AFLP

method alone, which prompted the development of a SrouP-specific

amplification method. Each of these alleles occur at relatively low frequency in

the Caucasoid population but are more abundant in the Australian Aboriginal

population.

HLA-DP ìn Australian Cøucøsoìds

A sample of 50 Caucasoid Australians was studied as a control

population. The HLA-DPBI allele frequency distribution was almost identical

to other Caucasoid populations as expected (Begovich et a1., 1990; Howell et al.,
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Figure 9, AFLP patterns obtained after digestion of DPBL exon two PCR
products with a panel of restriction enzymes. Digestion products were
electrophoresed in 8% polyacrylamide mini gels at LL0 volts for 30 minutes.
Fragment sizes were determined with reference to the molecular weight marker
pBIl322 Msp I digest.
(a) AFLP pattern of an individual with the DPB1 genotype 050L, 0501. Lane L,
molecular weight marker; løne 2, Eco NI, 279 + 59bp; lane 3, Rsa I, 206 + t32bp;
lane 4, Fok I, 212 + 6'/bp; Iane 5 , BstUI, 255 + 83bp; lane 6, Sac I, 200 + 138bp; lane
7, Apa I,338bp; lnne 8, uncut 338bp.
(b) AFLP pattern of an individual with the DPB1 genotype 0202,1601. Lane L,
Apa I,338 + Z91bp; Iane 2, Sac I, 338 + 200 + 138bp; Iane 3, BstU I,255 + 83bp;
lane 4, uncut 338bp; løne 5, molecular weight marker; løne 6, Fok I, 2L2 + 67 +
59bp; lane 7 Rsa I, 206 + L32bp; Iane 8, Eco NI, \74 + L05 + 59bp.
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1991) (figure 10). Sixty-eight percent of Australian Caucasoids carried the

DPB1*0401. allele reflecting the high frequency of this allele within the

population. Sixteen percent of the population were found to be homozygous at

the DPBL locus, all being DPB1'}0401 homozygotes. A total of fifteen different

DPBL alleles were identified with DPBL*040L accounting for 42% of the total,

followed by 0a02 (10%) and 0201. and 030L (9% each).

HLA-DP in Austrølian Aborigínes

In contrast to the Australian Caucasoid population, 28"/" of the

Aboriginal population was found to be DPB1 homozygous, consistent with a

more restricted range of DPBL alleles in the Australian Aborigines. Only 9

HLA-DPBI alleles were identified in all, with the th¡ee alleles DPB1*0501,040I

and 0201. accounting for 82"/" and 75% of the DPBL allele frequency in the

Northern and Central groups respectively. DPBl*050L was the most common

allele (35%) in the Central desert Aborigines, followed by DPB1*0201 at 32"/".

(figure 11). However, in the Aborigines from the Northern coast, DPB1.*0401

was the most frequent allele (38%), closely followed by DPBL*050L at27%.

HLA.DPBT*1.601.

In contrast to the Australian Caucasoid population, it became apparent

that the AFLP pattern characteristic of the alleles HLA-DPB1*08OL and 1601. (in

addition to the alleles 090L and 1701) occurred with relatively high frequency

(25%) in the Australian Aboriginal population. Sequence analysis of exon 2 of

the HLA-DPBI gene, shows that the HLA-DPBL alleles 080L and 1601. differ on

the basis of the number of recognition sites for the restriction enzyme Fok I.

Flowever, these alleles could not be reliably discriminated from one another by

AFLP analysis due to inconsistencies in the endonuclease activity of the Fok I
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Figure 10, Frequency of HLA-DPBL alleles in the Australian Caucasoid
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DPB1 alleles in other Caucasoid populations (Howell et a1., 199"1.,

Begovich et a1., 1990).
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restriction enzyme.

Digestion of HLA-Dp¡t 32plabelled PCR products confirmed that there

appeared to be "star activity" with progressive loss of smaller sized DNA

fragments occurring during Fok I digestion (figure 12). This phenomenon was

dependent on enzyme concentration, but was seen at dilutions of Fok I so

limiting as to become insufficient to digest the PCR product. The same results

were obtained using decreased template concentration, and following use of

two different commercial sources of Fok I (Boehringer Mannheim and New

England Biolabs). Similar problems in the use of Fok I for HLA-DPB1

genotyping (disappearance of smaller bands) have been described by others

(Mitsunaga et a1., 1992).

An alternative method for detecting polymorphisms at the Fok I

recognition site was designed and developed, with the specific aim of resolving

the HLA-DPB1 alleles 0801 and 1601. This method is a modification of the

technique of PCR amplification of multiple specific alleles (PAMSA) described

by Dutton and Sommer, L99L, to detect a polymorphism in the factor IX gene.

Seventeen of the nineteen DPB1 alleles can be divided into one of two

groupings based on the nucleotide sequence at the relevant Fok I recognition

site (alleles DPB1*1901 and 1301 will not be amplified with either primer).

Group-specific amplification using a pair of PCR primers that anneal

specifically to the polymorphic sequence at the Fok I recognition site allows

amplification of alleles from either group. Fragments of 9L bp are generated by

the primer specific for the 080L group of alleles, and fragments of 111 bp are

specific to the 1601. group of alleles (table 4, chapter 1). Heterozygotes are

identified by the presence of both bands (figure 13). Using this method it was

found that HLA-DPB1*1601 had an allele frequency of 7.6% in the Northern

coast Aborigines and 17.5% in the Central desert Aborigines. The HLA-

DPBl*080L allele was not present in either Aboriginal group.
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Figure L2. Autorcdiograph of 32P dCTP HLA-DPBI. exon two PCR product from
a DPB1 heterozygous individual. Replicate samples of 200ng of PCR product
were digested with decreasing concentrations of the restriction enzyme Fok I;
lane L,4 units of enzyme; lane 2,3 units; lane 3,2 units; løne 4, L unit; Iane 5,0.5
utit; lane 6, 0.25 unit. The intensity of the band corresponding to the 2l2bp
DNA fragment remains constant, but the L26bp band fades rapidly at enzyme
concentrations greater than L unit. Fragment sizes were determined with
reference to the molecular weight marker pBR322 Msp I digest. Digestion
products were electrophoresed in 8% polyacrylamide mini gels at 1L0 volts for
30 minutes and the gel was exposed to Kodak XARS photographic film for 6hrs.
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Figure 13. Multiplex group-specific amplification of HLA-DPBI alleles.
Fragments of 91bp were generated by the primer specific for the DPBL*080L
group of alleles, and fragments of 1l1bp were generated by the primer specific
for the DPBL*L60L group of alleles. Individuals with DPB1 alleles from both
groups were identified by the presence of both bands. Lane 1-, molecular weight
marker pBR322 Msp I digest; Ianes 2 and 3,l11bp + 91bp "heterozygotes"; lanes 4

and 5,91bp "homozygotes"; lanes 6 and 7,111bp "homozygotes". PCR products
of group specific amplification were electrophoresed in 1.2"/" polyacrylamide
mini-gels at120 volts for 3Omins.
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HLA.DPBT*2201.

An AFLP pattern which did not corresPond to any of the known DP

alleles at the time, was observed in the Aboriginal population. Digestion of

DNA from individuals with this allele, produced a pattern of restriction

fragments identical to that seen for DPBI,*050L for four of the five enzymes

(Apa I, Sac I, BstU I, & Rsa I). However, the new allele has two recognition sites

for the restriction enzyme Eco NI resulting in three fragments of L74bp,105bp

and 59bp (figure 14). The allele DPBl.*050L has only one Eco M recognition site

which results in two fragments of 279bp and 59bp. This new pattern was seen

in six individuals, two from the Central desert and 4 from the Northern coast.

Sequencing of DPB1 DNA from two of these individuals revealed the presence

of the new allele DPBI*2201. This allele was independently identified by Gao et

aL.,I992b, using the SSO method and is believed to be specific to the Australian

Aborigines.

The nucleotide sequence of allele DPB1*2201. differs by only lbp from the

more common Aboriginal allele DPB1.*0501,. An A to G transition at the first

nucleotide position of codon 69 results in a lysine to glutamic acid substitution

in the amino acid sequence of DPBI*2201. Glutamic acid is frequently found at

this site in many other HLA-DP alleles, including common Aboriginal alleles

such as DPBL*020L, 0202 and L601. A single nucleotide difference between

DPBl*050L and 2201. suggests that DPBL*2201. may have arisen from 0501 by a

point substitution. Alternatively, DPB1*2201 may be the product of gene

conversion between 050L and the 3' end of the DPBL*1,601 gene. However, the

relatively low frequency of DPBL*1601 in the four Aboriginal groups in which

t}:re220t allele is found does not support this hypothesis.

The DPBL"220I allele is present at a frequency of 6"/"inAborigines from

the Northern coast and 2"/" in Aborigines from the Central desert. Gao et al.,

1992b, recorded a DPBL*220L allele frequency of t0% in Aborigines from the
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Figure 14. Nucleotide sequence of exon 2 of HLA-DPBL*2201 from codon 6 through 90, compared to DPB1.*0501.. The single
nucleotide change from DPB1*0501 to *220I is shown in bold. Amino acid positions are indicated by numbers above the sequence,
and the Eco M restriction sites are underlined.
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Kimberley region of north-western Australia, and 20"/" in Aborigines from the

Cape York Peninsula in north-eastern Australia. Therefore, the DPBL*220'J' allele

might well be a founding allele based on its presence in geographically diverse

Aboriginal populations. However, the frequency of DPBL*2201- varies markedly

across the Australian continent, perhaps reflecting founder effects, genetic drift,

and/ or natural selection. Studies of other Pacific Island populations failed to

detect the DPBL*220L allele, supporting the notion that the DPBL*2201 allele is

unique to the Aboriginal population (S. Easteal, personal communication).

HLA-DP ølleles ín four groups of Austrølìøn Aborigínes

Additional differences between the DPB1 allele distributions of the four

Aboriginal groups were noted (figure 15). The DPB1*0202 allele was not found

in either of the populations studied by Gao et al. but was present at a frequency

of 3% in Northern Aborigines and 4"/" in Aborigines from the Central desert.

This allele carries a rare polymorphism coding for leucine at position 35 of the p

chain, which is also found in the common Aboriginal allele DPBL*050L and the

Aboriginal-specific allele 220L. The DPBL*0202 allele is known to be rare in a

number of ethnic groups including Caucasoids (Begovich et al., 1990; Ruberti et

aI.,\991) but has been documented at similar frequencies in |apanese (Begovich

et a1., 1990; Mitsunaga et al., 1992) and native Chinese (Gao et aL.,1991b; Wang

et al., 1992) populations.

The DPB1,*1601 allele was also recorded at higher frequencies in the

Central desert and Northern coast populations, This allele occurred at a

frequency of 8% in the Northern Aborigines and 18% in the Central Aborigines,

in contrast to a frequency of L"/" in each of the Aboriginal groups studied by

Gao et aI., L992b. Comparisons between the four different Aboriginal SrouPs

and DPB1 allele frequencies in other ethnic groups, shows that the overall
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Aboriginal allele frequency distribution shares some similarities with that of the

fapanese (Begovich et a1., L990; Mitsunaga et a1., L992) and native Chinese (Gao

et a1., 1991b; Wang et a1., t992) in which DPB1*0501 is the most common allele

followed by 0201.

Geographic distribution of HLA-DP alleles between different Aboriginal

groups within Australia adds fuel to the debate of biological anthropologists,

concerning the possibility of one or more major settlements of the continent

(Bellwood, L989). Class I HLA antigens such as HLA-42 and A1L show an

uneven distribution across the Australian continent suggesting that there has

been little gene flow between Northern coast and Central desert Aborigines

(Serjeantson, L989). In general, Australoid genes are a subset of those found in

Papua New Guinea Highlanders, which favours the hypothesis of a single

settlement in Australia. Flowever, there are some variants found in the

Australian Aborigines that do not occur in the PNG Highlanders. These new

subtypes may have arisen post colonisation by gene conversion between

existing alleles, or may be the result of introduction by a second group of

settlers who bypassed New Guinea. The frequencies of All and A2 have been

found to be negatively correlated in some Aboriginal groups, and distinctions

have been drawn between the Aborigines from the western and central areas,

and those from the northern coast (Serjeantson, \989; Serjeantson & Hill, 1989).

The HLA-DP allele frequency distribution differs quite markedly between the

central desert and northern coast Aborigines e.g. DP81."020I, 040"1., and L60L.

However, comparisons with the data of Gao et aI., 1992b, do not show

convincing associations between the central and western populations.

HLA-D P an il tr an sp I ant at io n

The polymorphism displayed at the HLA-DP locus, and the

demonstrated ethnic variations in DPB1 allele frequency distributions may be
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factors to be considered when contemplating transplantation between racial

groups. Flowever, the role of HLA-DP antigens in the alloimmune response is

still unclear. Retrospective studies have been conducted looking at the

frequency of DP mismatches between donor and recipient pairs who are

matched at the remaining HLA loci. A frequency of 85% DP incompatibility

between DR/DQ matched unrelated kidney transplant recipients has been

reported (Rosenberg et a1., L992). In this study there was no significant

difference in the frequency of rejection episodes for two DP mismatches

compared with zero or orìe DP mismatch. However, graft function was only

examined up to 1, year following transplantation, whereas the beneficial effect

of HLA-DP matching may only become apparent in the long term. The role of

HLA-DPB1. disparity in bone marrow transplantation is also controversial

(Petersdorf et al., 1993). The risk of severe acute graft-vs-host disease was

increased in HLA-DP mismatched donor-recipient pairs in some studies,

although the incidence of rejection and chronic graft-vs-host disease showed no

significant difference (Kato et a1., t99L; Nomura et a1.,,1991). Therefore, HLA-

DP alleles may have some effect on the success rate of bone marrow

transplantation, but seem unlikely to significantly reduce graft survival in

kidney transplantation.

Detailed knowledge of all the class I and class II antigens in Australian

Aborigines will allow optimal HLA matching between organ donors and

recipients, resulting in more successful transplant outcomes. However, merely

cataloguing the MHC differences in minority ethnic groups does not guarantee

a better chance of procuring a well matched graft. The probability of obtaining

an HlA-compatible donor is also a product of donor registry size. With a

registry size of 50,000, chosen to approximate the number of HlA-typed

marrow donors available in the USA in 1988, 17% of patients with common

phenotypes would have a greater than 90% chance of finding a donor.

Flowever, 48'/" of patients have a less than L0% chance of finding a suitable
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donor (Beatty et al., 1988). Ultimately the addition of more individuals to the

registry yields only a minimal increment in the probability of identifying

matched donors. Therefore, even with donor files of very large size, it will not

be possible to find a match for patients who have unusual haplotypes, or alleles

indigenous to a particular ethnic groupr illustrating the continuing need to

actively recruit donors who reflect the ethnic mix of the patients in need.

SUMMARY

The results obtained from the analysis of the HLA-DPB1- gene in Central

desert and Northern coast Aborigines suggest that there are six major DPB1

alleles within the Aboriginal population; 020'J.,0202, 040'J.,0501, 160L and the

Aboriginal-specific allele 220L. Three other alleles were detected at low

frequency and may represent ethnic admixture. The limited number of DPBL

alleles is consistent with previous serological studies of HLA class II antigens in

the Australian Aborigines, which also observed a restricted number of alleles in

comparison to Caucasoid populations.

The distributions of DPBL alleles in the Central desert and Northern coast

Aborigines have broad similarities to those seen in the Cape York and

Kimberley Aborigines, although isolated differences appear to correlate with

geographic location.



CHAPTER 4
HLA CLASS I VARIATION IN
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the HLA class I antigens in Australian Aborigines to date have

relied on conventional tissue typing by serology and microcytotoxicity assays.

Use of sera primarily of Caucasoid origin can mask HLA heterogeneity in non-

Caucasoid poputations thereby biasing the serologic description of alleles in

those ethnic groups (Hildebrand et a1.,1992a). By definition such alloantisera

can only recognize determinants shared with Caucasoid HLA molecules and

will fail to recognise those epitopes unique to the molecules of other ethnic

groups. In most cases variations in serological reactivity are closely correlated

with underlying variation at the nucleotide level (Madrigal et a1., L993).

Flowever, some HLA alleles known to be closely related serologically are only

distantly related by DNA sequence. Two HLA-B alleles have previously been

described for which there is a poor correlation between the relationships

defined by serology and structure. In both cases the allele in question is poorly

represented in Caucasoid populations, being common in American blacks and

native Americans respectively (Hildebrand et al., 1992a). Comparisons of both

the nucleotide and amino acid sequences indicate that the serologic

classification does not reflect their overall relationship at the level of primary
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structure

A majority of the studies conducted into HLA antigens in non-Caucasoid

ethnic groups have focused on the African Americans. Analysis of the

discrepancy rates between serological and DNA-RFLP HLA-DR typing of 4,997
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kidney graft recipients found that black patients had a significantly higher

discrepancy rate than whites (38.6% vs 25.6o/") (Mytilineos et al., 1992).

Assignment of serologic "blanks" in patients who had a second HLA-DR allele

by DNA typing was the primary reason for the higher discrepancy rate in

blacks .

Serological studies of HLA antigens in Australian Aborigines have

shown that the number of HLA antigens detected in this population is restricted

(Bennett et a1., 1986; Hay et al., 1986b). Hay et al., L986a, analysed the class I

antigens of L50 Australian Aborigines from the Northern Territory designated

as "Northern" or "Central" according to the location of their tribal grounds. O.ly

four HLA-A antigens were found in this study: A2, A24, Aw34 and 41L. HLA-

A2, A24 and ALL were indistinguishable serologically from the European

antigens, and Aw34 had the same reaction pattern as Maori Aw34 cells. Only 5

HLA-B antigens were found in the Northern Aborigines: 81,3, 8w56, 8w60,

Bw6L and Bw62; with two more identified in the Central Aborigines: B39 and

87, confined to two adjacent tribes. Previous studies have found that antigen

frequencies often differ between Central and Northern groups and distinct

reaction patterns have been obtained for 4w34, Bw56 and Bw62 (Bennett et a1.,

Le86).

The advent of molecular genotyping methods has provided techniques of

greatly improved sensitivity and specificity with which to analyse the

polymorphism of the HLA system. Many of the new HLA alleles have been

identified in individuals from isolated ethnic groups which have remained

undetected by serology. New class II alleles unique to the Aboriginal

population have been identified for HLA DPB1 (Gao et a1., 1992b), DR4 (Gao &

Serjeantson,1997), and DRS (O'Brien et al., 1992).

In this study molecular techniques were used to define the HLA class I

antigens in Aborigines from the Central desert and Northern coast of Australia.

The sequence variation in genes encoding common Aboriginal antigens were
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compared with serological reaction patterns. Family studies were not attempted

because the tribal family structure is more socially than genetically determined.

HLA 434 was chosen for intensive investigation on the basis of

suspected micro-heterogeneity. HLA-434 is a member of the 410 CREG (cross

reactive group) consisting of. A25, A26, A34 and 466 and 443 (Madrigal et al.,

L993). Analysis of the 410 CREG antigens by one-dimensional isoelectric

focusing in L989 found three biochemical variants of Aw34 in donors of non-

Caucasoid origin, suggesting further undefined heterogeneity of the Aw34

antigen (van der Horst et a1., 1989). This allele is the most common HLA class I

antigen in the Aboriginal population with a gene frequency of 57% in the

sample group. In addition, serological data from previous studies suggested

that variants of .A,34 may exist within the Aboriginal population (Bennett et al.,

L986; Hay et a1., 1986b).

In addition, independent examples of a number of common HLA-B

antigens were studied on the basis of unusual serological reaction patterns, and

the frequency of the antigen within the population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sømples

The complete HLA phenotype of peripheral blood lymphocytes from

sixty-two Australian Aborigines was determined by the standard complement

dependent microcytotoxicity assay. Cells were selected for molecular analysis

on the basis of their serological reactivity, and B lymphoblastoid cell lines

(LCLs) were established by EBV transformation of frozen whole blood B cells.
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Clonìng and Sequencíng

Complementary DNA was prepared from each LCL and the full-length

HLA-A or HLA-B coding sequence was amplified by PCR using primers and

conditions specified in chapter 2. PCR products were cloned and sequenced as

described. A minimum of 4 separate cDNA clones were sequenced from each

individual to avoid the possibility of PCR errors and to obtain a reliable

consensus sequence.

Ennis et al., 1990, established the cDNA-PCR method of analysis of HLA

genes, and determined that the frequency with which errors were found in the

PCR-derived clones was L per 742L nucleotides. A variety of mutational events

occurred with detectable frequency, however, every mutation was unique to a

single clone, indicating that errors are infrequent events, mostly occurring late

in amplification as the template sequences accumulate. Ennis et al. observed

variability in the number and nature of PCR errors in sets of clones from

different alleles, making it difficult to gauge a minimum number of clones that

must be analysed to obtain an accurate sequence. However, these authors

recommended sequencing between 3 and 6 PCR-derived clones, and following

this approach I have found minimal ambiguity in the interpretation of complete

allelelic sequences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HLA-434

The limited serological variation previously reported at the HLA-A locus

in the Australian Aboriginal population was confirmed, with only four

antigens; HLA-434, -A24, -42 and -ALL occurring at a gene frequency greater

than 5%. Within the sample population of 62 Australian Aborigines 20 were
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serologically typed as A34/b1ank (table 5). Figure 1.6 shows a

(serological reaction pattern) of these cells with a panel of 'J.4 434 reactive

antisera. "Long" and "short" serological reaction patterns were evident

suggesting the presence of 2 molecular alleles of the 434 gene.

To evaluate the heterogeneity observed in HLA-A34, the HLA-A cDNAs

from eight individuals were sequenced. These comprised six individuals from

the Central desert and two from the Northern coast to give three individuals

with the long 434 reaction patterry and four with the short reaction patterry (the

serological reaction pattern for one individual was not determined).

A total of thirty-two separate clones were analysed. Individuals whose

serological reactivities reflected the long or short 434 antigen all carried the

A*3401 allele. The A*3402 allele was not detected in any individuals. Thus,

Northern coast aborigines carried the same A*340L allele as the Central desert

aborigines.

434 is an Oceanoid antigen occurring at the highest frequency in

Australian Aborigines, but is common in Papua New Guinea Highlanders and

Maoris and also found at low frequency in African and American blacks

(Imanishi et a1., 1992). Sequencing of the 434 gene by Madrigal et al., 1.993, has

already identified 2 alleles; A*3401 in a cell line established from an Australian

Aborigine, and A*3402 in a cell line established from an African American.

The A*340L sequence shows a striking similarity to A*6601. Although 7

nucleotide substitutions distinguish the A*3401 and A*660L alleles, 2 are in the

exon encoding the leader peptide, 2 are silent substitutions and L is in the exon

encoding the transmembrane domain. Thus, only 2 amino acid substitutions

distinguish the A*3401 and A*6601 molecules at functional residues of the

antigen-binding groove (positions 66 in crl, and 163 in a2). The sequence of

A*3402 differs by 13 nucleotide substitutions from A*340L, and is more closely

related to 466. Therefore A*3401. and A*3402 are both more related to 466 than

they are to each other (Madrigal et a1., 1993).
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Figure 1.6. FILA-434 serogram showing the reaction of 20 peripheral blood
lymphocytes with a panel of fourteen 434-reactive polyclonal anti-sera.

Asterisks indicate those cells from which the 434 gene was cloned and

sequenced. Boxes highlight the long (top) and short (bottom) reaction patterns.

C = Central desert Aborigines; N - Northern coast Aborigines.
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The sequencing results suggest that all eight Australian Aborigines in

this study are A*3401. homozygotes. Therefore, the variation in antigen reaction

pattern observed serologically did not correlate with any differences in the

nucleotide sequence within the coding region of the 434 gene. Analogous

ambiguity over the presence of a demonstrable split of an HLA-A antigen has

been reported for HLA-4L1 in Oriental populations. Sub-groups of HLA-4LL

have been proposed to exist in the Hong Kong Chinese (Hawkins, 7985),

however, subsequent HLA workshops have not clearly defined the A1L split.

Iwasaki et a1., t992, described an AlL subtype defined by serological reaction

with an alloantiserum obtained from a |apanese female, however, molecular

analysis of the putative antigen was not presented.

Possíble sources of HLA-A34 oarìatìon

A possible explanation for the long and the short 434 reaction patterns

seen by us, and others (Kurachi et a1., L992), in the Aboriginal population is the

inherent problem in the use of polyclonal typing sera which often contains non-

specific activity with other HLA antigens. Antibodies in which the peptide

bound within the ARS forms part of the recognised epitope (peptide-specific

antibodies), may also account for differences in reactivity between HLA

molecules with the same serotype (Steinle et a1., L993).In other words, the array

of peptides presented by A3  molecules from different individuals may explain

different serological reaction patterns. Many Aborigines are chronically infected

with various diseases such as hepatitis B which may result in a different affay

of peptides being displayed at the cell surface (Gardner et a1., 1992).

In addition, the possibility exists that TAP (transporter associated with

antigen processing) gene polymorphisms lead to alterations in serological

reactivity on the basis of differing peptide presentation, as seen in rats. For
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example, Powis et al., 1992b, showed that changes in the antigenicity of a rat

class I MHC molecule were due to the loading of the molecule with distinct

populations of peptides. Sequence polymorphism in the rct mtp2 (equivalent to

human TAP2) has a selective effect on class I peptide loading resulting in

significant changes in the composition of peptides presented.

The mtpl and mtp2 genes in the rat and the human TAPL (Trowsdale et

aL,1990) and TAP2 (Powis et al., L992a) genes are members of the ABC (ATP-

binding cassette) transporter gene family. The human ABC transporter family

also includes the mdr genes which code for the multidrug-resistant phenotype.

A single amino acid substitution in the mdrl encoded P-glycoprotein results in

altered affinity of the transporter for different drugs, and preferential resistance

to colchicine (Choi et â1., 1988). Flowever, extensive study of TAP

polymorphisms in humans has failed to reveal a similar influence of TAP

molecules on human class I expression (Burney et a1., 1994; Davies et al., L994;

Rowland-Jones et a1., L993). DNA sequencing indicates that TAP1 (PSFL,

RING4) and TAP2 (PSF2, RINGl1) display very limited genetic variability

(Colorura et a1., 1992; Powis et a1., 1992a), and evidence suggests that TAP

molecules are promiscuous in the peptides they translocate.

Yewdell et al., 1993, endeavoured to address the issue that TAP

polymorphism might influence the types of peptides presented to T cells, by

forming chimaeric TAP molecules composed of mouse and human TAP1 and

TAP2 subunits. The findings showed that each TAP molecule presented the

same set of peptides indicating that widely different TAP subunits can be

substituted for each other without grossly affecting function. As these chimaeric

TAP molecules are almost certain to exhibit greater differences than TAP

molecules within a given species this further suggests that polymorphism in

TAP does not greatly affect the repertoire of peptides presented by class I

molecules to the human or mouse immune system. The rat RT1.A class I

molecule appears to be peculiarly sensitive to allelic differences of mtp2 which
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may compensate in part for the limited number of alleles at the rat class I loci

(Cramer et al., L978). Thus, it seems unlikely that TAP polymorphisms could

account for the variability in serological recognition of HLA-434.

Proteasome polymorphism leading to an altered peptide repertoire

following antigen processing, has also been proposed as a source of serological

HLA variation. Flowever, like the studies of TAP polymorphisms described

above, similar analyses of the LMP2 and LMPT genes have failed to

demonstrate convincing associations between HLA reactivity and the limited

number of proteasome alleles (Burney et al., 1994; Liblau et a1., 1993; Van Endert

et à1., 1992). Remaining possibilities which may explain HLA-434

polymorphism which does not derive from primary sequence variation in the

class I heavy chain include; i) p2 microglobulin polymorphism, and ii) variation

in post translational modification of the A34 molecule, however, inconsistencies

in serological reactivity appear to be the most likely explanation for HLA-434

micro-heterogeneity.

HLA-B

The HLA-B locus also shows a paucity of genetic variation in the

Australian Aborigines. The most common antigens within the sample

population of 62 Australian Aborigines were 856,B,40 (860 and B6t),815 (862

andB71), and BL3 (table 5). The cDNA sequence of five different HLA-B alleles

was determined, ultimately deriving from ten individuals. Table 6 shows the

serotype and genotype for each of the 10 individuals examined. As for the study

of HLA-434, no differences in HLA-B alleles could be detected between

Aborigines from the Central desert and Northern coast of Australia. In most

cases the DNA sequence confirmed the serological typing. In only one instance

were the serology and the DNA sequencing results discrepant. Cell 35 typed

serologically as 860 (8,*4001) but sequencing identified the B*4002 allele. Due to
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Table 6. Serotype of cells chosen for HLA-B gene cloning and

sequencing, and their respective genotypes

HLA -B HLA-B

Cell Origin Serotype Genotype

35

56

49

6

25

10

62

48

BJ

IS

Central desert

Central desert

Northern coast

Central desert

Central desert

Central desert

Central desert

Northern coast

Central desert

Central desert

860

8L3,6L

861

856

8.56,6L

813

B'56,13

B.56,60

BL3,l.5

8,6],,15

B*4002

B*4002,L301

B*4002

8*5601.

B*4002

B*1,30L

B*1301

8*4001

B*1301,L521

B*4002,1521
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occasional difficulties experienced when serologically subtyping 840 alleles in

Australian Aborigines, it is most likely that the sequencing results are correct

and the true serotype of the cell is 861.

The 8L3 allele in Australian Aborigines was found to be the so-called

Oriental variant 8*1301. The 81.3 antigen was originally characterised by

isoelectric focusing (IEF) and serology and the two variants were designated as

Oriental or Caucasoid as a results of their population specificity (Yang et al.,

1985). Flowever, Zlirang et al., 1992have since confirmed the existence of both

813 subtypes at similar frequencies in southern Han Chinese indicating that the

previous designation of BL3.l, as Oriental and 813.2 as Caucasoid is only

arbitrary.

HLA-B56

Sequencing of cell line no. 6 showed that the 856 antigen was coded for

by 8*5601; the allele originally sequenced from a Caucasoid cell line by

Hildebrand et al., 1992b. The complete class I and class II serology of cellno. 6

displays traditional Aboriginal haplotypes (table 5). Therefore, the B*560L allele

is unlikely to be the result of Caucasoid admixture, but rather an original allele

in the Aboriginal population. A number of 856 heterozygotes were also

included in the analysis but sequencing of multiple clones failed to obtain more

856 sequences. Serological variability of the 856 antigen has been noted in

previous studies of the class I antigens in Australian Aborigines, with several

reaction patterns being seery one of which corresponds to the reaction pattern

seen with European Caucasoid cells assigned 856 (Bennett et al., 1986; Hay et

aI.,\986a; Hay et al., 1986b).

Hildebrand et al., L992b, characterized the 856 alleles from an Australian

Aborigine and a Caucasoid as part of a study to examine the diversity within

the Bw22 family. The 856 antigen from the Aboriginal cell in this case, was
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found to be coded for by the 8*5602 allele. Subsequent analysis of this cell along

with a panel of other 856 cells confirmed the assignment of the 8*5602 allele, in

addition to the presence of both 856 subtypes within the Aboriginal population

(M. Varney, personal communication). Flowever, the 8*5602 allele appears to

be more frequent than the B'i560L subtype .

The substitutions that distinguish the Bw56 subtypes are residues that

directly contact bound peptide at positions 95 and 97 in the floor of the ARS

(Hildebrand et aI., L992b). Consideration of the sequence relationships between

the Bw22 alleles and their ethnic origins supports schemes in which the other

alleles derive from 856.1.. Thus Bw55.L,8w55.2 and 8w56.2 may all have been

derived independently from Bw56.L through putative single segmental

exchange events with other HLA-B alleles, or alternatively 8w56.1

independently gave rise to 8w56.2 and 8w55.1, and Bw55.2 was derived

subsequently from Bw55.L (Hildebrand et a1.,1992b). Either of these hypotheses

could account for the presence of both 856 subtypes in the Aboriginal

population.

HLA-B75

A new allele of 8L5 was detected in two individuals carrying this

serotype. The cells from both of these individuals showed ambiguous reaction

patterns with monospecific B,62 and 875 antisera, suggesting an unusual 875-

like specificity (figure 17). cDNA sequencing of the HLA-815 gene from these

cells revealed a B15 allele that differed from B't1502 by a single nucleotide

change (figure 18). This C-G change at nucleotide 198 of the mature heavy chain

cDNA sequence results in a change from serine (S) to cysteine (C) at rcsidue 67,

located on the cr helix of the crL domain of the ARS. The new allele has been

named B*'J.521. by the WHO nomenclature committee, luly L994, and the

nucleotide sequence has been assigned the accession number L32862 in the
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1 50

ATGCGGGTCA CGGCGCCCCG AACCGTCCTC CTGCTGCTCT CGGGAGCCCT

5r_ 100

GGCCCTGACC GAGACCTGGG CCGGCTCCCA CTCCATGÀGG TATTTCTACA

101 150
-G--------
-G--------
-T--------
-T--------

CCGCCATGTC CCGGCCCGGC CGCGGGGAGC CCCGCTTCAT C-CÀGTGGGC

151_ 200
----c-----
----c-----
----G-----
----G-----

TÀCGTGGÀCG ACÀC-CAGTT CGTGAGGTTC GACAGCGACG CCGCGAGTCC

250

B*1502
B*L521-
B*l-509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B*152 1
B*t-509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*l_502
B * 1521
B*1509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B*t_521
B*1509
B*151_0
Consensus

B*1_502
B*L521
B*1509
B*l_51_0
Consensus

201,
---GAT--C-
_--GAT__C_
--_AGA__A-

--c------- -A--------
--c------- -A--------
--G------- -G--------

c

GAG---GG_G CC_CGGGCGC C_TGGATAGA GCAGGAGGGG CCGGAGTÀTT

251 300
B*1502
B*l-521
B*1509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B*1521,
B*1509
B*1-510
Consensus

GGGACCGGAÀ CACACAGATC TGCAÀGACCA ACACACÀGAC TTACCGAGAT'

301 350

AGCCTGCGGA ACCTGCGCGG CTACTACAAC CAGAGCGAGG CCGGGTCTCA

400
B*1_502
B * 1521
B*1509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B*1,52].
B*1509
B*151-0
Consensus

40l_
--------T-
-- -- -- --T-
---- -- --c-
--------c-

--------c-
--------c-
-À------À-
--------A-

--c-c----- --------c-
CA-C_TCCAG AGGÀTGTA_G GCTGCGACGT GGGGCCGGAC GGGCGCCTCC

450

----A-----

TCCGCGGG_A TGACCAGT-C GCCTACGACG GCAÀGGATTA CATCGCCCTG
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B*1502
B*1,52]-
B*1-509
B*1_510
Consensus

B*l_502
B*L52I
B*1509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B * 1521_
B*t-509
B*L510
Consensus

B*1-502
B * 1521
B*1509
B*t-51_0
Consensus

45r 500

AACGAGGÀCC TGAGCTCCTG GACCGCGGCG GACACGGCGG CTCAGATCAC

501 550

CCÀGCGCAÀG TGGGÀGGCGG CCCGTGAGGC GGAGCAGCTG AGÀGCCTACC

551 600

TGGAGGGCCT GTGCGTGGAG TGGCTCCGCA GATACCTGGA GAACGGGAÀG

601- 650

GAGACGCTGC AGCGCGCGGA CCCCCCAAAG ACACATGTGA CCCACCACCC

651- 700

CATCTCTGAC CATGAGGCCA CCCTGAGGTG CTGGGCCCTG GGCTTCTACC

70L 750

CTGCGGAGAT CACACTGACC TGGCAGCGGG ATGGCGAGGA CCAÀACTCAG

15L 800

GÀCACCGAGC TTGTGGAGAC CAGACCAGCA GGAGATAGA.A CCTTCCÀGAA

801 850

GTGGGCAGCT GTGGTGGTGC CTTCTGGÀGA AGAGCAGAGA TACACATGCC

851 900

B*1502
B*7521,
B*1509
B*1-510
Consensus

B*1502
B*L521
B*L509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B*L52L
B*1509
B*151-0
Consensus

B*1502
B*1521
B*1509
B * 1510
Consensus

B*1502
B*]-521
B*1_509
B*1-510
Consensus ATGTACÀGCA TGAGGGGCTG CCGAÀGCCCC TCACCCTGAG ATGGGÀGCCA
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B*1502
B*1,521,
B*1509
B*t_510
Consensus

B*1-502
B*]-52]_
B*t-509
B*1_510
Consensus

B*1502
B*r52a
B*1_509
B*151_0
Consensus

B*1502
B * 1521
B*1509
B * 1510
Consensus

90r- 950

TCTTCCCAGT CCÀCCATCCC CATCGTGGGC ATTGTTGCTG GCCTGGCTGT

951 1000

CCTAGCÀGTT GTGGTCÀTCG GAGCTGTGGT CGCTACTGTG ATGTGTAGGA

1001 1050

GGAAGAGCTC AGGTGGA'\i\'\ GGAGGGAGCT ACTCTCAGGC TGCGTCCÀGC

105r- l-098

---------A AAGCCÎGÀ

* ********
* ********

_______* ********
GACAGTGCCC AGGGCTCTGA TGTGTCTCTC ACAGCTTGA-

Figure 18. cDNA sequence of the new Aboriginal 8*1521 allele compared to
related 8L5 alleles (see text for references). The consensus sequence represents
the consensus sequence of the four 815 alleles shown. Hyphens indicate
identity with the consensus sequence. Asterisks indicate unavailable sequence.
The single nucleotide difference between 8*1521 and 8*1502 at nucelotide 272is
shown in bold.
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Genbank nucleotide sequence database.

HLA-815 is a widespread and diverse family of alleles, which includes

the 870 supertypic specificity. The 870 antigen is a characteristic antigen of

black populations and constitutes a family consisting of the closely related

serologic specificitiesBTt andB72 (Domena et al., 1993b). Due to frequent cross-

reactivities with the 8L5 CREG and sequence similarities, the 870, B7"1. andB72

alleles have been named 8*1509, 8*1510 and 8*1503 respectively (Domena et al.,

1,993b; Rodriguez et al., 1993). Many of these BLS alleles appear to be associated

with specific ethnic groups such as 8*1509 from an Asian Pakistani, 8"L5L0 from

an African American, and HLA 8*1518 from an Asian Indian. HLA-B*L51.8 is

the revised name for the allele originally identified as B"X"-FfS by Choo et al.,

199I. Subsequent sequence comparisons have found this allele, which was

briefly called B*790L, to be closely related to the 870 antigen and to be part of

the same subgrgup of B15 alleles (Domena et al., 1993b).

Residues that distinguish the group 8*1503, 8*1509, 8*1510 and 8*151.8

from the other BLS alleles form a motif in the crL domain encompassing serine

24, glutarnate 45 and glutamate 46 (Domena et aI., 1993b) which form part of

pocket B of the ARS (Matsumura et al., L992; Saper et a1., L99L) (table 7). This

"SEE" motif involves two peptide binding positions, residues 24 and 45. For

8*1509, 8*1510 and 8*1518, the motif extends to include asparagine 63 and

cysteine 67. The new Aboriginal 8*1521 allele shares the asparagine 63 and

cysteine 67 motif but retains the 8L5 consensus sequence at residues 24,45 and

46. Therefore, 8*L521 differs from 8*1502 (875) only at nucleotide 272 (of the

complete cDNA sequence) to form the cysteine 67 residue.

HLA-8w75 (8*1502) is recognized by serology as a "short" subtype of

Bw62 (8*1501) which fails to react with monospecific anti-8w62 sera (Little &

Parham, 1991). The 8*L502 heavy chain differs at a number of positions from

B*L50L and residue 67 has been highlighted as part of a 862 epitope

(Hildebrand et alr,1994). A change from serine at this site is associated with
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Table 7. Polymorphic residues in HLA-815 alleles

allele

amino acid postion in the mature HLA protein

24 45 46 63 67 94 95 113 174 11.6 ethnicity

B*1.501.

B*L502

B*1521

8*L509

B',lL5L0

B'ÈL503

B*1518

AMAE
-N
.N

SEEN
SEEN

STLHDS

I

I

I

IY
Caucasoid

Oriental

Aust Aborig

Pakistani

Black

Black

Asian Indian

C

C

C

Y

N Y

Y

S

S

E

E

E

E NC

The table shows the amino acids that differ between the 8*1521 allele and other related 815 alleles,

showing the "SEE" and asparagine á3lcysteine 67 motifs. Hyphens indicate identity with the 8*1501

sequence, and all amino acids not listed are identical between each of the 8L5 alleles (refer to text for

references).
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changing the serological typing to a 875-like pattern, which correlates with the

875-like serologic pattern of the B*1521, allele. Position 67 is not itself

substituted in 875 indicating that various substitutions can result in loss of B,62

epitopes. 8L5 antigens are found throughout the world suggesting that this

lineage of HLA-B alleles is at least as old as Homo sapiens (Hildebrand et a1.,

1ee4).

In addition to the two individuals presented here, cells from another

Aborigine (YM12) displayed the same serological reaction pattern suggesting

that this individual also carries the new B*1521allele (figure L7). Recent PCR-

SSO analysis of HLA-B alleles in Australian Aborigines found that the HLA-

8*1521 allele occurs at high frequency in the Aboriginal population (X. Gao,

personal communication). Analysis of other Oceanic populations is also needed

to determine whether this new B15 allele is unique to the Australian Aborigines.

HLA class I ín Amerínilian populatíons

These results provide some support to the findings of Belich et al., L992,

and Watkins et aI., L992,who conducted separate studies on the class I alleles of

Amerindian populations. Like the Australian Aborigines, Amerindian groups

show limited HLA polymorphism which probably reflects the small founder

populations that colonized America by overland migration from Asia. A

combined total of nine new HLA-B alleles were identified in three tribes of

South American Indians. In contrast, the HLA-B alleles from a tribe of North

American Indians had all been seen before and were a mixture of Caucasoid

and Oriental alleles (Watkins et al., L992). At the HLA-A locus only one new A2

variant (A02I2) was identified in the Kaingang tribe of southern Brazil (Belich

et a1., L992).

The isolation of four new functional HLA-B alleles from the Waorani

(Watkins et a1., 1992) and a further five new B alleles from the Kaingang and
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Guarani tribes (Belich et al., 1992) suggests that the diversification of the class I

loci may take place much more rapidly than previously estimated. Consistent

with a recent evolution for these alleles are their simple structural relationships

with preexisting HLA-B alleles which emphasizes interallelic recombination or

conversion as the principal factor in HLA-B diversification. On entering the

tropics the Palaeo-Indians could have encountered new selective pressures

resulting in any new variants reaching appreciable frequencies in the South

American Amerindians. Their absence in other populations, including North

American Indians, suggests that the unusual HLA-B alleles are of South

American origin and that HLA-B has undergone considerable diversification in

South America in the last 1.1.,000-40,000 years (Belich et al., L992; Watkins et a1.,

Lee2).

For populations having small numbers of alleles and more homozygotes,

like Amerindian tribes and the Australian Aborigines, the advantage of any

new allele is probably greater than in populations with many alleles like

Caucasoids. Balancing selection could lead to a rapid assimilation of the new

allele into the population as individuals with low-frequency alleles are more

likely to have heterozygous progeny than those with high-frequency alleles

(Betich et al., 1992).Initial observations suggest that the 8*1521 allele is present

at a high frequency within the Aboriginal population.

SUMMARY

Common MHC class I Aboriginal serotypes have been examined to

determine whether hidden polymorphism could be detected by cDNA

sequencing class I genes. Using this approach, we have identified a new

Aboriginal HLA 81.5 allele, but found very little genetic variation not previously

detected by traditional serological tissue typing. A population survey based on
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SSO (sequence specific oligonucleotide) hybridization with larger sample

numbers may yet reveal further HLA heterogeneity. However, these latter

approaches are limited to probing for regions with known polymorphisms, and

generally focus only on the antigen binding domains.

Variable serological reaction patterns were found in one HLA-B

phenotype, to reveal underlying variation at the nucleotide level. However, for

HLA-434, well established variable serological reaction patterns did not appear

to be associated with a nucleotide change in the HLA-A coding region.

Therefore, it would appear that the class I loci have remained relatively stable

within the Australian Aboriginal population with low mutation rates, unlike

the class II loci for which a number of new alleles have been previously

identified (Gao & Serjeantson,lg9l; Gao et a1.,1992b; O'Brien et al., L992\.

One new Aboriginal allele was detected at the HLA-B locus which

provides added support to the findings of Belich et al.,!992, and Watkins et al.,

"J.992, in their analyses of Amerindian populations. Both the Australian

Aboriginal and American Amerindian populations have limited HLA class I

polymorphism, with previously undetected heterogeneity restricted largely to

HLA-B. These results are consistent with the notion that the HLA-A gene is

much more evolutionarily stable, with lower mutation rates than HLA-B, even

within isolated populations.
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Chapter 5
INHERITED NON-EXPRESSION OF

HLA-424

INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapters have focused on analysis of HLA in the

Australian Aborigines and have illustrated the application of molecular

techniques to the investigation of polymorphism at the HLA class I and class II

loci. The two chapters to follow move away from the analysis of HLA in

Australian Aborigines but continue the theme of molecular analysis of HLA

class I antigens. In particular, the following chapters address the issue of

structural mutations in the HLA genes and the expression of serological HLA-A

"blanks".

Loss of expression of class I HLA alleles due to somatic regulation has

been described in a variety of carcinoma and fumour cells, and has been argued

as presenting a mechanism whereby a tumour cell can escape from immune

surveillance by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (Browning et al., 1993; Smith et al.,

L989; Soong & Hui, 1992). Browning et al., L993, compared the HLA-A

genotype of a panel of colorectal adenocarcinoma cell lines with the surface

expression of HLA-A. The difference between the expected frequency of

homozygosity among the tumour cell lines and that observed, gave an

estimated frequency of antigen loss of 30%. A separate study of loss of HLA

class I allele products in adenocarcinomas found the absence or weak

expression of all HLA class I molecules in 10% of cases (Smith et a1., 1989).

Selective loss of individual allele products was also seen in this study. HLA-42

appeared to be particularly susceptible, with complete loss of the HLA-42
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antigen occurring in 50% of cases. However, there have been few reports

describing heritable loss of HLA class I expression due to germline mutations.

The first report of inherited allele specific down-regulation of the

expression of a classical HLA class I gene was described by Lardy et al. in 1992.

A serological HLA-A "blank" segregating through two generations of an

apparently healthy Dutch family was found to be coded for by an HLA-41.

allele. Analysis of cDNA clones in one of the affected individuals, found that

the frequency of HLA-41 cDNAs was remarkably low in comparison with the

number of clones corresponding to the second HLA-A allele. Flowever,

structural defects predicted to interfere with expression of the putative HLA-A

"blank" product at the cell surface were not detected. The HLA-A "blank" allele

sequence was identical to the authentic HLA-AL consensus. The HLA-A "blank"

antigen could not be detected by iso-electric focusing (IEF), and treatment with

cytokines did not result in the induction of the HLA-A 'blank" allele product. In

addition peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) from two family members were

able to generate an allogeneic T cell response against HLA-41., indicating that

these individuals were not tolerant of HLA-41 and that HLA-41 was not

expressed on the cell surface during T cell ontogeny. Thus, the cause of the

down-regulation of expression of the HLA-41 allele was not determined.

However, the authors suggest a down-regulatory event in enhancer or

regulatory sequences upstream of the transcription initiation codon, as the

mechanism leading to allele-specific down-regulation of the HLA-41 gene

(Lardy et a1., 1992).

Two further examples of inherited HLA class I deficiency were described

in1994. Balas et al., 1994, reported an HLA-42 expression defect segregating in

two non-related Spanish families. Serology revealed an HLA-42 antigen which

reacted weakly and segregated on the same haplotype in both families.

Sequencing of the cDNA from both individuals found that the HLA-42

sequence was identical to the HLA-A*0201 allele , including the translation
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initiation codon and the 3' untranslated region. Flowever, the 5' untranslated

region revealed a point substitution at position -L0L within the enhancer B

sequence. Enhancer B is well conserved in MHC class I sequences and

constitutively enhances the transcription level of MHC class I genes (Blanchet et

a1.,1994; Kimura et a1., 1986). Position -101 is conserved in all MHC class I genes

studied so far, therefore it seems likely that this single point mutation is

responsible for the low-level expression of the HLA-A*0201 allele. Thus, the

HLA-42 antigen deficiency in this study appears to be the result of. a cis down-

re gulation of transcription.

The second case of HLA class I deficiency described inl994 was found to

be the result of a point mutation leading to a premature stop codon in the TAP 2

gene (de la Salte et al., 1994). Both family members in which this mutation was

found were HLA class II homozygous by serology and DNA typing, and

neither individual expressed HLA class I molecules on the cell surface. In this

instance there was no apparent deficiency in HLA class I mRNA and the

absence of class I antigens on the cell surface appeared to be the sole

consequence of a failure to load p2-microglobulin/class I heavy chain

complexes with peptides.

Another peptide loading deficiency was rePorted by Pazmany et a1.,

1992, and Rowland-|ones et al., 1993. However, this particular inherited

phenotype was not due to a generalised defect in peptide presentation to CTL

and appears to be specific to the }JLA-B*2702 and/or HLA-88 allele. Normal

amounts of the }J'LA-827 antigen were expressed on the cell surface, but the

cells failed to present peptide irrespective of whether the peptides were added

exogenously or generated during viral infection (Pazmany et a1., 1992). This

antigen processing phenotype does not correlate with any of the known human

TAP 1or TAP 2 polymorphisms and remains uffesolved to date.

Finally, serological non-detection of an HLA-835 allele in which a point

mutation in the translation initiation codon was associated with abrogation of
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serological recognition of HLA surface antigen, was described by Zemmour et

al. in 1992. The CLR HLA-A, -B negative mutant B cell line was believed to have

lost all HLA antigens from one haplotype and the HLA-42 and -835 antigen

from the second haplotype (Storkus et aI., L987). Serology has consistently

shown that C1R only types for HLA-Cw , the remaining class I antigen of the

second haplotype. However, HLA-835 specific CTLs recognised and lysed C1R

cells, and cloning and sequencing of cDNA found HLA-835 allele sequences,

indicating that large scale deletions of genomic DNA were not responsible for

the decreased expression of HLA-B35. Analysis of the HLA-835 gene found an

A-T substitution in the translation initiation codon which was expected to

significantly reduce the efficiency of translation and in consequence the levels

of cell surface expression of 835. Four of the eight 835-C1R clones sequenced

also contained precise deletion of exon 3, indicating the occurrence of

differential splicing of the 835 ClR mRNA, not found in clones from the normal

parental cell line. However, the alternatively spliced transcripts were not

studied in any further detail, and the mutation in the initiation codon of the

C1R-835 gene was believed to be responsible for the reduced expression of the

HLA-835 protein in ClR (Zemmour et a1., L992).

The HLA-A "blank" described in this chapter arose from a leukemic

patient who presented as an apparent HLA-430 "homozygote" by serology. The

three members of his immediate family were tissue Wped,looking for potential

bone marrow donors. The distribution of HLA class I and class II antigens

within the family revealed that an HLA-A 'blank" was segregating from mother

to son. Subsequent analyses have found that the HLA-A "blank" is the result of

reduced expression of the Í1LA-A24 gene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Serological typing of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) from all four
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members of the family was performed by the standard complement dependent

microcytotoxicity technique. EBV-transformed cell lines were established, from

which total RNA and genomic DNA were isolated. Total RNA was also isolated

from frozen whole blood.

HLA-A genotyping was performed on genomic DNA by PCR-SSO (Gao

et al., L994) as described in chapter 2. Complementary DNA was obtained from

total RNA by reverse transcription, and the entire coding region of the HLA-A

gene was amplified by PCR as described in chapter 2. HLA-A genotyping of

cDNA was performed by amplification of the HLA-A coding region as

previously described, followed by hybridization with HLA-A specific

oligonucleotide probes according to the method of Gao et a1., 1994. HLA-A

genomic DNA from LCLs was amplified in two separate PCR reactions to

produce one fragment spanning exons L-3 and a second fragment spanning

exons 3-4.

Cloning and sequencing of cDNA and genomic DNA PCR products was

performed as described in chapter 2. FACS analysis was conducted using an

HLA-423 /24 monoclonal antibody (One Lambda, USA). as described in

chapter 2. The monomorphic HLA class I monoclonal antibody W6/32

(obtained from the American type culture collection (ATCC))and an irrelevant

monoclonal antibody TIB.19L (obtained from the ATCC) were used as controls.

Immunoprecipitation using a monomorphic HLA class I monoclonal antibody

(RM 7.30 ascites obtained from Dr. A d'Apice, Royal Melbourne Hospital) or an

irrelevant monoclonal antibody (P3X63Ag8 supernatant - cell line obtained

from the ATCC) was conducted as described in chapter 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Serological tissue typing of four individuals from the same family

indicated the presence of an HLA-A "blank" being carried on an F{LA-A-,87,
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62106403
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a

430,813, DR7, DRw53, DQw2
A3,818, DR4, DRw53, DQw3

Ce11

430,813, DR7, DRw53, DQw2
424, 835, DR1 1, DRw52, DQwS

43,818, DR4, DRw53, DQw3
A-,87, DR13, DRw52, DQwl

DNA genotype

A*30,2402
A*03,2402
A*30,2402
A*30,03

A30,813, DR7, DRw53, DQw2
A-,87, DRl3, DRw52, DQwl

b

6401
6319
62L0
6403

Figure 19. HLA phenotype and genotype of HLA-424 "blank" family members.
a. Serological pedigree of 424 "blank" family members. The 424 "blank"
antigen is inherited on an A-,87, DRl.3, DRw52, DQwl haplotype from mother
to son.
b. DNA genotype of A24 "blank" family members typed by HLA-A PCR SSO
genotyping. The 424'blank" allele detected serologically is genotyped as HLA-
A*2402 in each individual. Subsequent cDNA cloning and sequencing revealed
the HLA-A*30 allele to be A*3001., and the HLA-A*O3 allele to be A'i0301.
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DRl.3, DRw52, DQwl haplotype inherited from mother (cells 6319) to son (cells

62L0) (figure 19). The serological tissue typing was repeated in a separate

laboratory using fresh cells and different antisera, confirming the original

typing results. DNA genotyping of LCL genomic DNA subsequently identified

the HLA- A*2402 allele in both affected individuals, indicating that gross gene

deletion was not responsible for the serological non-detection of the second

HLA-A antigen. In addition, the presence of the HLA-A*2402 allele in the father

(cells 6401) provided a convenient internal control for the serological typing.

Thus, non-detection of HLA-A24 in these two individuals could not be

explained by a generalised failure of serology to detect the 424 antigen in

normal individuals.

cDNA sequencíng

Amplification of the HLA-A coding region was followed by cloning and

sequencing of the cDNA PCR product from LCLs from each of the three

individuals. The majority of clones isolated contained an HLA-A cDNA insert

of the expected size (L.328kb), however, a population of clones containing

smaller DNA inserts (1.052kb) was also identified in 621,0 (son) and 6319

(mother) (table 8). Sequencing of the HLA-A cDNA from a selection of these

clones confirmed that the full-length clones corresponded to the normal allele in

each individual. Only clones containing normal sized inserts were identified in

6401 (father) and sequencing of these inserts revealed completely normal copies

of both HLA-A alleles (HLA-A*3001 & A*2402).

The population of clones containing smaller inserts yielded a number of

unusual transcripts. All but two of these smaller transcripts corresponded to

sequences within the HLA-A*2402 allele. No normal, full length copies of the

HLA-A*2402 allele were found in either 63L9 (mother) or 6210 (son). All of the

short cDNAs revealed transcripts that were missing the precise sequences
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TøbIe 8, Nature of cDNA clones isolated from 424 "blank" family members.

Sample cDNA HLA-A Characteristic

Father HLA-A*3001 /*2402
6401.-8 LCL A*3001.
6401,-2 rr rr

"640L-7 " A*2402
*640"J.-9 " rr

conforms to published A*3001. sequence

conforms to published A*2402 sequence

il

tt

il

il

Son HLA-A*3001/*2402
6210-8 LCL
621,0-7 '|r

62L0-2 WB
621.0-4 'ir

*6210-L LCL*6210-5 ,
*621ß-2 

'ir

A*3001 truncated - exon 3 absent

A*2402 truncated - exon 3 absent

A*3001. conforms to published A*3001 sequence
ll

il

It

ll

I

il

I

tl

Mother HLA-A*0301, /*2402
6319-6 LCL A*030L
6319-1 rr rr

6319-4 WB 'lr

6319-3 rr rr

6319-6 rr rr

6319-7 " rr

6319-8 " ''

6319-L5 " A*2402*6319-2 LCL rr

*6319-3 " rr

*6319-4 ', rr

*63L9-7 " ''

conforms to published A*0301 sequence
tl

tl

il

ll

I

il

il

tt

tl

il

truncated - exon 3 absent

truncated - exons 3 & 5 absent

toid cell lines
coding region was sequ nced. The remaining clones were

sequenced from exons 1 - 4.
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Sample

6401
Father

6210 & 6319
Son & Mother

631 I
Mother

Transcript

leader crl s2

leader o1 cr3

leader al

cú3 TM CYT

HEE

TM CYT

EflE

a3 CYT

HEE

Figure 20. Schematic representation of HLA-A*2402 transcripts isolated and
sequenced from members of the A24 "blank" family. All A*2402 transcripts
from 6210 (son) and 6319 (mother) contained precise deletion of the exon 3

sequence. One transcript isolated from 6319 had exon 5 deleted in addition to
exon 3.

21 3 4 5

1 2 4 5

1 2 4
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encoding exon 3 (figure 20). In addition, one HLA-A*2402 clone also showed

absence of exon 5 corresponding to the transmembrane domain. Two HLA-

A*3001 clones in which exon 3 was missing were also identified from 6210 (son)

cells. Clones isolated from cDNA prepared from LCLs and whole blood both

revealed examples of short transcripts (missing exon 3) although the frequency

appeared to be higher in clones derived from LCL cDNA.

Three of the six HLA-A*2402 cDNAs from 63L9 (mother) cells contained

3 point mutations throughout the coding region, however, they are believed to

be the result of a PCR error occurring early in the number of amplification

cycles. These point mutations were not found in all clones and were not

consistent between 6210 (son) and 6319 (mother) cells.

As nll of the HLA-A*2402 transcripts isolated from 621.0 (son) and 6319

(mother) cells contained precise deletion of exon 3, aberrant splicing of the

HLA-A*2402 mRNA appeared to be the most likely explanation for the loss of

serological detection of the A24 antigen. It was proposed that a genomic

mutation at the donor or acceptor splice sites of intron 2 or 3 may be responsible

for the aberrant splicing of exon 3 in the HLA-A*2402 transcripts.

Genomic sequencìng

PCR amplification of the region spanning exons 2Io 4 of the HLA-424

gene was conducted in two segments and the resultant fragments were cloned.

Sequencing of these two segments resulted in the complete sequence of intron 2,

exon 3 and intron 3 for a minimum of two clones of the FILA-A24 gene from

each of 63L9 (mother),621.0 (son), and 640L (father) (figure 21). The sequences of

intron 2 and intron 3 are compared to published HLA-A sequences in figures 22

and 23. The sequence of exon 3 in all three individuals appeared to be

completely normal and did not reveal any deletions or sequence alterations

compared to the cDNA sequence. Similarly the downstream region of exon 2
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cI,1 a2 cú3

intron 2 intron 3

Figure 21. Regions of the HLA- A*2402 gene cloned and sequenced from 6401'

(fàther),6319(mother), and 62L0 (son) individuals from the 424'blank" family.
Amplification of the genomic sequence was conducted in two sections as

depicted by the horizontal bars. The arrows represent overlapping sequences

obtained from the cloned PCR products.

exon 2 exon 4exon 3
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that was sequenced also showed no obvious changes from the normal cDNA

sequence. These findings are important since sequence changes within exons

have been previously described as the cause of alternative splicing in some

genes (Fukao et al., 1994; Hasegawa et al., 1994).

The complete intron 3 region was sequenced and no nucleotide changes

could be identified that distinguished 621.0 (son) and 6319 (mother) HLA-

A*2402 sequences from those of the normal 6401 (father) sequence. Donor and

acceptor splice sites were normal in all individuals.

S. Mount, 1982, produced a catalogue of splice junction sequences from a

large number of genes showing that introns are demarcated by conserved

consensus sequences at their 5' (donor splice site) and 3' (acceptor splice site)

boundaries. All of the sequences analysed by Mount were found to conform to

the GT-AG rule, that is that introns begin with GT (donor splice site) and end

with AG (acceptor splice site). The pre-mRNA splicing pathway involves

cleavage at the splice donor site, formation of a lariat, and finally cleavage at the

acceptor splice site with concomitant ligation of the 5' and 3' exons (Andreadis

et al., L987). The lariat branch point is a conserved sequence located

approimately 30 nucleotides upstream from the acceptor splice site.

More than 90% of the mutations causing aberrant splicing affect the

consensus splice-site sequences. Nakai and Sakamoto, 1994, constructed a

database containing aberrant splicing mutations of mammalian genes, and

found that exon skipping is the most frequently observed pattern of aberrant

splicing (51%). Exon skipping is often observed when either the 3', or more

commonly the 5' splice site is disrupted (Arredondo-Vega et al., 1994;

Bidichandani et a1.,1994; Mohr et al., 1994; Nakai & Sakamoto,1994). The most

frequent mutations not involved in the splice-site consensus sequences are

mapped in exon sequences near the 3' splice site (Nakai & Sakamoto, L994).

The sequence of intron 2 of the HLA-A*2402 gene also confirms that the

621.0 (son) and 63L9 (mother) clones have normal donor and acceptor splice
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*_________
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A*2402
A* 2 40!
A*0301
A*0201
A*2 601
À*0 101

T ---T------ ---

---T-C---- ---

Source references for published sequences are as folÌows:
HLA-CÌass I consensus - Summers et af., 1993.
HLA-A*2401 - N'Guyen et aI., 1985.
HLA-A*0301 - Strachan et al., ]-984.
HLA-A*0201 - Koller & Orr, 1985.
HLÀ-A*2601 - Zinszner et al., 1990.
HLA-À*o1-01 - Girdlestone, et a] . , 1991-.

Figure 22. Nucleotide sequence of intron 2 of HLA- A*2402. Other published HLA-A intron 2 sequences are also shown.
The HLA- A*2402 sequence is similar to other HLA-A sequences and conforms to the characteristic patchwork Pattern
of polymorphic residues. Hyphens indicate identity with the HLA class I consensus sequence, asterisks indicate deleted
nucleotides.
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-------À-- ---c------
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Source references for published sequences are as foll-ows:
Hl,À-C1ass I consensus - Surnrners et al- . , A993 .

HLÀ-A*2401 - N'Guyen et al. , 1-985.
HLA-A*0301 - Strachan et al. , L984.
HLA-A*020]- - Kol-l-er & Orr, 1985.
HLÀ-A*2601 - Zinszner et a1., 1990.
Hl,À-A*0101- - Girdlestone, et al . , 1991.

Figure 23. Nucleotide sequence of intron 3 of HLA-N2402 compared to other published HLA-A intron 3 sequences. The
fttA-A*Z¿O2 sequence is similar to other HLA-A sequences and conforms to the characteristic patchwork pattern of
polymorphic residues. Hyphens indicate identity with the HLA class I consensus sequence, asterisks indicate deleted
nucleotides.
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sites. Once again there were no gross structural abnormalities found in any

sequence. Flowever, a possible point mutation was identified at nucleotide 235

of intron 2 which is located 6 nucleotides from the intron 2/exon 3 boundary

(5bp upstream from the intron 2 acceptor splice site). This mutation was unable

to be confirmed with the number of available clones sequenced and is

represented by an "N" in the intron 2 sequence (figure 22). AII of the 62L0 (son)

and 631.9 (mother) clones have an A at this site, whereas the only informative

6401 (father) clone has a G at this site, as do all the other HLA-A intron 2

sequences. This nucleotide substitution may be specific to t}lre 6270/6319

differentially spliced transcripts and associated with the aberrant splicing in

these individuals, or it may simply be a tolerated nucleotide substitution in the

A2402 gene, reflecting normal polymorphism in HLA-A sequences. Obviously

sequencing of additional clones from normal A*2402 individuals is necessary to

assess this hypothesis.

Mutation of intron nucleotides located within a few base pairs of the

donor splice site has been documented as causing exon skipping, indicating that

the flanking intron sequences as well as the conserved GT dinucleotides are

necessary for correct splicing (Ohura et a1., 1993). Flowever, exon skipping

without obvious genomic mutations has also been previously described in the

p53 gene (Nakai et al., L994).In addition to the normal size p53 gene product,

three types of smaller transcripts were detected corresponding to transcripts

variously lacking exons 7 , 8,9, and 10. Genomic DNA analysis of the exons and

limited flanking intron sequences found completely normal sequences in these

regions, including donor and acceptor splice sites and lariat branch point

sequences.

Surføce expression of ølternatìaely spliced proilucts

Absence of exon 3 in the mRNA transcript due to aberrant splicing
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would result in an HLA-A heavy chain lacking the cr2 domain if it was to be

translated into a mature protein. McCluskey et al., 1986a,1986b, (and personal

communication), have already shown that abnormally spliced class I molecules

can be expressed on the surface of normal cells in mice. Two distinct H-2Dd

mRNAs produced from the alternative removal or inclusion of exon 7 during

pre-mRNA processing gave rise to two membrane forms of the antigen, the

smaller of which lacks 13 amino acids in the cytoplasmic domain encoded by

exon 7 (McCluskey et aI., L986b). Moreover, in a separate study, in aitro deleted

recombinant class I genes were generated lacking the cr1 and/or ø2 domains,

and serologic and T cell recognition of these gene products was investigated

(McCluskey et al,,1986a). The authors were able to show that in aitro deleted

class I lH-2Ld and H-2Dd ger,"s encoding only the cr3, transmembrane and

cytoplasmic domains were readily expressed as membrane-associated proteins

after DNA-mediated gene transfer. Hence, it is possible that FILA-A24 antigens

lacking the cr2 domain could be expressed on the cell surface, although the

protein conformation and therefore the peptide-presenting ability of such

molecules would almost certainly be defective.

Immunoprecipitation of radiolabelled proteins expressed in the 6210

(son) and 6319 (mother) cell lines was performed to determine whether a

species corresponding to an HLA class I molecule lacking the s2 domain could

be identified on the cell surface. Flow cytometric (FACS) analysis was

performed to ascertain whether any }{LA-A24 antigen could be detected at the

cell surface.

Immunoprecipitation of l2sl-labelled cell surface proteins with a

monomorphic HLA class I monoclonal antibody showed no evidence of a

smaller heavy chain product on the cell surface that could represent the

aberrantly spliced HLA-A24 molecule (figure 24). This may indicate that HLA-

A24 antigens lacking the cr2 domain are not being expressed on the cell surface.

However, lack of detection of a smaller HLA class I species may also be due to
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< 338bp

< 212bp

1 23 4 5

Figure 24.Immunoprecipitation o¡ 1251-66elled cell surface antigens from HLA-
A24 "blank" family members. 12sl-labelled cell surface proteins were
immunoprecipitated with a monomorphic HLA class I monoclonal antibody
RM 7.30, or an irrelevant monoclonal antibody P3X63Ag8 as a negative control.
The HLA heavy chain corresponds to a band at 44kd, and B2-microglobulin to a
band at 12kd. Løne 1,,63L9 (mother) RM 7.30; Iane 2 6319 X63; Iane 3, 62L0 (son)
RM 7.30; lane 4, 62L0 X63; lane 5 , 6401 (father) RM 7.30; lane 6, 640'J, y.53. L2s¡-

labelled immunoprecipitated proteins were electrophoresed on a 12%
polyacrylamide resolving gel @.5% stacking gel), which was dried and exposed
to Kodak XARS photographic film.
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failure of the antibody to bind to such malformed molecules. Inspection of the

autoradiograph also suggests that the number of class I heavy chains may be

reduced in the F{LA-A?  "blank" individuals, compared to the normal y''24

control (6401). Whereas the intensity of the band corresponding to p2-

microglobulin appears to be similar in each of the three individuals.

FACS analysis with an HLA-423 / A24 specific monoclonal antibody

found no detectable expression of HLA-424 on the cell surface. FACS was

performed on LCLs that had been grown overnight at 26oC or 37oC and no

increase in surface expression was seen, indicating that the FILA-A2  "blank"

phenotype was not the result of increased expression of "empty" HLA-424

molecules at the cell surface (Ljunggren et al., 1990). Information about the

epitope recognised by the HLA-423 / A24 specific monoclonal antibody was

unavailable from the supplier (One Lambda, CA, USA). The monomorphic

HLA class I monoclonal antibodyW6/32 was used as a positive control and

showed staining of equal intensity on all cells examined, indicating that there

was no detectable reduction in the total number of class I molecules on the

surface of 62'1.0 (son) or 63\9 (mother) cells.

HLA-A cDN,4 genotyping

HLA-A genotyping was performed on HLA-A cDNA from the three

family members. Routine DNA genotyping of the HLA-A cDNA from 621.0

(son) and 6319 (mother) could not definitively assign a second HLA-A allele.

Whereas the HLA-A*2402 allele from 640L (father), and the A*3003 and A*030L

alleles were unambiguously assigned for each cell. Hybridisation of HLA-A

cDNA from cell lines, with A24-specific oligonucleotide probes localised to

exon 2, indicated that transcripts presumed to represent A*2402 were present in

individuals 62L0 (son) and 63\9 (mother), although comparison of the signal

intensity indicated less HLA-A24 ftanscripts in 62L0 (son) and 63L9 (mother)
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6319 (mother)
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6210 (son)
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6401 (father)
A-300112402
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Figure 25. }irLA-A genotyping of cDNA from individuals from the 424 "blank" famity. Hybridisation of HLN-A2|-specific
oligonucleotides loõahsed to exons 2 and 3 show a dramatic reduction in signal intensity for 6270 (son) and 6319 (mother),
compared to 640I (father). An oligonucleotide specific for exon 3 of the second HLA-A allele in each individual (A*0301 or A*3001)

shows a tmiform signal intensity for all three family members.
The sequence of the oligonucleotide probes can be found in Gao et a1., 1994, and are located in the HLA-A cDNA sequence as

followsl lane L, probe 4353 exon 3 position 2L6-2M; lane 2, probe A344 exon 3 position 185-2A3; Isne 3, probe A343 exon 3 position
t85-203; Inne 4, þrobe A322 exon3 position 63-101,; Inne 5, probe A254 exon 2 position 799-181.; lane 6, probe A21'4 exon 2 position L7-

35.
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than 640L (father) (figure 25). In contrast, hybridisation of HLA-A cDNA, with

A24-specific oligonucleotide probes localised to exon 3, showed a dramatic

reduction in signal intensity of the hybridising cDNA in 62L0 (son) and 63L9

(mother), compared to 640L (father).

Thus, the overall level of HLA-424 transcripts from individuals 6210

(son) and 6319 (mother) appear to be reduced, and these transcripts lack exon 3,

confirming the cDNA sequencing data. HLA-A cDNA from all three family

members was hybridised to an exon 3 oligonucleotide probe specific for the

HLA-A*3001. and A*030L alleles revealing uniform signal intensity and

confirming the allele-specific nature of the defect in HLA-A*2402 expression in

these cells.

Alternatiae splicing in the MHC

Alternatively spliced MHC class I transcripts lacking exon 3 and/ or other

exons of the cDNA have been previously described in the mouse (Abu-hadid et

aI.,1994;Lalanne et al., 1985). Kd and Kb cDNA transcripts from various tissues

from DBA/Z and C57BL/6 mice respectively, were found to have precise

deletion of sequences encoding the second extracellular domain (exon 3) (Abu-

hadid et al., 1994). There was a 3-4-fold higher expression of the mRNA lacking

exon 3 in L1,2L0 tumour as compared with normal tissue. Thus, the relative

expression of the Kd mRNA lacking exon 3 was estimated to be approximately

2-3% of the total mRNA in normal spleen or thymus. Additional differentially

spliced species were also identified including Od and Ld mRNA lacking the

exon encoding the first extracellular domain. Nucleotide sequence comparisons

in the region of the 3' acceptor splice site, including the lariat branch point

sequences, upstream of exons 2,3, and,4 of the ¡d, 6b, Dd and ¡d genes found

no obvious sequence mutations that were able to adequately explain the

differential splicing.
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A similar study of H-2-related transcripts in the liver of DBA/2 mice

also found that the ratio of alternatively spliced mRNAs lacking exon 3 to

the futt-length mRNA, represented 5-L0% as determined by Northern

blotting and 51 nuclease protection assays (Lalanne et àI., 1985).

Immunoprecipitation of cellular proteins was unable to detect expression of

a smaller protein product expected from the alternatively spliced transcript .

Flowever, Lalanne et al. propose that the rate of error (5-10%) is rather high

for these alternatively spliced mRNAs to represent mere splicing errors, and

suggest that alternate splicing events may serve to increase the diversity of

H-2 and H-2-related polypeptides.

Identification of two HLA-A*300L transcripts lacking exon 3 may reflect

a similar "physiological" phenomenon occurring in the HLA system. The HLA-

A*300L allele appears to be expressed normally in this individual (6210), and

the majority of HLA-A*3001 transcripts displayed a normal coding sequence.

Thus, these alternatively spliced A*3001. transcripts may represent a minority

population of transcripts analogous to that described in mouse H-2 expression.

Flowever, the possibility that the alternatively spliced HLA-A*3003 transcripts

are the result of a trans regulatory defect in splicing common to the 6210 (son)

and 6319 (mother) individuals can not be ruled out. An isotype specific trans-

acting factor has been described in a mutant B cell line that expresses HLA-DQ

and HLA class I, but not HLA-DR or -DP (Ono et al., L99L). This cell line

exhibited a marked reduction in the transcription of the cr and p chain genes of

HLA-DR and -DP in the absence of gross deletion of their structural genes.

A number of differentially spliced transcripts have been described

arising from the non-classical class I gene HLA-G. (Ishitani & Geraghty, 1992;

Kirszenbaum et aI., L994). Transcripts lacking exon 3, transcripts lacking exon 4,

and transcripts which encode only the leader and cr1 regions spliced with the

exons encoding the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains have all been

identified. Immunoprecipitation of proteins from cells expressing these
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transcripts showed that the alternatively spliced mRNAs are expressed as

protein products in placental tissue, placental-derived cell lines, and HLA-G

transfected cells.

Alternative splicing of human transcripts of classical HLA class I

molecules has been previously described but appears to be limited to the

exclusion of exon 5 encoding the transmembrane domain, and resulting in a

secreted form of the antigen (Cianetti et al., 1989; Krangel, 1986). Analysis of a

number of different cells including T cell lines, B cell lines and a hepatoma cell

line, found that the level of these water-soluble class I molecules seemed to vary

independently of cell type, but was related to HLA type (Krangel, 1986).

Interestingly, HLA-AZ  appeared to be particularly susceptible to alternative

splicing in this way. Secreted HLA-424 molecules were present at a level

approximately 2.5% that of the membrane-bound form. A separate study

conducted by Summers et al., L99'J., designed to specifically assess the

prevalence of alternative splicing events in classical class I genes found no

abnormal splicing patterns in 158 independent clones established from five

different human cell lines, providing further evidence that alternative splicing

of class I HLA genes may be relatively rare events.

Differential spticing of HLA-B*L30L transcripts was also detected during

the analysis of HLA class I antigens in the Australian Aborigines (chapter 4).

Sequencing revealed that a number of HLA-B*13OL transcipts retained the full-

length intron 1. sequence, resulting in an in-frame addition of 1,29bp to the

mature transcript. HLA-B*1301. sequences in which intron L was retained were

confirmed in three Aboriginal individuals, one homozygote and two

heterozygotes. Properly spliced HLA-B*L3O1 transcripts of the correct length

and sequence were also obtained as well as reliable sequences arising from the

remaining allele in the heterozygous samples. Immunoprecipitation found no

evidence for expression of the alternatively spliced HLA-813 molecules on the

cell surface, and there was no apparent affect on the serological detection of the
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HLA-813 antigen. Such differentially spliced transcripts were not detected in

cells of any other HLA phenotype, thus, this form of alternative splicing

appears to be specific to HLA-B13.

Naturally occurring alternative splicing in the murine MHC appears to

be more common. In addition to the examples described above, alternatively

spliced transcripts encoding class I molecules with shortened cytoplasmic

domains have also been described (Kress et a1., 1983; Lew et a1.,1986; Transy et

aI., t984).In some instances the presence of both forms of protein have been

detected on the cell surface, although the ratio of canonical to shortened

transcripts is in the order of 1.0:1. (Lew et a1., 1986). Inspection of the genomic

sequence of these genes has provided some explanation for the alternative

splicing events in some cases, such as the use of an alternative splice acceptor

site for exon 8 (Kress et al., L983; Lew et al., 1986). The expression of these

alternatively spliced products in different cell types varies, and it is unknown if

the protein products are functionally important.

Thus, a number of examples of alternative splicing in HLA genes have

been recorded but relatively little is known about the generation and function of

these shortened transcripts, and their protein products. Unlike all other

examples of alternative splicing discussed above, in which the alternatively

spliced transcripts comprise approximately 1,0% of the total transcripts, the

shortened F{LA-A24 transcripts described in this thesis appear to be the major

species of A24 transcript in both 621,0 (son) and 6319 (mother) lymphoid cells.

Transcripts lacking exon 3 have been described in the HLA-G gene/ murine H-2,

and HLA-A2402 and HLA-A*3001. cDNAs suggesting that these mRNAs are

characteristic of normal events in the splicing patterns of MHC class I genes.

The reason for such "leakiness" in the splicing mechanism is unclear.

"Leakiness" in splicing fidelity was described in the adenosine deaminase

(ADA) gene, whereupon, a small number of normally spliced transcripts were

detected (corresponding with a residual low level of ADA activity) despite
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mutation of the 5' donor splice site in the genomic sequence (Arredondo-Vega

et al., t994).

Others have suggested a role of alternative splicing in contributing to

MHC polymorphism (L¿lanne et al., 1985). Flowever, until expression of MHC

molecules lacking extracellular domains can be demonstrated convincingly on

the cell surface, this hypothesis remains speculative. These considerations

suggest that alternative splicing of exon 3 may not be the primary defect in the

expression of the 424 I'blank" in the 631.9 (mother) and 6210 (son) individuals.

The presence of alternatively spliced transcripts at such an unusually high

frequency may be a secondary defect, occurring in association with a mutation

in the upstream regulatory region.

HLA cløss I upstream reguløtory regíons

The promoter sequences of the classical class I HLA genes display

striking locus specificity (Cereb & Yang, 1994). However, limited allelic

variation of promoter sequences and upstream regulatory regions (URR) has

been demonstrated for HLA class I and class II alleles (Cereb et al., 1994; Cereb

& Yang, L994; Haas et al., L994). Differences in the URR are believed to be

responsible for the different expression levels of HLA class II molecules on the

cell surfacê e.g. greater expression of HLA-DR antigens versus HLA-DQ and

-DP, and may be associated with the low expression of HLA-C molecules

compared to HLA-A and -B (Cereb et a1., L994; Haas et a1., L994).

Several new upstream regulatory elements and factors mediating both

enhancement or repression of transcription have been located in the -335 to +L

promoter region of the HLA-411 (Blanchet et al,, 1994). The HLA class I

promoter can now be subdivided into three regions: 1) a proximal enhancer

region, 2) an interstitial silencer region, and 3) a distal enhancer region

comprising enhancer A and additional positive regulatory elements. Defects in
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factors binding to enhancer A, and differences in binding activity of proteins

that interact with the core regulatory element of the HLA class I genes, have

been shown to be associated with an absence or low expression of class I mRNA

transcripts in human tumour cell lines lacking surface class I molecules (Blancjet

et a1., L992; Soong & Hui, 1992). Sequencing of these areas of the HLA-424 gene

in 6319 (mother) and 62'J.0 (son) may shed some light on the down-regulation of

expression of the HLA-424 molecule in these individuals.

Thus, it is proposed that a cls upstream transcriptional defect in

association with an increased proportion of alternative splicing is responsible

for the expression of the HLA-424 "blank" phenotype in this family. Reduced

production of HLA-A'+2402 message is suggested by the cDNA genotyping

data, which further indicates that the majority of such A*2402 transcripts are

alternatively spliced resulting in the deletion of exon 3. It is clear that further

work is necessary to resolve this issue. Confirmation of the potential point

substitution in intron 2 is obviously a priority. Prediction of pre-mRNA

secondary structure may then indicate how such a mutation could impede

normal splicing. Further work such as IEF, transfection of in-aitro deleted

recombinant HLA-A*2402 genes, and RNase protection assays to quantitate the

various transcripts, in addition to further sequencing of genomic DNA and

untranslated cDNA regions, may assist in determining the cause of the HLA-

424'blank" phenotype in this family.

SUMMARY

A serological HLA-A "blank" segregating from mother to son was found

to be associated with non-exPression of an H,LA-A*2402 allele. DNA

genotyping of the 'blank" HLA-A cDNA revealed a significant reduction in the

number of HLA-424 transcripts containing intron 3. Cloning and sequencing of

cDNA confirmed that all HLA-4"2402 transcripts were alternatively spliced,
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lacking exon 3, coding for the cr2 extracellular domain.

Immunoprecipitation could detect no evidence of the alternatively

spliced protein product on the cell surface and FACS analysis found no

evidence of an }JLA-A24 antigen on the surface of cells expressing the 424

"blank" phenotype. Genomic DNA sequencing of exon 3 and the flanking intron

sequences was unable to conclusively identify any structural mutations

responsible for the alternative splicing. The invariant splice donor and acceptor

splice sites were conserved in both the upstream and the downstream introns.

Thus, the cause of the }{LA-A}4 "blank" phenotype remains unresolved

at present, however, an upstream cis-transcriptional regulatory defect in

combination with an increased proportion of alternative splicing is proposed as

a possible mechanism for the expression of the serological HLA-A "blank".
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Chapter 6
ANALYSIS OF PUTATIVE HLA-A

HOMOZYGOTES

INTRODUCTION

HLA class II tissue typing by molecular genotyping methods is now a

routine procedure in many tissue gping laboratories. Techniques such as PCR-

SSO and AFLP analysis have improved specificity and sensitivity compared

with serological tissue typing, and have identified many new HLA-DR, -DQ,

and -DP alleles. Molecular analysis of the HLA class I loci developed more

slowly and was a more arduous task due to the larger number of alleles, and the

extensive homology between gene loci within the class I family. In addition,

sequence polymorphism in class I molecules is spread throughout exons 2 and

3, unlike the class II loci for which polymorphic residues appear to be confined

to exon 2.

The initial approach to molecular analysis of the class I genes focused on

cloning and sequencing of individual class I loci (Ennis et al., 1990).In this way

an extensive database of FILA-A and HLA-B cDNA sequences has now been

established. As a result, class I genomic DNA typing protocols have been

developed, and are rapidly being assimilated into the routine tissue typing

environment. Some methods focus solely on subtyping alleles within a broad

antigen group, such as HLA-42 (Fernandez-Vina et a1., 1992) whereas others

are able to type for all of the major antigen groups, in addition to allelic variants

within a group (Gao et a1.,1994; Krausa eta1.,1993; Yoshida et a1., 1992).

Advantages of the DNA genotyping methods are the same for both the

class I and class II loci. In contrast to serology, the age and condition of the cells
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are not critical, and a relatively small number of cells are needed from which

sufficient DNA can be obtained. In addition, DNA probes can be synthesised to

cover all known alleles regardless of ethnic origiry and protocols can be rapidly

expanded to include new alleles as sequences become available.

However, a potential deficiency in the exclusive use of DNA-based

genotyping methodologies is the absence of information about cellular

expression of the HLA molecule. This thesis describes two families in which an

HLA-A gene detected by DNA genotyping was not detected by serological

tissue typing methods. A serological HLA-A "blank" which was subsequently

DNA genotyped as HLA-A*2402 in two members of the same family was

discussed in detail in chapter 5. In a second family, a serological HLA-A "blank"

being transmitted through three generations of apparently healthy individuals

was DNA genotyped as HLA-A*0301.. Further investigations revealed a

structural mutation responsible for the non-expression of the HLA-A*0301.

allele, the results of which are presented below.

Thus, two examples have been documented, wherein DNA genotyPing

has assigned an HLA allele that is not detectable by serological testing. In both

cases DNA genotyping did not detect any unusual hybridization patterns,

therefore the non-expressed HLA-A alleles would have remained undetected if

serological family studies had not been conducted. Such serologically silent

alleles need to be carefully investigated, as DNA assignment of non-expressed

HLA alleles has important implications for tissue matching for transplantation.

Assignment of HLA phenotype on the basis of HLA genotype implies the

presence of functional HLA molecules able to present antigen to T cells.

Accordingly, these HLA molecules are capable of eliciting an alloimmune

response following transplantationbetween HLA incompatible donor/recipient

pairs, which can be detrimental to both graft and patient survival.

Transplantation involving a recipient with a non-functional HLA-A gene would

effectively present as a mis-match in the host-vs-graft direction, increasing the
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likelihood of graft rejection. Alternatively, a donor with a non-expressed HLA-

A gene would result in a mismatch in the graft-vs-host direction, which would

significantly increase the chances of graft-vs-host disease following bone

marrow transplantation. In additiory functional recognition of HLA peptide as

nominal antigen i.e. the indirect pathway of antigen presentation, has been

documented for MHC class I and class II molecules (Casanova et a1.,7993; Chicz

et al., 1993). HLA "blanks" which are not expressed on the cell surface as intact

class I molecules might still be translated, and could act as a source of peptide

antigen for presentation by other normal endogenous MHC protein. In some

cases these peptides could present significant minor antigen leading to GVHD

and rejection problems. Therefore it is essential to employ a method of HLA

assignment that accurately identifies functionally expressed HLA molecules.

HLA identity based on DNA genotype can not be assumed if a significant

number of HLA alleles are found to be serologically or functionally silent.

Similar caution has been heralded in the substitution of PCR analysis for

serological methods in human platelet alloantigen typing. Here also, two family

studies found lack of expression of an antigen on the platelet membrane

surface, which was not detected by PCR typing methods alone (Morel-KoPP et

a1.,1994). The authors point out that in some rare situations there may not be a

perfect correlation between serological and molecular biological methods, and a

combination of the two methods may be necessary.

In an effort to determine the frequency of "blanks" at the HLA-A locus, a

retrospective analysis was conducted, in which HLA-A assignment by

serological tissue typing was correlated with DNA genotyping. Cells were

randomly selected for this analysis on the condition that only one HLA-A

antigen had been assigned by serology. In this way, serologically silent HLA

alleles could be easily recognised if a second dissimilar HLA-A allele was

detected by DNA genotyping. Discrepancies in HLA assignment between the

two methods were investigated and described below.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

HLA-A3 "blnnk""

Serological typing of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) from a

daughter (WMK), mother (MMK), and grandmother (SF) from one family was

performed by the standard complement dependent microcytotoxicity

technique. EBV-transformed cell lines were established, from which total RNA

and genomic DNA were isolated. HLA-A SenotyPing was performed on

genomic DNA by PCR-SSO (Gao et al., L994) as described in chapter 2.

Complementary DNA was obtained from total RNA by reverse transcription,

and the entire coding region of the HLA-A gene was amplified by PCR as

previously described. In addition, a fragment of HLA-A genomic DNA

spanning exons 1-3 was amplified by PCIÇ from LCLs deriving from two family

members. Cloning and sequencing of cDNA and genomic DNA PCR products

was performed as described in chapter 2. Flow cytometric (FACS) analysis was

conducted using an HLA-43 monoclonal antibody (One Lambda, USA). as

described in chapter 2. The monomorphic HLA class I monoclonal antibody

W6/32 (obtained from the ATCC), and an irrelevant monoclonal antibody

TIB.191 (obtained from the ATCC) were used as controls.

200 putøtiae HLA-A "homozygotes"

Two hundred cells, from unrelated individuals, in which only one

serological HLA-A specificity had been assigned, were identified. Each cell had

been previously typed at the HLA class I and class II loci by standard

complement dependent microcytotoxicity assay on locally prepared screening

trays containing at least 120 defined sera. One hundred samples were randomly
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chosen, hence reflecting the common HLA-A antigens in the Australian

Caucasoid population from which the cells were obtained. A further L00 cells

were chosen, endeavouring to include cells from each of the five serological

cross reactive groups (CREG). Once again, common Caucasoid antigens within

each CREG predominated. DNA was isolated from EBV transformed cell lines

and genotyped "blind" at the HLA-A locus by PCR-SSO (Gao et a1., 1994) (as

described in chapter 2). Cloning and sequencing of HLA-A cDNA PCR

products was performed as previously described.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Identificøtíon of øn HI'A-AT "bløttk""

Serological tissue typing of three individuals spanning three generations

of the same famity indicated the presence of an HLA-A "blank" segregating on

an A-, 87, DRBI.*1501., DRBS, DQBL*0602 haplotype (figure 26). DNA

genotyping of LCL genomic DNA subsequently identified the HLA-A*0301

allele in each individual. Flence, deletion of the complete HLA-A gene was not

responsible for the serological non-detection of the second HLA-A antigen.

Nevertheless, the A*030L allele was not being expressed as a functional A3

antigen.

Amplification of the HLA-A coding region was followed by cloning and

sequencing of the cDNA PCR product from three independent clones from each

family member. The HLA-A*320I,2402, and 0l.0L alleles from MMK, WMK,

and SF respectively, corresponded to the published sequences in the regions

analysed (exons 2 and3). However, the HLA-A*0301- clones, without exception,

contained a 6bp deletion 29bp from the beginning of exon 3 (figure 27). The

complete coding region of the HLA-A*030L allele was sequenced, and found to
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A1, 88
A-, 87

432,B,44
4., 87

M4, 88
4., 87

b
Cell DNA genotype

SF
MMK
WMK

A*0101.,0301
A*3201,0301
A*2402,0301

Figure 2í.HL{phenotype and genotype of HLA-43 "blank" family members.
a. Serological pedigree of three A3 'blank" family members. The A3 'blank"
antigen segregates on an A-,87, DRB1*1501, DRBS, DQB1*0602 haplotype
through three generations of apparently healthy individuals. Typing data for
sPouses was unavailable.
b. DNA genotype of A3 "blank" family members typed by HLA-A PCR SSO

genotyping. The deduced A3 "blank" allele is genotyped as HLA-A*0301 in
each individual.

a

MMK

WM
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be normal at all other regions except for the 6bp deletion noted above. This

deletion spans nucleotides 373-378 of the complete cDNA sequence,

corresponding to residues C101 and D102 of the mature HLA heavy chain.

Residue C101 is located on the p sheet of the cr2 domain and forms a disulfide

bridge with C164 between the p sheet and the a helix portion of the cr2 domain

(Bjorkman et a1., I987b). Thus, a deletional mutation within this region is likely

to be highly disruptive to proper folding and assembly of class I complexes.

Cloning and sequencing of genomic DNA from individuals expressing

the A3 "blank" revealed the same 6bp deletion in exon 3 in all HLA-A*030L

clones analysed (2 clones from WMK and 3 clones from MMK). Further

confirmation of the impaired HLA-43 expression was Pfovided by flow

cytometric analysis of cells stained with an anti-A3 monoclonal antibod/, which

failed to show any presence of HLA-43 antigen on the cell surface (figure 28).

Mutations introduced at the C101 or C1,64 residues result in disruption of

the cr2 domain disulfide bridge. Site directed mutagenesis of the C10L or C164

residues reduced surface expression of HLA-A*0201- molecules to 5% of the

wild type level as detected by flow cytometric analysis (Warburton et a1., 1994).

A separate study found that mutation of residue C101 abolished binding of

fourteen of a panel of sixteen ft-Zld-specific monoclonal antibodies (Shiroishi et

al., 1984). Failed or reduced lysis of cells expressing the mutant antigens by

HlA-4"0201-restricted (Warburton et al., Lgg4)or H-2ld-restricted (Shiroishi et

a1.,1984) CTL was also seen. These results indicate that the tertiary structure

created by the disulfide bridge is essential for the formation of numerous

allogeneic determinants. Mutation of the disulfide bridge is believed to reduce

the structural rigidity of the peptide binding groove which may result in altered

peptide-binding affinities by the HLA molecule (Warburton et a1., L994).

Biosynthetic protein labelling experiments also suggest that the loss of

the a2 domain disulfide bridge impairs the rate of maturation of the class I

molecules, retarding their egress from the endoplasmic reticulum (Warburton
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373 378
tl
TGCGAC

exon 2 exon 3
A*0301 CDNA

exon 2 exon 3
A*0301 genomic DNA

Figure 2T.Location of a 6 nucleotide deletion in the A*0301 gene.

a. Schematic representation of a 6 nucleotide deletion found in the HLA-A*030L
gene in individuals from the A3 'blank" family. Deletion of nucleotidesS73-379
of the cDNA sequence corresponded to the same 6 nucleotide deletion in exon 3

of the genomic sequence.
b. Ribbon diagram of the HLA class I molecule showing the position of the
disulfide bond (figure adapted from Bjorkman et al., 1987b). Stippling indicates
the two residues deleted in the A3 'blank" individuals.

b

N
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Red = TIB.191
Blue = anti HLA-43
Gteen = W6/32

1,53

D

B

c

Figure 28. FACS analysis of HLA-43 "blank" family members. Cells from each

inäividual were labeiled with an anti HLA-43 monoclonal antibod/, or the

monomorphic HLA class I monoclonal antibody W6/32, or ,al irrelevant
monoclonil antibody TI8.191. Cells from each of the HLA-43 "blank" family
members failed to bínd to the anti HLA-43 antibody. Panel A, untelated HLA-
A24,A3 control ceII; panel B, SF HLA-A1,43 "blank"; panel C, MMK HLA-432,43
"blank"; panel D, WMK H.I-A-A24,43 "blank".
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et a1., 1994). Similar results were found by Miyazaki et aI.,1986, during analysis

of the disulfide bridge in the third external domain of the H-2Ld molecule. Site

directed mutagenesis of the C203 residue in the C2 domain of the H-2Ld

molecule resulted in no measurable expression of the antigen on the surface of

transfected cells. Mutant antigen was detected within the cell, however, the

single nucleotide substitution resulting in the breakage of the C2 domain

disulfide bond appeared to prevent transport of the antigen to the plasma

membrane.

The upstream regulatory regions of the HLA-43 "blank" allele described

above have not been sequenced, and therefore other mutations contributing to

the lack of expression of the gene product cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless, the

deletion identified here is sufficient, though not necessarily a complete

explanation of the A3 "blank" phenotype identified in this family.

Structural mutations resulting in abrogation of gene exPression are not

uncommon, however, such deletions in the HLA genes have been rarely

reported. Although loss of HLA-A expression has been detected and

investigated in a number of somatic tumour cell lines, the incidence of inherited

HLA-A "blanks" in normal cells from apparently healthy individuals, is

unknown at present. Non-expression of an HLA-AI allele in apparently healthy

individuals from a Dutch family was reported in 1992 but the cause of the

mutation was unexplained (Lardy et a1., 1,992). Similarly, as described in

chapter five of this thesis, the exact nature of a splicing defect and related

quantitative reduction in }lLA-Az  expression in a Caucasoid family is still to

be resolved. In addition, at least two other cases of serological HLA'A24

"blanks" are currently under investigation.

As the molecular analysis of the HLA class I genes continues, in

combination with the superior sensitivity of the DNA genotyping techniques as

compared to serological detection, more cases of non-functional HLA class I

genes will undoubtedly arise. Flowever, it is important to emphasise that both
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of the HLA-A "blanks" described in this thesis would have remained

undetected if HLA alleles wefe assigned solely by DNA genotyping. It is only

through the combination of both serological and DNA genotyping techniques

that such anomalies were detected.

A low frequency of HLA-A "blønk" øIleles ín 200 putatíve HLA-A homozygotes

Serological "homozygotes" for which only one HLA-A antigen has been

assigned remain particularly susceptible to undetected HLA "blanks". In order

to test whether this is a significant problem, DNA genotyping of two hundred

potential HLA-A "homozygous" cells was conducted, thus providing a

representation of four hundred independent chromosomes, two hundred of

which could be assessed for a "blank" phenotype. The results are presented in

table 9.

Overall, the results show that serological non-detection of HLA-A

antigens is a low frequency event, occurring in6.5"/" of the cells included in this

analysis (excluding allelic heterozygosity e.g. A*020'1,,0205, and one clerical

error). The frequency of "potential" HLA-A blanks was found to be 1.5% (cells

4017,659I, & 6380, discussed below). There was only one instance (cell 327) in

which an antigen assigned by serology was not detected by DNA genotyPing

(discussed below).

This result is in contrast to the high discrepancy rate reported in one

study of the class II loci. HLA-DR oligotyping analysis was performed on 1,L0

patients with transplanted kidneys, and either unreliable serological typing or

only one antigen defined. The study found that in 26.4% of the patients at least

one HLA-DR antigen was discrepant with the serological result (Tiercy et al.,

7991). A similar study reported a discrepancy rate of 25.6% between serologic

HLA-DR and RFLP HLA-DRBL typing in Caucasoid patients, which increased

to a discrepancy rate of 38.6% in Black patients (Mytilineos et a1., 1992). Most of



Table 9. HLA-A serology and DNA genotyping results

A1/A3/A11CREG

Cell serology genotype

A1lA3/A11 CREG

Cell genotype

0L01, 0101
ß01,0301
0101,0L01
0101,0101
080L,0301
010L,0101
1101, 1101

0L01, 0101
(801,0301
0801,0301
0101,0101
0301,0301
010L,0101
0101,0101
0101,0101
0101, 0101
0L01, 0101
ß01,0301
0101, 010L
0101,0L01
0301,0301
010L,0101
0301,0301
0101,0101
0L0L,0101
010t, 0101

0301,0301
0001,3004*
æ01,0301

3932
479I
5328
938
5778
6r76
8183
8250
8275
836
u19
u28
84145

8869
8870
8954
9004
9083

8628
9130

9Lgt
9258
9392
9528
9573
78ß
7563
7502
750t

All
All
All
All
All
All
A3
A3
A3
All
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
All
A1
All.
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A3
A1
AL
A1
A3
A1

1101, L101
1101, 1101

1101,1.101
1101, 1101
1101, 1101
110L, L101

0301,030L
0301,0301
0301,0301
1101,3004*
0301,0301
0301,0301
0301,0301
030L,030L
0301,0301
1101, 1.L0L

0L01,0101
1101, 1101

0101,0101
0101,0101
0101,0101
0101,0101
0101,010L
0301,030L
0101,0L01
010L,01.01
0101,3004*
0301,030L
0101,0101

7378
7250
7226
7742
7027
7924
792t
7880
7876
7843
7805
7794
779L
7707
7686
7685
7615
7572
7508
7489
7480
7475
7433
7723
7r22
7087
7039
7029
70t0

serology

A1
A3
A1
AL
A3
A1
All
A1
A3
A3
A1
A3
41.
A1
A1
A1
A1
A3
A1
A1
A3
A1
A3
A1
A1
A1
A3
A3
A3
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A2lA28 CREG

Cell serology genotype

A21428 CREG

Cell serology genotype

A21428 CREG

Cell serology genotype

w2
u54
8926
9074
9052
9081
9109
9136
9r93
9276
9331
9343
9348
9373
9406
9413
9M0
9M5
9477
9486
9494
9498
9522
9526
9557
7æ4
7756
7740
7670

A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
M
M
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2

A2
M
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
M
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
M
A2
A2
A2
A2
M
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
M
A2

0201,0205*
0201,0201
0201,0201
0201,020t
0201,0201
020r,0201
020L,0207
0201,0201
0201,0201
0201, 0201
0201.,020L
0201,0201
0201,0205*
0201,020L
0201,0201
0207,020L
0201,0201
0201.,020L
020t,020r
020t,020t
020r,02(ß+
020t,020r
0201,0201
0201,020L
0201,0201
0207,020L
020t,020t
020t,0201
0201,0201

0201,420]
0201,020r
0201,0201
0201,0201
0201,0201
020t,020r
0201,0201
0201,0205*
0201, 0205*
020t,u201
0201,0205*
0201,020]
6801,6801
0201,020]
0201,020L
0207,020L
0201,0205*
0207,020L
020t,M01
020t,v201
0201,0201.
020r,0201,
020t,0207
0201,0205*
0201,0207
0201,0201,
020r,020r
020r,0201

0201,020L
020t,0201
0201,0201
0201,0201
0201,0201
0201,0201
020t,020t
0201,020t
020t,0201
020L,0201
020L,0207
0201,020r
0201,020t
0201,020L
0207,020L
0201,0201
020t,0201
0201,0205*
0201.,0201
020t,0201
020t,0207
020t,0201
0201,020L
0201,0201
020L,0201
0207,020L
020L,0201
0201,0201

7661
7607
7495
7444
7L32
7034
7922
7899
7898
7883
79t2
78æ
7862
7852
7848
7835
7822
7796
7700
7698
7683
7669
7665
7659
7657
7656
7øl
7627

A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
/^28
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2

7674
7548
753t
7530
7577
7493
7490
7456
7428
7421,

74r2
7383
7343
7310
7265
7239
7L95
7192
7138
7t37
TIII
7L05
7t0t
7060
7M8
7033
7030
70tt
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A19 CREG

Cell

A9 CREG

Cell serology genotype

A1O CREG

Cell serology genotypeserology genotype

1087
3525
7925
3Ur
3428
5380
4853
7n6
5188
8162
8349
8507
8922
9M9
9352
9483
4029
4292
2017

¡.32
430
433
430
431
¡'32
431
¡'32
431
¡.32
Á-29

M9
429
¡.29
¡'32
¡'32
¡'29
¡'29
430

3207,320r
300L,3001
3303,33ß
3ffi2,3002
310L,3101
320L,320L
3101,3L01
3101,3201+
3101,3101
320t,3201
2901,29V*
2902,2902
2902,3207*
2902,2902
300L,3201*
320L,3207
2902,2902
2902,2902
3001,3001

2402,3107*
2402,2402
2402,2402
230t,2402"
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,32?*
2402,2402
2402,?*
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402
2402,2402

2501,2501
2501,2501
01 01, 2601+
2ûL,2601*
0201,2ûl*
250'1.,2ffi1*

1485
7780
3960
4017
2398
2854
3104
3397
3888
4778
5244
6130
659r
6L20
6380
5764
8228
8875
8941
9003
9023
8802
9L7t
9291
9551
7763
7909
7676
7487
7431,

7374
70/49

¡.24
¡.24
A.24
¡^24
¡^24
Á.24
¡^24
¡^24
¡^24
¡.24
Á.24

¡.24
¡^24
¡^24
A'24
¡-24
¡.24
¡.24
¡^24
¡.24
¡^24
¡^24
A^24

1'24
Á.24
¡.24
¡^24
¡^24
¡^24
Á^24

424
424

1428
80
4349
327
2308

&7

¡.25
425
¡.26
¡'25
¡.26
M5

* Asterisks indicate those cells for which
discrepancies between the HLA-A serology and
DNA genotyping results were found. These
cells are discussed in the text and are
summarised in table 10. There was complete
agreement between the HLA-A serology and
the DNA genotyping result for the remaining
176 cells.
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the discrepancies in Black patients were related to the assignments of serologic

"blanks" in patients who had a second HLA-DR allele by DNA typing.

A comparable study was conducted by Santamaria et a1.,1994, on HLA

class I sequence mismatches in serologically HlA-identical unrelated bone

marrow transplant pairs. Molecular analysis of the HLA-A locus found two

mismatched donor/recipient pairs in a total of 1.0 that were typed as HLA-A

identical by serology. One of these mismatches appeared to be the result of a

serological mistyping (serology-A1, A3; DNA-A*0302,0301), whereas the other

was the result of an inability of serology to discriminate the A*0201. and 0206

alleles.

Table 1.0 summarises the discrepancies detected within the sample of two

hundred cells. Allelic heterozygosity of the HLA-A antigen in apparent or

serologic "homozygotes" was also detected in the present analysis. Ten samples

showed atlelic heterozygosity within the broad antigen tyPe. Nine of these

individuals were serotyped as HLA-42 and the DNA genotype was HLA-

A"020L and either 0205 or 0206. One individual was found to be heterozygous

for the 429 antigen, with the A*2902 allele and the very rare y'l290'J'. Serological

tissue typing is unable to distinguish between such subtypes as the variability is

usually localised within the ARS of the HLA molecule. Flowever, differences of

one amino acid have been shown to be functionally important in T cell

recognition (Hiraiwa et al., 1992; Newton-Nash & Eckels, 1992; Villadangos et

aI.,1992), and therefore likely to be very important for clinical HLA matching,

especially for unrelated bone marrow transplantation.

Cells from two individuals with no detectable second HLA-A antigen by

serology contained two HLA-A alleles by DNA genotyping. Both of these

individuals were heterozygous for alleles within the same antigen family. Non-

assignment of HLA-425 (cells 6847 and 327) canbe attributed to difficulties in

serological discrimination between members of the 4L0 antigen group, with

only one of the ALO members being detected. Non-assignment of A26 in both of
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Table 10. Summary of discrepancies between HLA-A serology and DNA
genotyping.

Cell Serology DNA genotype Discrepancy

8364
7563
7029
8432
9348
9494
7899
7898
7912
7822
7659
7192
8349
1296
8922
9352
1.485

327
2308
6847
4017
6591
6380
4349

All
A1
A3
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2
429
432
/-29
/^32
é^24

¡^25
/'26
¡^25
/^24
¡^24
¡.24
¡^26

11.01,3004
01.0L,3004
0301,3004
0201,0205
0201,,0205
020L,0206
020L,0205
0201,,0205
020],0205
0201.,0205
0201.,0205
0201,,0205
290'J.,2902
3't0L,320L
2902,3201
3001,3201
2402,3L01,
260L,2601,
020L,260L
2501,2601,
2301,2402
2402,32?
2402,?
0r0L,2601,

new HLA-A allele
il

il

unsuspected heterozygosity
il

ll

il

il

il

il

il

tl

tl

suspected heterozygosity
tl

il

il

tl

il

tl

possible HLA-A blank
possible new,]FILA-A allele

clerical error
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these examples highlights the difficulty in serology of using "negative patterns"

for antigen assignment. In this instance, all anti-41.0 sera contain anti-425

specificities. The HLA-425 antigen is assigned on the basis of reactivity with

each of these sera, in addition to reactivity with a monospecific 425 serum. The

pfesence of the 425 antigen can thus "mask" an accomPanying 410 antigen,

such as HLA-426, if monospecific antiA26 sera are unavailable.

In two cases (cells 659L and 6380) neither serology nor DNA genotyping

were able to definitively assign a second HLA-A allele. In both of these cases

one HLA-A antigen was assigned, despite the probable presence of a second

antigen recorded at the time of the initial typing. DNA genotyping detected an

432-like hybridization pattern for the second antigen of cell 659'J.,but could not

define a pattern for cell 6380. Both of these cells will be the focus of further

analyses, to determine whether the second allele is an unidentified new variant,

or an HLA-A'blank".

Six cells were typed as genetic heterozygotes by DNA genotyping

indicating serological non-assignment of a second HLA-A antigen. Flowever,

reassessment of the original serological data revealed a second HLA-A antigen

had been recorded in five of these cases (lack of assignment of the 41 antigen

for cell 4349 was the result of a clerical error). Flence, these antigens can not be

considered HLA-A "blanks" or even tfue "misses" by serology. These data

reflect the fact that the two hundred cells under investigation were typed

initially on screening trays which did not contain the full complement of typing

sera, but which are typical of typing trays used in bone marrow registry

recruitment. Cells from any individual subsequently identified as a possible

donor (e.g. bone marrow transplantation) would be routinely re-typed on

definitive typing trays, whereupon many of these serological anomalies would

likely be resolved.

Only one cell expressed an unsuspected HLA-A antigen which should

normally be detected by serology. CelI4017 was serologically typed as HLA-
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424. DNA genotyping assigned alleles HLA-A*230L,2402, thus the HLA-423

antigen was not serologically detected. Subsequent re-checking of the original

serology data showed a negative reaction of this cell with the single 423 serum

on the original typing tray. Repeat typing on a definitive typing tray including a

more extensive panel of antisera is necessary before any conclusions can be

drawn regarding the possible reasons for serological non-detection of the HLA-

423 allele. Thus, this cell represents a potential HLA-A "blank", however,

problems with serological assignment of HLA antigens within t}ite A23/24

group may explain this discrepancy.

Identifícation of ø new HLA-A3| allele

Three of the 200 individuals genotyped at HLA-A were genetic

heterozygotes undetected by serolo1Y, in which an unusual HLA-430

hybridization pattern was detected during DNA genotyping. Re-checking of the

original serological tissue typing data revealed some reactivity with A30

antisera, which was confirmed upon re-typing on a more definitive typing tray.

Each of these cells reacted with four sera from a panel of seven A3O-specific

antisera giving a reproducible shorter pattern of reactivity than the standard

pattern that defines both the A*3001 and 3002 alleles (figure 29). Non-detection

of this unusual 430 antigen in the original serological typing can be attributed

to the use of a screening typing tray containing only five of the available 430

antisera.

Subsequent cloning and sequencing of HLA-A cDNA from two of these

individuals confirmed the presencê of a new HLA-430 allele. This allele has

been named A*3004 by the WHO HLA nomenclature committee and assigned

the accession numberU2426l in the Genbank database.

Like most allelic HLA families the four 430 alleles differ from each other

at functional sites within the ARS. HLA-430 is a member of the serologically
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Figure 29. }JLA-430 serogram showing the reaction pattern of A*3001 and
A*3002 homozygous cells compared to the reaction pattern of heterozygous
cells carrying the new A*3004 allele. Serology is unable to differentiate A*3001
from 3002. The reaction pattern of the A*3004 is a that of a "short" 430 antigen.
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1 50

A,TGGCCGTCA TGGCGCCCCG ÀÀCCCTCCTC CTGCTACTCT CGGGGGCCCT

A*3001
A*3002
A*3 00 4

Consensus

A*3001
A*3 002
A*3004
Consensus

A*3 0 01_

A*3 002
A*3004
Consensus

À* 3 001-
À*3002
A*3004
Consensus

A*3 00 1
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus

À*3 00 1
A*3 00 2
A*3004
Consensus

A*3 00 1
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus

A* 3 001-
À*3002
A*3 00 4

Consensus

A*3001
A*3 002
A*3004
Consensus

À*3 001-
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus

A* 3 001
A*3 002
A*3004
Consensus

51 100
t--c-------

GGCCCTGACC CAGÀCCTGGG CGGGCTCCCÀ CTCCATGÀGG TATTTCTCCÀ

t-01 150

CATCCGTGTC CCGGCCCGGC AGTGGAGAGC CCCGCTTCAT CGCÀGTGGGC

151- 2OO

TACGTGGACG ACACGCAGTT CGTGCGGTTC GACAGCGACG CCGCGAGCCA

201, 250

GAGGATGGAG CCGCGGGCGC CGTGGATAGA GCAGGAGÀGG CCTGAGTATT

251

GGGACCAGGÀ GACACGGAAT GTGAAGGCCC ACTCÀCAGAC TGACCGAGAG

301 350

s

AÀCCTGGGGA CCCTGCGCGG CTÀCTACAAC CAGAGCGAGG CCGGTTCTCA

3 51 400

CACCATCCAG ATAATGTATG GCTGCGACGT GGGGTCGGAC GGGCGCTTCC

401, 450

TCCGCGGGTA TGAACAGCAC GCCTACGACG GCAAGGATTA CATCGCCCTG

45L 500

AACGAGGÀCC TGCGCTCTTG GACCGCGGCG GACATGGCGG CTCAGATCAC

501 5s0

300
gt

t
c

---a-gt--- --------g-
CCAGCGCAAG TGGGÀGGCGG CCCGT-GGGC GGAGCÀGTTG AGAGCCTACC
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551 600

A*3001
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus TGGAGGGCAC GTGCGTGGAG TGGCTCCGCA GATACCTGGA GAÀCGGGAAG

601 650
A*3001_
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus GAGÀCGCTGC AGCGCÀCGGA CCCCCCCAAG ACACATATGA CCCACCACCC

651 700
A*3001
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus CATCTCTGAC CATGAGGCCA CCCTGAGGTG CTGGGCCCTG GGCTTCTÀCC

701, 750
A*3001
À*3002
A*3004
Consensus CTGCGGAGAT CACACTGACC TGGCAGCGGG ATGGGGAGGA CCAGACCCAG

151, 800
A*3001
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus GACACGGAGC TCGTGGAGAC CAGGCCTGCA GGGGATGGAA CCTTCCAGAA

801 850
A*3001_
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus GTGGGCGGCT GTGGTGGTGC CTTCTGGAGÀ GGÀGCAGAGA TACACCTGCC

851 9oo
A*3001_
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus ATGTGCAGCA TGAGGGTCTG CCCAAGCCCC TCACCCTGAG ÀTGGGAGCTG

901 950
A*3001_
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus TCTTCCCAGC CCACCATCCC CATCGTGGGC ATCATTGCTG GCCTGGTTCT

951 1000
A*3001
A*3002
A*3004
Consensus CCTTGGAGCT GTGATCACTG GAGCTGTGGT CGCTGCCGTG ATGTGGAGGA

1-001- 1050
A*3001_
A*3002
À*3004
Consensus GGAAGAGCTC AGATAGAAAÀ GGAGGGAGTT ACACTCAGGC TGCAAGCAGT

l_051 1098
A*3001
A*3002
À*3004
Consensus GÀCAGTGCCC AGGGCTCTGA TGTGTCTCTC ACAGCTTGTA AÀGTGTGA

Figure 30. Sequence of HLA-A*3004 compared to published HLA-430 sequences.
The consensus sequence represents the consensus of the 430 alleles shown above.
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À*3 001
A*3002
A*3003
À*3 00 4

A*0201
A*0205
A*0206
Consensus

t
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
GGTCTCÀCÀC

-A------TA
-A------TÀ
-A------TA
-A------TA

50
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T-----T--
-T-----T--
-T-----T--
GCCGGACGGG

-G--------
CCTCCAGAGG

A*3001
A*3002
A*3 003
A*3 00 4

A*0201
À*0205
A*0206
Consensus

A*3 001
A*3002
A*3003
A*3004
A*0201
A*0205
A*0206
Consensus

A*3 001
A*3 002
A*3 003
A*3 00 4
A*0201
A*0205
A*0206
Consensus

A*3001
A*3002
A*J0ü3
A*3004
A*0201
A*0205
A*0206
Consensus

ATGTATGGCT GCGACGTGGG

51
---T------ --------G- A---C-----
---T------ --------G- A---C-----
---T------ --------G- A---C-----
---T------ --------G- À---C-----

100

---T------ -------CC-
---T----G- -------cc-
---T------ -------cc-
CGCCTCCTCC GCGGGTATAA CCAGTÀCGCC TÀCG^A,CGGCA AGGATTACÀT

101

A---------

150
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T--------
-T---A----
-T---À----
-T---A----

200
----T-----
----T-----
----T-----
----TG----
----r-----
----tu----
----T-----
GCAGCTGAGA

A
A
A

----T-----
----T-----
----T-----
----T-----
----T-----
----T-----
----T-----

CGCCCTGAAC GAGGACCTGC GCTCCTGGAC CGCGGCGGAC ACGGCGGCTC

151
- -TG- -- -- -
--cG------
--u9------
A---------

---c----A- --A-------
---c----À- --A-------
---c----A- --A-------
AGATCÀCCCA GCGCAAGTGG GAGGCGGCCC GTGTGGCGGA

20a 250

GCCTACCTGG AGGGCACGTG CGTGGAGTGG CTCCGCAGAT ACCTGGAGAÀ

251, 21 6

--A---
--A---
--A--
--À--
--A---
--A---
--A---

CGGGAAGGÀG ACGCTGCAGC GCGCGG

A
À

À*3 0 01
A*3002
A*3003
A*3004
À*0201-
A*0205
A*0206
Consensus

Figure 31. Nucleotide sequence of exon 3 sequence of the new HLA-A*3004
allele compared to published 430 alleles and common Caucasoid HLA-42
alleles. The nucleotides coding for residues 15L and L56 are shown in bold. The
consensus sequence is the HLA class I consensus sequence.
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defined 4L9 CREG, although the 430 alleles show the least similarities with

other members of the family and may be genetically related to the Al/ A3/ All
family (Kato et a1., 1989). HLA-A*3004 is more similar to A*3002 than to A*3001

or A*3003, differing at 4 nucleotide sites from A*3002, 7 nucleotide sites from

the corrected A*3001. sequence (Olerup et a1., 1994), and at least 6 sites from

3003 (Choo et a1., L993) (figure 30) (the complete cDNA sequence of A*3003 has

not been published). HLA-A*3004 and A*3002 arc identical throughout exons L

and 2, and exons 4-8, differing only at nucleotides 524, 526, 527, and 539 of the

complete coding sequence, coding for residues 151-L56 of the HLA-A heavy

chain. These residues are located on the cr helix of the cr2 domain and are

expected to interact with both peptide and the TCR (Bjorkman et al., 1987a).

The combination of valine L52 (nucleotides 183-185 of exon 3) and

tryptophan 156 (nucleotides 195-197 of exon 3) forms a motif in the cr2 domain

common to the HLA-468 antigens and a number of the A2 antigens (figure 31).

Thus HLA-A*3004 may have been formed by gene conversion of HLA-A*3002

with a donor sequence from the Caucasoid allele A*0205. The identification of

only three such individuals with A*3004 in a sample of two hundred suggests

that this allele has a relatively low frequency in the Caucasoid population.

SUMMARY

This thesis describes two examples in which an HLA-A gene detected by

DNA genotyping was not detected by serology. Complete absence of cellular

expression of an HLA-43 allele was associated with a 6 nucleotide deletion in

exon 3 of the A*0301. gene which segregated through three generations in a

Caucasoid family. Comparison of HLA assignment by serology and DNA

genotyping in two hundred putative HLA-A homozygotes suggests that the

frequency of such HLA-A "blanks" is low (<1.5%), and DNA genotyping

correlated well with serological detection of the HLA-A locus products.
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Characterisation of a new 430 allele revealed by a novel hybridisation

patterry indicated that DNA genotyping has sufficient sensitivity to detect new

HLA-A alleles if present. Although DNA genotyPing is unable to provide

functional information regarding cellular expression of the HLA molecule, these

results suggest that DNA genotyping may be considered as a practical

alternative to serology in the routine tissue typing laboratory.
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Chapter 7

CLOSING DISCUSSION

The discovery and definition of the HLA system in the 1950's by Amos et

al., 1966; Payne et a1., 1964; Terasaki & McClelland, 1964; van Rood & van

Leeuwen, 1963; and others, introduced a cellular system by which the

differences between unrelated individuals could be characterised. The Group

four, or LA, or FIu, antigens identifed by van Rood, Payne & Bodmer, and

Dausset respectively, gradually grew into an extensive complex of leucocyte

antigens coded for by a cluster of genes on chromosome six. The importance of

identity between these antigens for successful organ and tissue transplantation

was quickly recognised, and the association of many of these antigens with

certain diseases soon became apparent.

The molecular analysis of the HLA genes commenced in 1984 with the

cloning of the HLA-43 gene (Strachan et al., 1984), and has flourished in the

1990s with the advent of RT-PCR technologies. It is now possible to analyse the

HLA alleles of many individuals relatively quickly and easily, with limited

quantities of biological material. The analysis of the HLA genes of the

Australian Aborigines described in part 1 of this thesis demonstrates such an

approach.

The Australian Aborigines represent an ethnically distinct population

that has inhabited the Australian continent for at least 50,000 years. Like other

indigenous population groups, the Australian Aborigines provide an

opportunity to study anthropological issues such as early migration patterns of

human populations, and population affinities with other ethnic grouPs.

Questions of human population genetics such as evolution of genes and the

effects of natural selection and genetic drift can also be addressed if suitable
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genetic markers are available. The HLA genes of the human MHC provide an

extensive polymorphic system appropriate for such analyses.

The analysis of the HLA genes of the Australian Aborigines described in

this thesis confirms earlier findings of others based on analysis of serological

HLA antigens (Bennett et al., 1986; Hay et al.,L986b; Sheldon et a1., 1986), which

show a restricted range of HLA alleles. The distribution of alleles at the HLA-

DPB1 locus which appears to have had relatively little influence by natural

selection (Begovich et al., 1992), shows similarities to the DPB1 allele profile of

native Chinese and ]apanese populations, consistent with an early Asian

ancestry. The presence of 8*1301 as the only 813 allele detected in the

Australian Aborigines may also indicate affinity with populations of Asian

origin (Yang et al., L985; Zlrranget al., L992).

The presence of DPBl.*160L in Central desert and Northern coast

Aborigines in contrast to Aborigines from Cape York and the Kimberleys (Gao

et al., 1,992b), also continues the debate over whether there has been two

separate colonisations of the Australian continent (Bellwood, 1,989; Serjeantson,

1989; Serjeantson & Hill, 1989). Further work on the anthropology of the

Australian Aborigines could include analysis of archival samples from

Tasmanian Aborigines. The Tasmanian Aborigines were annihilated following

Caucasoid settlement of the Australian continent, but are believed to be quite

distinct form the mainland Aborigines.

Like other indigenous population groups, the Australian Aborigines

suffer from a range of Western lifestyle diseases, which provides a practical as

well as an intellectual stimulus for the study of the HLA genes in Australian

Aborigines. The high frequency of end-stage renal disease in the Aboriginal

population means that many Aborigines are candidates for kidney

transplantation. HLA identity between the transplant donor and recipient is one

of the most significant factors for successful long-term graft survival (Terasaki,

1986; Terasaki, 199I). Therefore, knowledge of the HLA alleles in the Aboriginal
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population will allow informed choices about donor and recipient pairs to be

made. Advances in tissue typing methodologies such as amino acid and

conformational epitope matching (Akkoc & Scornik,LggL; Terasaki et al., 1992)

may also mean that immunologically significant epitopes canbe recognised and

considered, when matching organs from Caucasoid donors to Aboriginal

recipients, where a complete match is very unlikely.

Furthermore, analysis of the HLA genes in a population that has been

genetically isolated for at least 1.8,000 years (Bellwood, 7989), allows specific

investigation of the evolution of the HLA genes. Identification of the new HLA-

8*1521 allele, and confirmation of an Aboriginal subtype of HLA-856

(Hildebrand et a1.,1992b), within the Australian Aborigines shows that new

alleles have evolved at the HLA-B locus within this time. In contrast, the HLA-

A locus appears to have remained evolutionarily stable, with demonstrated

serological variation not found to correlate with structural variation at the

genetic level.

Molecular analysis of the HLA genes led to a consideration of the

advantages and disadvantages of the traditional serological tissue typing

method compared to the DNA genotyping methods currently being introduced

into tissue typing laboratories. Two independent families in which an HLA-A

"blank" phenotype was segregating, were fortuitously identified, and were

discussed in detail in part 2 of this thesis. The HLA-A 'blank" phenotyPe was

attributed to different mechanisms in each family. The HLA-43 "blank"

appeared to be caused by a genomic deletion of 6bp resulting in disruption of

the disulfide bridge in the cx,2 domain, whereas the HLA-.Ã24"blank" appeared

to be the result of a splicing abnormality in association with an unidentified

regulatory mutation.

The identification of two HLA-A "blanks" prompted analysis of a panel

of cells typed by both serology and DNA genotyping, to estimate the frequency

of such HLA-A "blanks". Ctinical decisions based on DNA assignment of non-
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expressed HLA genes can present problems of increased chance of graft

rejection if the mismatch is in the host-vs-graft direction, whereas the reciprocal

mismatch can increase the likelihood of GVHD in bone marrow transplantation.

The results showed that the frequency of non-expression of HLA-A antigens,

and the number of discrepancies between serology and DNA genotyping is low

(<7%).

A new HLA-430 allele was identified at low frequency in the Caucasoid

population during the course of this investigation. However, it must be

remembered that identification of numerous HLA subtypes does not

necessarily increase the probability of any one individual finding a suitable

transplant donor. The chances of obtaining a suitable match will always be a

function of the relevant registry size and the frequency of the HLA haplotype of

the potential recipient. However, assignment of HLA genotypes at the alleleic

level will allow better matching when a selection of multiple possible donors or

recipients is available.

The HLA-424 "blank" described in chapter 5 of this thesis is an important

area where further investigation is needed. The cause of the F{LA-AZA 'blank" is

unknown at present, however, a cis mutation in the upstream regulatory regiory

similar to that suggested in the characterisation of an HLA-AL "blank" (Lardy et

al., 1,992) is proposed. Genomic sequencing of upstream Promoter and

regulatory regions of the A*2402 gene will be necessary for eventual resolution

of the cause of the F{LA-AZ  "blank" phenotype.

Results presented in this thesis have also further established alternative

splicing as a documented phenomenon in a number of classical and non-

classical class I MHC genes (Abu-hadid et al., 1994; Ishitani & Geraghty,1992;

Kirszenbaum et aI., L994; Lalanne et a1., 1985). The mechanisms of this low

frequency splicing event, and the role of the differentially spliced transcripts are

unknown and warrant further investigation. In view of the low frequency of

these transcripts (5-10%) in normal cells, and inconsistent demonstration of
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surface expression of the products of the alternatively spliced transcripts, the

contribution of external domain-lacking proteins to overall MHC

polymorphism is expected to be minimal. Flowever, alternative splicing of

MHC class I genes appears to be a reproducible, if uncommon event, that

suggests that these alternatively spliced transcripts serve an as yet unknown

functíon.

Thus, the investigations presented in this thesis provide an analysis of

the HLA genes of the indigenous people of Australia, which may assist the

outcome of organ transplantation in the Australian Aborigines; and

characterises the pitfalls of serological and DNA genotyping, which may

facilitate the introduction of HLA class I DNA genotyping into the routine

tissue typing laboratory.
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APPENDIX T

BACTERIOLOGICAL BUFFERS AND CULTURE MEDIA

LB (LuriøBertøni)brcth

59 yeast extract (Oxoid, UK)

109 tryptone (Oxoid, UK)

10g sodium cNoride (M&8, Australia)

1L water

pF{7.4

LB øgar

1.5g agar (Oxoid, UK) per l,0Omls of LB broth.

Antib ío tics f or b øct eri øl cl o nin g

Ampicillin (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) - 35mg/ml solution in water.

XGAL (5-Bromo-4-Ctrloro-3-Indolyl-p-D4alactopyranoside) (Diagnostic

Chemicals, Canada) - 21mg/ml solution in dimethyl formamide (BDH,

Australia).

IPTG (Isopropyl-p-D-thiolalactopyranoside) (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany)

- 24mg/m1 solution in water.

Tetracycline (Sigma, USA) - 3Smg/ml solution in ethanol /water (50% v /v).

Miníprep Solutìon 7

50mM glucose (BDH, Australia)

25mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 (Sigma, USA)

L0mM EDTA (ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid) (Sigma, USA)
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Miníprep Solution 2

0.2M NaOH (Ajax, Australia)

1% SDS (BDH, Australia)

Miníprep Solution 3

3M potassium acetate (BDH, Australia)

2M glacial acetic acid (BDH, Australia)

pH 4.8

GEL ELECTROPHORESIS BUFFERS AND REAGENTS

1. xTBE

89mM Trizma Base (Tris [hydroxymethy| aminomethane) (Sigma, USA)

89mM Boric acid (Ajax, Australia)

2mM EDTA (Sigma, USA)

pH 8.3.

7 xTAE

32mM Trizma Base (Sigma, USA)

1.6mM sodium acetate (Ajax, Australia)

0.8mM EDTA (Sigma, USA)

pH7.2

3 x SDS-PAGE runningbuffer

150pM Tris-HCl (Sigma, USA)

1.12mM Glycine (Sigma, USA)

0.3% SDS (BDH, Australia)

pH 8.2
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Prepøratíon of stock øcrylamíde (30%) 36:7 Acrylømide : Bis

3009 Acrylamide (BioRad, USA)

8.2g n,n-methylene-bis-acrylamide (BioRad, USA)

distilled water to L027mls

6 xDNAloødingbulfer

50% glycerol (Ajax, Australia)

LxTAE

0.5% bromophenol blue (BioRad, USA)

0.5% xylene cyanol (Sigma, USA)

SDS PAGE Laemmli Sømple Buffer

62mM Trizma Base (Sigma, USA)

1.0% glycerol (Ajax, Aushalia)

0.2% SDS (BDH, Australia)

+/- 50mM dithiothreitol (BioRad, USA)

pH 6.8

Co omøssie blue staìníng solution

O.21gCoomassie Brilliant Blue R250 (BioRad, USA)

45% Ethanol (BDH, Australia)

9"/o Glacial Acetic Acid (BDH, Australia)

Destøin Solution

Staining solution without Coomassie Blue.
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REAGENTS FOR RNA PREPARATION

St o ck ilen øturíng s olutí o n

4M guanidine thiocyanate salt (Sigma, USA)

25mM sodium citrate pFI7.0 (BDH, Australia)

0.5% n-lauroylsarcosine (Sigma, USA)

dissolve at 65oC

SolutionD

72¡tl of B-mercapthoethanol (Si gma, USA)

10ml of stock denaturing solution

IMMUNOPRECIPITATION BUFFERS

High Buffer PBS

132mM sodium cNoride (M&8, Australia)

l.6mM disodium hydrogen orthopohosphate (Aj ax, Australia)

4mM potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate (Ajax, Australia)

Lysis Buffer

L% Triton X-100 (BioRad, USA) in PBS

SAC Buffer

0.5% Triton X-L00 (BioRad, USA)

SmM potassium iodide (Ajax, Australia)

0.02% sodium azide (Ajax, Australia)

lx PBS
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MISCELLANEOUS BUFFERS AND REAGENTS

TE buffer

L0mM Tris-HCl (Sigma, USA)

LmM EDTA (Sigma, USA)

pH 8.0

Red Cell Lysis Buffer (Ammoníum Chloríile Buffer)

56.5mM ammonium ctrloride (Ajax, Australia)

50pM EDTA (Sigma, USA)

L0mM sodium hydrogen carbonate (M&8, Australia)

pH7.2 - 7.4

7 x Phosphate Bulfereil Saline (PBS)

L6mM disodium hydrogen orthoposphate (Ajax, Australia)

4mM sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate (Ajax, Australia)

120mM sodium cNoride (M&8, Australia)

L0 x PCRbuffer

670mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8 (Sigma, USA)

1,66mM ammonium sulphate (BDH, Australia)

100mM B-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, USA)

5 x PCR buffer

Equal volumes of 10x PCRbuffer and 2mg/mI gelatin
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FACS anøshíngBuffer

1 xPBS

0.1% sodium azide (Ajax, Australia)

L"/" f.oetalbovine serum (CSL, Australia)

RNøse.{

Smg/ml RNase A (Bovine pancreas) (Sigma, USA) solution in water

Boil at 95oC for l"Omin to inactivate DNases.
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APPENDIX 2

Trìs -e quilíbr øte il pheno I

A small grain of 8-Hydroxyquinoline (Sigma, USA) was added to colour the

phenol yellow, and prevent oxidation. The phenol was equilibrated twice by

adding an equal volume of 1M Tris HCI (Sigma, USA) pH 8.0, mixing

vigorously, allowing the two phases to separate by gravity, then removing the

aqueous phase. The phenol was then equilibrated once with 0.1M Tris pH 8.0,

and the aqueous phase replaced with 0.1M Tris pH 8.0 and 0.2%

pmercaptoethanol (Sigma, USA).

W at er - e q uilibr øt e d phen o I f o r RN,{ e xtr øcti o n

A small grain of 8-Hydroxyquinoline (Sigma, USA) was added to colour the

phenol yellow, and prevent oxidation. The phenol was equilibrated by adding

an equal volume of sterile distilled water, and centrifuging at 850xg for Smin to

separate the two phases. The aqueous phase was removed, and the

equilibration repeated. The second volume of water was removed and replaced

with fresh water.

Prep ø ati on of díethylpyro c ørb o n øte (DEP C) ut øter

Redistilled water was stirred with 0.1'/"v /v DEPC (Sigma, Australia) for 30min

at room temperature, then autoclaved.

Chloroform

All chlorofom (Ajax, Australia) for DNA isolation was PrePared as a 24:L

solution with isoamyl alcohol (Sigma, USA). All chlorofom for RNA isolation

was prepared as a 49:'J, solution with isoamyl alcohol.
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Preparøtion of Staphlycoccus nureus for use ín ímmunoprecìpítøtíons

A Lgm quantity of dehydrated S. aureus (pansorbin) (CalBiochem, USA) was

reconsituted and centrifuged att7,000xg for 10min at 4oC. The pellet was

resuspended in cold SAC buffer (appendix 1) and washed twice as above.

Finally the S. aureus pellet was resuspended in a volume of SAC buffer equal to

the original reconstitution volume. The final addition of SAC buffer may be

supplemented with Lmglml ovalbumin (Sigma, USA).

The cell suspension was then stored in 200m1 aliquots at -70oC. Each aliquot of

S. aureus without the ovalbumin supplement was centrifuged at 13,500xg for

60sec, and the supernatant removed before use. Aliquots of S. aureus

supplemented with ovalbumin were used without any further manipulation.
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